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PREFACE
Over the last fifteen years a great deal of effort has 
been put into investigations of the application of pattern 
classification techniques to remotely sensed imagery.
As a result the mathematical theory of the statistical 
techniques and decision-making processes has been 
extensively developed so that there is now a sophisticated 
body of knowledge on the data processing aspects.
The major area of application has been in agricultural 
crop-type recognition while little effort has been devoted 
to the classification of natural terrain, with rocks, soils 
and vegetation species and associations, which has many 
important applications.
Consequently attention has been directed in this work more 
to identifying the problems and difficulties encountered 
in classifying natural terrain using existing theories 
rather than to developing new mathematical techniques.
Following informal discussions with staff of the Road 
Research Laboratory towards the end of the program the 
opportunity was taken to apply existing software to some 
aircraft photography of Nigeria and the results of this 
analysis have been included as chapter 8.
Finally, a number of examples of colour prints of the colour 
composite transparencies used for scanning have been included 
These prints have been made commercially through an inter­
mediate negative and, accordingly, suffer both in definition 
and in their ability to reproduce the range of colours in 
the original transparency.
ABSTRACT
The research described in the thesis is concerned 
with the analysis of imagery obtained from aircraft, 
rockets, and manned and unmanned spacecraft. The 
imagery is of two types, one being conventional 
photographic imagery using the visible and/or the 
near infrared parts of the spectrum. The other 
is derived from multispectral scanners carried by 
Landsat 1 and 2 spacecraft in which information is 
produced separately for each of the two visible and 
two infrared spectral bands.
The analysis is directed towards the automatic 
machine classification of the images for different 
applications and also incorporates a comparison of 
different methods of classification.
One method of analysis is based solely upon the 
spatial variations of intensity in a single waveband 
and provides textural information for a scene. This 
variation has been examined using both one and two- 
dimensional Fourier analysis to provide a mathematical 
description of the textural changes.
Use of spectral information allows greater variation 
in the methods of analysis which fall into two principal 
classes. In the unsupervised method group classification 
of the images is made according to some similarity 
measure between the spectral content of each picture 
element and with no a priori information on their 
identities. The relative advantages of this method 
as applied to the imagery considered here have been 
examined in relation to those possessed by the 
alternative approach, using the supervised method of
5analysis, which requires a priori information on 
the type and degree of classification which is 
required.
The supervised method employed here assumes a 
Gaussian distribution for the spectral intensities 
of each class and uses a maximum likelihood 
decision rule for the classification. The extent 
to which the characteristic spectral signature 
of each class can be spatially extrapolated and 
still yield acceptable results has been examined, 
as has the effort of incorporating a ’threshold' 
below which classification does not take place.
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1 Some Basic Concepts Involving Electromagnetic
Radiation
1.1. Introduction
As the need for natural resources grows, because of 
increasing population and rising standards of living, 
the necessity to manage these resources efficiently 
becomes increasingly more important. An inventory of 
these resources must be regularly and accurately 
maintained. In the past these inventories were 
obtained on the ground, where geologists travelled 
widely to determine the existence of mineral deposits, 
foresters and agronomists examined trees and crops at 
close hand to assess their condition, and surveyors 
obtained their cartographic information. When aerial 
photography was introduced this process was accelerated 
Between one and tv/o decades ago, however, photography 
was augmented by a new technique, where sensing is done 
simultaneously in several bands of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. The name given to this new technique is 
remote sensing.
In a technological context remote sensing is defined 
as the measn by which we may measure from a distance, 
without any kind of mechanical contact, in a systematic 
and quantitative manner, the radiation issuing from 
an object and with the aim of identifying its nature 
and properties. It is not necessary for the object 
itself to emit radiation. In fact, most remote 
sensing measurements rely on solar or man-made 
irradiation. There are no limitations on the distance 
from which we take our measurements.
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The only radiation which can be measured at high 
altitudes is that radiation which does not suffer 
unacceptable absorption in its passage through 
the atmosphere and, for measurements made from a 
satellite, they must propagate through a vacuum.
Thus, in practice, we are only left with electro­
magnetic radiation as a carrier of Earth information.
The term electromagnetic radiation encompasses all 
radiation energy that moves with the constant 
velocity of light in a harmonic wave pattern. The 
characteristics of the waves of the electromagnetic 
radiation are defined by three essential measurements: 
wavelength, wave velocity, and wave frequency.
As all electromagnetic measurements are related by 
the mathematical equation
( 1 -1 )
where X  is the wavelength
V  is the frequency
C  is the velocity of light in vacuum,
the relation between the wavelength and the frequency 
is a reciprocal one.
Electromagnetic radiation presents a continuum of 
frequencies, wavelength, and quanta, from long 
wavelength, very low frequency radio waves to the 
very short wavelength, high frequency gamma and 
cosmic ray waves. In normal practice this continuum 
is usually divided into different wave length bands 
or spectral regions (Figure 1.1), such as ultraviolet, 
visible, infrared, etc. In fact none of these regions 
have distinct boundaries and there is a great overlap 
in the regions and in the terminology applied to them.
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A continuous stream of information in the form of 
electromagnetic radiation is emitted by the Earth 
into space. Remote sensors of different types have 
been designed to intercept these radiations in a 
systematic manner and evaluate and measure them for 
subsequent analysis. The Earth is irradiated 
principally by the Sun, and to a small extent by the 
atmosphere. There is a further contribution from 
the sky but since its radiation temperature does 
not exceed a few degrees kelvin it can normally be 
neglected.
Sensors of radiation give rise to four distinct 
radiance components. This is shown schematically 
in figure 1.2. The symbols there are:
? Sun’s spectral radiance 
B  = spectral radiance of a black
body at Earth surface temperature T 
A  = atmospheric spectral radiance
5  = solar aspect angle
P = reflectance of observed Earth
surface
E  = emittance of observed Earth surface
X = atmospheric transmittance along
radiation path 
X  = wavelength
and the suffixes
d  = downwards
U  = upwards
It then follows that the :
solar radiation reflected by the Earth’s surface
= 5 5(\) COS5 x^ (X) P(X) ciA (1-2)
1 4
Radiation^emitted from the Earth's surface
= B(Xjt) £(A) d(X) ( 1-3)
Upward radiation from the atmosphere
~ Q ^  A|j(X) d X  ( 1'4)
Downward radiation of the atmosphere reflected 
upwards by the Earth's surface
= P(X) TjX) dX (1.5)
We can consider the Sun’s radiance as constant while 
the thermal emission of a particular surface changes 
according to day-to-night and seasonal variations 
as well as changes due to local meteorological 
conditions. The atmospheric radiance is also 
considerably affected by these changes. In addition 
there are temporal changes in local Earth emittance 
and in local atmospheric transmittance.
Of particular importance to Earth observations are 
the two radiation components represented in equation 
(1.2) and (1.3); equations (1.2) and (1.3) give, 
respectively, the solar emission spectrum after 
reflection by, and the emission spectrum of, the 
observed Earth surface. Objects radiate electro­
magnetic energy as a consequence of the thermal 
motion of their atoms and molecules. The radiation 
characteristics can be completely specified for 
certain radiating surfaces if their temperatures are 
known. These surfaces, which are continuous spectrum 
sources, are known as ideal thermal radiators or 
"blackbodies” . A blackbody is one that absorbs all 
the radiation incident upon it. The total energy 
(W^ ) emitted over all wavelengths by a blackbody
1is related to the absolute temperature (T) by the 
Stefan-Boltzman law which states that
(16)
where
Cr = 5.67 X 10“^ Wm“2
The distribution of the energy spectrum of a blackbody 
is given by Planck’s equation
where the spectral emittance i.e. the power
emitted per unit area of surface per unit wavelength; 
X  is the wavelength; T the temperature; Cq a 
constant = 3-7^ x 10 W.m^; Cg a constant
= 0.01 Vi m°K. The power in any given bandwidth 
must be found by integration. The variation of\.V^ 
with wavelength and temperature is shown in fugure
1 .3 . The dashed line of this diagram illustrates 
Wien’s displacement low which states that
X T= 2897iiniK ( 18)-m
whereX^is the wavelength of maximum energy for this 
curve appropriate to a temperature T. For a 6OOO °K 
balckbody, e.g. the Sun, the peak is at 0.5[Ann.
The fact that nearly half of the radiated electro­
magnetic energy from the Sun falls within the 0.^ 
to 0.75|-Xf'h (visible) band has, inevitably, led to 
the use of the photographic camera, operating v/ithin 
this band,as the first man-made imaging remote sensor. 
For a typical Earth temperature of approximately 
300 °K maximum emission occurs at approximately 
10 [J, m, so that sensing of the Earth emittance 
features requires sensors which can operate efficiently 
at about 1 0 m.
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1.2 Wholly and Partially Usable Spectral Bands 
Available for Remote Sensing.
1.2.1. Ultraviolet and very short wavelengths
The ultraviolet is the name given to radiation of 
wavelength proceeding from ^OOm^down to about 
10nn|l . This region of the electromagnetic spectrum 
is strongly attenuated due to atmospheric opacity 
at wavelengths shorter than 2 8 0 m ^  . Conventional
photography may be used in the near ultraviolet 
since photographically sensitive surfaces are 
presently available with sensitivities ranging 
down to 280 m|_[ . A limiting factor in using
ultraviolet in conventional photography is that çome 
lens materials are chaque to wavelengths shorter than 
360 mjj^  j and lenses with high quartz content must be 
used to overcome this difficulty.
1.2.2. The Visible Band
This band extends from 400m|_Lup to 700m|^i and, by 
its very nature, was the first to be used in remote 
sensing.
Since different objects absorb different amounts of 
energy, solar radiation is partially and unequally 
relfected by different objects. Both the eye and 
photographic emulsions register only the reflected 
radiation, the remainder of the solar energy is 
absorbed by the object, atmospheric gases, refracted 
by the upper atmospheric boundary and diffracted by 
the atmosphere itself.
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The amount of solar radiation which reaches the 
Earth surface and the amount reflected are 
scattered to a certain extent; the scattering 
reaches a maximum in the short wavelengths, from 
about 400 to 500 mj_l in the violet and blue bands, 
and reaches a minimum in the orange and red regions 
of the visible spectrum., The scattering of visible 
radiation is approximately inversly proportional to 
the fourth power of the wavelength. At a wavelength 
of 400 mjj^  (violet), the scattering is about four 
times, that at a wavelength of 6OO mjj^  (red) . Thus 
when taking photographs across a thick layer of 
atmosphere one should avoid the scattering zone 
which attenuates contrast and may make the object 
appear somewhat blurred. This can be readily done 
by using specific filters. As photography is the 
normal means of recording the visible region of 
electromagnetic radiation it is necessary to discuss 
the most suitable conditions for using photography 
for remote sensing purposes.
(a) Time and Season
Photographically sensitive surfaces are affected 
only by solar radiation between 350 and 950 m^[ ,
thus reaching ultraviolet radiation on one side and 
infrared radiation on the other. As the image 
registered by a sensitive surface will be dependent 
on the quantity and spectral quality of the available 
solar energy, this will lead to the concept of the 
Sun’s angle above the horizon. The daylight intensity 
changes as the day advances according.to the slope of 
the Sun’s rays. When the Sun is low in the sky, the
8blue band (from 400 to 500 mj^j^ ) is greatly scattered 
due to the greater thickness of the atmospheric layer; 
thus the Sun appears reddish. Because of this fact, 
early morning and late evening hours should be 
avoided in photography if reliable photographs are 
to be obtained. In remote sensing the most useful 
photographs are those taken around midday when 
illumination and spectral quality are at their best.
When considering seasonal changes the position 
becomes more complicated since the optimum time at 
which to photograph a given target depends not only 
on the nature of the target itself but also on the 
adjacent target against which the given target is 
to be discriminated. Consequently, it is not possible 
to specify the optimum time of year other than in 
a very specific set of circumstances which may be 
of limited value.
(b) Colour Filters
Generally speaking, a colour filter will attenuate 
the influence of the complementary colour, and will 
favour the spectral band corresponding to its own 
colour.
Some photographic applications require the use of 
more than one filter to achieve the spectral 
absorption required. In such cases, the filters 
should be cemented together, thus minimizing the 
surface reflection losses.
When using filters, care should be taken so that the 
lens is focussed with the filter or filters in place 
since a thick filter will change the effective 
focal length.
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1.2.3. Infrared Region
The upper boundary of the infrared region begins at 
1 mm although some workers, consider that it begins 
at 3 mm. The lower limit is more precise since it is 
agreed that 700 - 750 m ^  is the upper limit of the 
visible part of the spectrum. Infrared radiation from 
the point of view of remote sensing can be divided 
into three regions.
(a) Near infrared, from 3[J, m down to the visible 
region (700 - 750m ^ ).
This band, sometimes called reflective infrared, was 
to some extent neglected until about i960, but is 
now being more extensively used. The lower part of 
this radiation (750 - 950 m[_t ) affects sensitive 
surfaces and thus it is used in photography, but it 
should not in general be used without a filter since 
in this case results with the normal visible band are 
superior.
Infrared photography renders invaluable information 
in the remote sensing field, its merits coming 
mainly from the fact that its longer wavelength 
results in smaller scattering by the particles of 
the atmosphere and thus the greater is its penetrative 
power.
The other part of this band (900 ~ 3000 mj^) is 
beyond the photographic range. In this region only 
spectrometers and radiometers can operate.
(b) Middle infrared, from lOOjJ^m down to 3|J. m.
This band is referred to as the thermal infrared 
region (sometimes called emitted infrared) and it is
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extensively used from l4jj^  m to 3 m. The sensors 
used in this region are radiometers and spectrometers
The emission intensity of the thermal radiation is 
dependent upon the temperature and emissivity of 
the object being sensed. With the day-or-night 
capability of this band, studies can be made to 
evaluate the difference which may appear at both 
periods.
(c) Far Infrared, from 1 mm down to lOOjJ^m.
This band has not been used for remote sensing and 
it seems unlikely that it will be used in the near 
future except for that part of it which is adjacent 
to the mircowave band.
1.2.4. Microwave Region
This is normally considered to be in the region 
from 1 m down to 1 mm. With microwaves we reach the 
longest waves used up to now in remote sensing, but 
this does not mean that longer waves will never be 
used, despite the increasing galactic noise. In this 
band the atmospheric attenuation can be neglected 
provided the shorter wavelength part of it is avoided
Microwaves are used in two different techniques.
(a) With active microwaves the senosr emits its 
own electromagnetic radiation which is then reflected 
off the target back to the receiving sensor. This 
technique is essentially radar, and thus will be 
discussed later in the section dealing with the 
different sensors used in remote sensing.
(b) Passive microwave techniques use the naturally 
emitted black and grey body electromagnetic radiation 
from objects. Passive microwaves have two advantages
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over active microwaves; (a) they are naturally 
emitted, so there is no need for the power sources 
necessary for active microwaves; (b) naturally 
emitted radiations provide a good representation 
of the "personality" of the object emitting them.
These passive microwaves are thermal radiations, 
so Planck’s law can be applied (equation 1.7) to 
them. Now, if the variation of W with wavelength 
and temperature is plotted (Figure 1.4) in the 
far infrared and microwave parts of the spectrum, 
it will be noticed that the intensity level at 
microwave frequencies is approximately 7 orders of 
magnitude lower than in the intensities in the 
visible and near infrared bands. It is only by 
recent advances in receiver sensitivity that 
meaningful measurements of these extremely small 
signals have become possible.
At these long wavelengths the complex Planck law 
can be simplified by approximation to yield
"bh ^bb (1.9)
Where W^^ = radiation, and T^^ = temperature of 
the blackbody. This holds when a blackbody is 
taken as reference. The brightness temperature 
T^^ or real objects, o, is a function of emmisivity 
( C  ) at the wavelength considered ( \ )  , namely
E  =  ^ (1.10)
«bb
T^^ derives from these basic concepts.
The radiation emitted from objects depends on three 
factors: emissivity, transmissivity, and
reflectivity.
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The energy emitted is proportional to E  (X ) and 
to T^ (the real temperature of the obejct) and 
is affected by the spectral reflectance, p  ( X  ), 
the transmittance, T ( X  ) and, finally, by the 
other radiations incident on the object; T^ coming 
from the sky temperature and T^ coming from the cloud 
temperature. This gives, for the value of the 
brightness temperature
1^^= 61( X )  "1  ^4 "P(X) + (1-11)
In fact, the last two terms of this equation can 
be neglected without affecting the value of T^^ 
significantly. It is evident that for the case of 
a blackbody, where P[X)=T( X ) =  0  and where
E( X  ) = 1 ,  that'T^^ = "^ bb * the case of an
actual object, a grey-body, T^^ is the product of 
real temperature and EC X ) -
The above argument applies also to thermal infrared
radiation. In this latter case, EC X ) departs only
slightly from unity so that T^^ derived from the
effective radiance is fairly near to T^, but never
equal to it, and the difference T - T, varies ’ o br
according to the object considered, and according 
to the time of measurement (day or night).
For passive microwaves, the variation in emissivity 
is considerable. Although passive microwaves 
have the advantage that they can be used day-or-night, 
they have the disadvantage of relatively low spatial 
resolution. Since spatial resolution is inversly 
proportional to wavelength (for a given aperture 
or antenna size), resolution requirements dictate
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operation at the shortest wavelengths possible, 
generally at the order of 1 cm, but in this 
wavelength region the radiations are influenced 
by the atmosphere and it may be necessary to 
correct for losses.
1.3 Porpagation Losses in the Atmosphere
During its passage through the atmosphere some 
radiation may be lost, there being two main factors 
contributing to this loss
1.3.1. Scattering
Atmospheric scattering redistributes the radiation 
from the Sun and the Earth's surface, degrades 
resolution and also leads to the diffuse reflection 
of extra-terrestrial radiation. These atmospheric 
effects were taken into account in equations (1.2) 
to (1.5) by the appropriate values for atmospheric 
emittance, reflectance and transmittance.
Some scattering phenomena can be treated according 
to Rayleigh's law, which states that scattering 
is inversely proportional to the fourth power of 
the wavelength. This applies only if the radiation 
wavelength \  is much larger than the diameter (J) 
of the particle causing the scattering. If the 
particle diameter is of the same order as the 
radiation wavelength then the scattering is 
governed by Mie's theory approximately as follows:
If (|) X  3 scattering proportional to 1/X^
4^  - X  , scattering proportional to 1/X^
([) = 3/2 X, scattering proportional to 1/ X
and finally^ when 2 X  scattering is independent
of X  -
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Scattering is the chief cause of the reduction of 
energy in the visible and near-visible bands of 
the spectrum when transmitted through the atmosphere.
1 .3.2 . Molecular Absorption
Molecular absorption produces most of the reduction 
in radiation energy at infrared wavelengths. It 
occurs as a result of the resonant interaction of 
the photons of the radiation with characteristic 
oscillatory modes of the molecules e.g. 
vibrational and rotational modes. Nitrogen and 
oxygen, which constitute 99% of the atmosphere, 
do not absorb significantly. Water vapour, carbon 
dioxide and ozone are the chief absorbers followed 
by the less important nitric acid, methane and carbon 
monoxide. Sometimes the absorbed energy is re­
radiated, but the usual process which occurs is 
that the abosrbed energy is exchanged by collision 
with other molecules before the excited molecule 
has had time to re-radiate and the abosrbed energy 
appears as heat.
The abosrption of the radiation depends at different 
altitudes of its path on the different absorbing 
molecules. In the lowest levels of the atmosphere, 
water vapour is more concentrated than any other 
abosrber. Ozone is concentrated at an altitude of 
about 25-45 km, where it is formed from the 
interaction of oxygen and ultra violet radiation.
Other absorbers are more uniformely distributed through 
the atmosphere.
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1.4. Atmospheric Windows
As a result of the propagation losses in the atmosphere 
an observer of the Earth outside the atmosphere is 
left with five bands called atmospheric windows 
(Figure 1.5)
1.4.1. 0.3 to . This window encompasses
part of the near ultraviolet, all the visible band 
and the.' near or reflective infrared. It is in use 
.for photography (up to m ) , television (up to
0.9 p,m), spectrometers, and radiometers. In all 
these cases the sensor receives the reflected 
radiation.
1.4.2. 1.3 to 2.5 ni. This window, with the end 
section of the above window (0.9 to 1. 3 |J, m) does 
not affect photographic emulsions and is beyond the 
range of television cameras. Spectrometers and 
radiometers are the only sensors in this region, 
receiving only the reflected radiation, since the 
emitted infrared energy is much too weak to be 
detected.
1.4.3. 3.5 to 5.5 m. In this region the emitted 
infrared radiation has sufficient energy to be 
detected by radiometers and spectrometers. This 
window is normally used at night only, since, in the 
daytime, emitted and reflected radiations combine
and they are difficult, though not impossible, to 
separate.
1.4.4. 8__to ].4P'm. In this window only the bands
located to either side of 9 • 6 [-1 m are available for 
use. This window is one of the most important of 
all of the ones mentioned above, since it can be
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used both day and night, the reflected radiation 
being negligible in the daytime and absent at 
night. Moreover, as has been seen above, it is 
precisely at these wavelengths that maximum target 
emission occurs when the temperature is around 300
1.4.5" Microwave Window
In the microwave region there are two narrow 
windows at 3.19 mm and 8.57 mm and a broad window 
extending from 20 mm out to about 100 mm. The 
3.19 mm window suffers from significantly more 
attenuation than the 8.57 mm window; nevertheless, 
in comparison with visual and infrared attenuation, 
all three mircorwave windows have orders of 
magnitude less attenuation than visual and infrared 
in fog or cloud. This region provides remote 
sensing with a valuable attribute as àn all-weather 
and around-the-clock technique. At wavelengths 
longer than l8 mm, there is no appreciable 
atmospheric attenuation.
1.5 Colour
There has been extensive research work in an attempt 
to determine how the human eye perceives colour. 
These attempts have e rablished a basis for present 
colour photography techniques. Therefore it is 
necessary to understand the results of that research 
work which has determined the mechanics of how the 
human eye perceives colour in order to understand 
colour photography.
It is long established that white light can be 
analysed into the spectral colours which it contains 
One of the most familiar ways of splitting white 
light into its spectrum is with the use of a prism.
2?
The prism is made in such a way that the surface on 
which the white light is incident and the surface 
from which the light emerges produce strong refraction.
It is this process that increases the chromatic 
dispersion which allows the colour spectrum to be seen. 
Colour is determined by the frequency of vibration, 
that is, the association wavelength of the light. 
Different visible wavelengths give rise to an infinite 
number of hues which make up the spectrum. These hues 
are suaully broadly grouped together into six principle 
-colours: red, orange, yellow, green, blue and voilet.
The normal eye can discern differences in wavelength of 
5 m^L" Differences in hue do exist between colours
whose wavelengths differ by less than 5 mjj^  , but is not 
possible for the eye to resolve this difference. Each 
hue is characterised by a different frequency or 
wavelength’.
An acceptable concept to explain how colour is detected 
by the human eye must be based on an acceptable 
relationship between the eye and the brain. The sensitive 
receptors that make up the retina of the eye consist of 
two main types; rods and cones. When light falls on 
these receptors it produces electric impulses that are 
transmitted along the optic nerves to the brain. The 
brain interprets these electric impulses into the 
sensation of sight.
It is assumed that the purpose of the rods is primarily 
for the detection of weak light, being responsive to 
weak stimuli, but not being capable of distinguishing 
colours. The cones function only in bright light and 
respond to various wavelengths of light, besides being 
more capable of distinguishing fine detail than are the 
night vision rods.
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IVhen two colours are mixed together, the eye 
distinguishes this mixture as a third colour. It 
can not discern either of the two original colours. 
Therefore, the eye can not tell whether the sensation 
produced by a certain colour is the result of a 
mixture of colours or is a monochromatic light. On 
the contrary, in physical colour matching equipment 
the colour is dispersed into a spectrum, each of the 
component colours is then added together to determine 
the resulting hue.
In addition to hue, which is the dominant wavelength, 
all colours contain two other characteristics; 
saturation and brightness or intensity. Saturation 
is the property of a colour which indicates the 
purity or amount of white light contained in the 
colour. More specifically, saturation is the ratio 
of the amount of hue in a colour to the total amount 
of energy in a colour. Brightness or intensity is an 
attribute of sensation by which an observer is aware 
of differences of luminance.
It is the purpose of colour photography to accurately 
reproduce the hue, saturation and brightness 
characteristics of any colour which the eye perceives.
Experimentally it has been shown that any colour can 
be matched by mixing three primary colours in the 
proper proportion; By three primary colours is meant 
any three colours such that no mixture of any two 
of them should be matchable with the third. One can 
see that there is a wide choice of primary colours 
but conventionally, red, green and blue are normally
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used as the primary colours. Mathematically we can 
represent this fact in the simple relation.
(S) = r (Sy) + g(Sg) + b(S^) (1.12)
where
(S^), (Sg), (S^) represent energy units for the
three primaries and r,g, b are numbers. It is 
understood that one of the three numbers may be 
negative. Whether we use hue, brightness and 
saturation or three primary colours we do not change 
the fact that colour has three degrees of freedom.
Chromaticity is defined by the two quantities, hue 
and saturation, taken together. In practical 
situations we are mainly interested in the relative 
proportions of the three primary colours and not in 
the absolute amounts i.e. we are concerned with 
chromaticity and not with brightness. In this case 
two numbers are sufficient to specify colour 
properties. If we use three primary colours we can 
arbitrarily put
r + g + b = l  (1.13)
Then v;e can represent chromaticity by a two- 
dimensional diagram. In chromaticity it is convenient 
to use special units for the primary colours chosen 
so that for white light
r = g = b = 1/3 (l.l4)
Figure (1.6) shows the chromaticity diagram where 
the relative proportion (r) of one primary is taken 
as abscissa and that of another g as ordinate. The 
pure spectrum colours are represented by points on
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the chromaticity diagram and are joined together by 
a line called the pure spectrum locus.
There is one more colour specification which deserves 
to be mentioned here since it is frequently used in 
practical situations i.e. the colour density. The 
colour density is primarily used in relation to colour 
transparencies. The evaluation of the colour density 
of a reversal or negative film is complicated by 
the nature of the formation of the dye images. Each 
dye has high absorption throughout much of the 
spectrum and the colour density measurement of one 
layer will be affected by the abosrption of the other 
two layers. We measure the colour density for two 
reasons; (a) to measure the effect of a colour 
film upon a beam of light transmitted through it;
(b) to measure the component dyes of the image.
Thus, methods for measuring colour densities have 
been established, each of them providing different 
information about the image.
In measuring the colour density, three-filter colour 
densitometers make use of an arbitrary set of three 
filters: red, gree, and blue. As no specified total
system for sensitivity is given, the measurements 
are only used to match the image to a standard. These 
measurements are relatively easy to obtain, and they 
are, therefore, used in the processing control of 
colour films.
1.6. Interaction of Radiation with Matter
In general, the radiation incident on the surface of 
an object is partly reflected and partly transmitted 
into the material of the object.
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That part of the radiation which enters the body of
the object will undergo processes such as absorption
and scattering. However, some of the energy may be
able to emerge from the opposite side of the object
after being reduced again by partial reflection at
the far surface. According to the principle of the
conservation of energy, the sum of the reflected,
transmitted, scattered, and absorbed components of
the radiant renegy will be equal to the incident
radiant energy. All the processes which the radiant
energy undergoes on the surface of the object and
inside it are dependent on the incident radiation wavelength
There are two types of reflection, specular reflection 
and diffuse reflection. Specular reflection occurs at 
a smooth surface,and the specular reflection coefficient 
(R), is defined as the ratio of the intensities of the 
reflected and incident radiation and depends on the 
complex refractive index, the angle of incidence and 
the polarisation of the incident beam. Mathematically 
it is given by the relations
11. tan (I+I )
A^^ Sin (I+I ) (1.16;
where R is a reflection coefficient
A an amplitude
1 the angle of incidence 
/
I the angle of refraction 
and the subscripts
1 refers to the incident light
2 refers to the reflected light
1 to the direction parallel to the surface
and r to the direction perpendicular to the surface
Diffuse reflection occurs when the surface is rough, 
such that the incident radiation is reflected in many 
directions with respect to the incident beam. A 
uniformly diffusing surface is one that obeys 
Lambert's law i.e. the radiance is a constant 
independent of the angle of view and the angle 
of illumination. Such a surface has an effective 
reflection coefficient equal to TX in all
directions. Although some objects closely obey 
Lambert's law, there is no surface which completely 
obeys it. A thick layer of newly prepared 
magnesium oxide is almost a perfect diffuser and is 
taken as a standard for comparative measurements of 
natural surfaces.
When the angle of incidence is 0° the reflection 
coefficient of some material surfaces such as sand, 
soil or grass is relatively constant as shown in 
Figure 1.7
Most of the radiative transfer models for calculating 
reflection and transmission coefficients consider the 
Earth's surface as a Lambertian one.
In an absorbing medium, interactions occur between 
the electric field component of the electromagentic 
radiation and the different electric charges of the 
atoms, molecules, and free electrons present. The 
propagation of the radiation inside an absorbing 
medium takes the form of an exponential function
E - C. (1.17)
where E is the electric component of the radiation, 
w the angular frequency, t the time, n the 
complex refractive index, x the distance travelled
o 3
by the wave and c. the velocity of light.
Generally, the resultant reflected radiation from an 
object will be composed of several components. 'There 
will be one due to the surface specular or diffuse 
reflection, that due to radiation scattered within the 
material and that due to reflection and multiple 
reflections from interfaces after the radiation has 
already passed through the first surface. Among all 
these components one or other component will be 
dominant. If the surface reflection term is dominant 
then the object will display surface colour. This 
situation usually occurs with metals. But if the 
radiation from within the material is predominant, i 
then the object will display body colour. This 
usually happens in the case of vegetation, where the 
radiation is transmitted in the material and reflected 
and scattered by the cellular structures.
In fact, the radiated energy of natural objects on
the surface of the Earth is emitted mostly in the
thermal infrared region. Thus if the object has a
very rough surface compared to the emitted radiation
wavelength then the main source of information will
be the measurement of the total emission. In other
cases where the object surface is smooth compared to the
emitted radiation wavelength, the surface is more
specular and the electric vectors of the emitted
radiation will oscillate in preferential directions,
consequently a measurable emission polarization will
be produced giving an additional source of information.
However, in the case of coarse-grained rocks and
coarse sand, if there is a preferred orientation of the 
larger grains we can expect a measurable polarization
thus giving a possible tool to discriminate among
rocks on the basis of texture.
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2 . Remote Sensing Techniques 
2.1 Introduction
As there is a wide range of different wavelength 
radiations from the Earth, the detection and 
identification of these radiations make it 
necessary to find suitable and sufficiently 
sensitive sensors. There are two main types of 
sensors. One which detects and measures radiation 
which is naturally emitted or reflected from the 
object is termed a passive sensor and the other 
type, which provides its own artificial radiation, 
is called an active sensor. At the time being 
sensors which work in all parts of the spectrum 
are available. However, the main factor in 
deciding the quality of a sensor is its resolving 
power. When we move towards the longer wavelength 
in the spectrum the resolving power becomes poorer 
and, to partially overcome this difficulty, the 
diameters of the optics, either lenses or antennas, 
which collect the radiation must be increased. 
Another factor which helps to compensate for the 
loss in resolving power is that the longer 
wavelengths undergo less attenuation in the 
atmosphere than the shorter wavelengths. The choice 
of the sensor to be used depends upon the particular 
amounts of energy in various parts of the electro­
magnetic spectrum.
Although our major concern in this work is to 
study the application of remote sensing to earth 
resources it is desirable to have some knowledge 
of the platforms used in collecting information, 
since in some cases they play an important role in
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the interpretation of the data. In the past the main 
platform for remote sensing equipment has been the 
aircraft, but recently in 1972 NASA successfully 
launched the first satellite ERTSl, later renamed 
Landsat 1, equipped for earth resources investigations 
This satellite provides repetitive information over 
about 80% of the Earth's surface every l8 days.
The different characteristics of the various 
platforms make their use dependent upon the 
circumstances and the purpose of the survey. However, 
there is no one sensor that is totally suitable for 
use with all the different platforms.
2.2. Sensors
2.2.1. The Photographic Camera
2.2.1.1. Introduction
The camera was used as a remote sensor first when it 
was airborne over one hundred years ago, and now as 
we proceed in the second decade of the space era, 
the photographic camera is still a remote sensor with 
special and unique merits.
The photographic camera is a passive sensor 
operating in the visible and near infrared part of 
the electromagnetic spectrum. There are basically 
six types of photographic camera system: vertical
frame, panoramic, strip-film, trimetrogon, divergent 
forward oblique and forward oblique. Each of these 
systems has its won advantages in a particular field 
of study. However, the vertical frame camera is the 
one predominantly used in remote sensing, followed 
by the panoramic camera.
4The remaining systems are used in special purpose 
missions.
The photographic camera provides a permanent high 
spatial resolution, pictorial record which has a 
large information storage capacity. Relatively 
speaking the photographic camera has high sensitivity, 
high reliability and, as the recorded image carries 
a close resemblance to the on-the-ground situation, 
it is very suitable for human interpretation.
The disadvantages of the photographic camera as a 
remote sensor are; (a) the transmission of the 
film from a camera in space to the ground is 
currently a complicated and expensive task, (b) 
the form in which the data is obtained does not 
lend itself to computer storage and digital 
processing without a further processing stage,
(c) large quantities of film are required if 
extensive, high resolution ground coverage is 
required and (d) the photographic camera works 
only in daylight.
In the past, image motion compensation was not 
required because of the high altitudes at which 
missions were flown,the use of slow speed aircraft, 
and the relatively low resolution of the film 
used. However, with the advent of spacecraft and 
high-speed aircraft and the development of slow- 
speed, fine-grain, high resolution emulsions, it 
is necessary to have some method of compensating 
for the forward movement of the aircraft or 
spacecraft during the exposure time. There are 
several techniques for achieving this but the
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simplest is to move the film during exposure so 
that the film and the image move at the same speed 
to prevent image blurring.
2.2.1.2. Photographic Emulsions
There are different types of photographic emulsion 
for different purposes, the main differences between 
the emulsions being spatial and chromatic resolution, 
film speed and cost. The major types are:
(a) Monochromatic film which produces a "black and 
white" image. Optical densities in the film or print 
are associated primarily with luminosities in the 
original scene, usually integrated over the visual 
spectrum (400 mjj, to 750 m|_i ) . This film is still 
the standard for photointerpretation.
(b) Black and white infrared film which is 
monochromatic film whose spectral sensitivity is 
extended to cover the visible and near infrared 
regions (400 to 900 m|J^  ) . If the infrared region 
only is to be recorded then a suitable filter must be 
used. This film is limited with respect to resolution.
(c) True-colour film which produces a fairly accurate 
rendering of the colours and luminations in the original 
scene. It is more useful in identifying features if 
colour is an important identifying characteristic but
it has no advantage over black and white film if 
identification is based on texture.
(d) Colour infrared film which records both the 
infrared and visible spectrum in the form of a "false- 
colour" image, by having emulsion layers which : 
effectively respond to one primary colour but contribute 
a different one in the final image.
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Figure (2.1) shows the spectral responses of the 
colour forming layers of a Kodak Ectachrome Infrared- 
film (Aero 8443) as a function of wavelength.
(e) Non-blue sensitive colour film which has an 
advantage in its ability to penetrate atmospheric 
haze or underwater turbidity.
2.2.1 .3. The application of photography to Remote 
Sensing
The evidence for the Earth sensing value of photography 
from aircraft is extensive, and recently there has 
been evidence of its value from satellites. Photography, 
in its various forms, appears to be capable of covering 
a wider range of applications than any other known 
sensor.
As all the successful applications of photography 
from aircraft and satellites can not be. discussed 
here, reference will only be made to our main concern, 
that is the field of agriculture and vegetation. 
Photography has been obtained and investigated in 
many different scales of complexity, varying from the 
identification of a single object type on changing 
but different backgrounds to a detailed identification 
of many different classes within the whole frame.
Most published work tends to present the results from 
one or more frames selected beforehand so as to 
maximise the chances of success. Very little effort 
has been put into comparing different film types or 
single and multi-band photography.
2.2.2. The Vidicon Camera
2.2.2.1. Introduction
Although trials with this sensor onboard a
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meteorological satellite started in I96O, it was not 
used with full potential for remote sensing purposes 
until recently. The first Earth Resources Technology 
Satellite, Landsat - 1, used a vidicon camera as a 
part of its sensing equipment.
The vidicon camera as an orbital sensor produces 
very high resolution pictures within the spectral 
range 350 to 1100 m|J . It has high quantum efficiency 
for the photo-sensitive material, large image data 
packing density, good stability of the image geometry, 
and relatively easy transmission of data to the ground 
receiving station.
The vidicon camera needs a time interval between 
successive exposures in order to discharge the target, 
flood the tube with light and discharge again, which 
causes a relatively slow picture cycling rate.
Another disadvantage of the vidicon camera is that 
the picture produced does not normally preserve 
geometrical fidelity to better than about 0.3% of 
the picture height. This difficulty can be overcome 
to a certain extent by computer calibrating and 
processing. However, the photometric accuracy is 
not preserved and the main causes are picture shading 
signals, background distortion, non-linear light 
transfer characteristics and variations in the 
photoconductor sensitivity. This difficulty can be 
considerably reduced by means of computer 
corrections.
2.2.2.2. The Construction and Operation of a Vidicon 
camera
The main components of a vidicon camera figure (2.2) 
are ;
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(a) a mechanical focal plane shutter which controls 
the exposure of the camera to the scene.
(b) an arrangement of scanning and focussing coils 
associated with highly stabilized power supplies. 
However, to obtain high resolution over a long 
unattended period, other highly stable electrode 
supply voltages will be needed.
(c) a low-noise video head-amplifer
(d) video processing circuits to provide a video 
signal
(e) an optical system of high-resolution lenses
and an automatic photocell-controlled iris diaphragm. 
The camera will be provided with other equipment 
according to the needs of the mission, such as 
digital encoding circuits, on-board video processing, 
and polarizing filters.
The optical image is focussed by the optical system 
onto the photosensitive layer, the target. The 
illuminated regions will become slightly conductive 
and, by maintaining the target at positive potential, 
an induced photocurrent can be obtained which 
produces a surface positive charge pattern giving a 
replica of the optical image. Scanning the surface 
of the target with the electron beam will now restore 
the equilibrium potential by depositing electrons.
As a result a displacement current in the form of an 
analogue television signal will appear, and be 
subsequently amplified.
2.2.2.3. Applications of the vidicon camera
Although there are many applications for the vidicon 
camera in remote sensing we shall confine ourselves
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to its usage in agriculture and vegetation. There 
is, in fact, still much work and investigation to 
be done in this field to decide the optimum use 
of the vidicon camera. However, since the vidicon 
camera spectral region extends to the near infrared 
region, which is very sensitive to different features 
such as the nature of vegetation, health condition, 
moisture content etc., information of this kind is 
important in deciding for example whether land can 
be used for cultivation or for grazing purposes.
2 .2 .3. Multispectral Scanners
2.2.3.1 . Introduction
In this instrument, one scan direction is obtained 
from the forward movement of the platform carrying 
the scanner, and the other direction is obtained 
by the rotation or oscillation of a suitable prism 
or mirror (figure 2.3). Operational scanners may 
have different numbers of channels, ranging from one 
to twenty-four spectral channels.
This instrument is able to sense the target radiance 
both according to variation in position (spatial 
distribution) and in wavelength (spectral distribution)
A multispectral scanner of comparable resolution to 
that of a photographic camera is a complex instrument 
with variable spatial resolution and less spatial 
fidelity. However, the multispectral scanner has 
many merits which make its use not only attractive 
but also necessary. It produces an output in the 
form of an electrical signal which can be transmitted.
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recorded and analyzed at any time. Moreover, it has 
greater dynamic range than photographic emulsions, 
and can be easily calibrated.
The multispectral scanner was first carried into 
space for earth resources studies in 1972 on board 
the satellite Landstat-1. It has produced images of 
excellent quality in bands ranging from the visible 
to the near infrared as shown in figure (2.4).
2.2.3.2. The Basic Multispectral Scanner,
Construction and Principle of Operation
Figure (2.5) shows the main stages in the system 
which are;
(a) The scanner which is an oscillating or rotating 
plane mirror with single or multiple facet mirrors.
The main function of the scanner is to enable the 
sensor to sample the radiation from the target in a 
spatial manner.
(b) The objective
Imaging can be achieved in different ways by using 
spherical, parabolic, plane, or convex mirrors. In 
all of these cases the aim is to produce an image 
where the detector is situated with the minimum 
optical path length. However, the design at the 
imaging optics is dependent on factors such as 
collecting aperture size, wavebands used, field of 
view covered and required angular resolution.
(c) Spectral selection
The aim of the field stop is to pass signals having 
a specified spectral distribution and to reject all 
others. This can be done in two ways. The first 
method uses a spectrometer which disperses the collected 
radiation and a number of detectors are placed in an
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array to receive energy in selected spectral regions. 
The other method uses a number of separated 
detectors, each with a bandpass filter.
(d) Detectors
The detector in a multispectral scanner is used 
to sense the incident radiation and to give as 
an output an electrical signal which.is then 
amplified. The quality of the detector is judged 
by its ability to make use of the available energy, 
its singal-to-noise ratio, and the response time 
for the required scan rates. Nearly all detectors 
are now semiconductors in which the radiation 
interacts directly with the atoms in the semiconductor.
(e) Calibration
Absolute calibration is generally required more 
often than simple waveband-to-waveband relative 
calibration. The normal calibrating signals are 
those obtained either from controlled temperature 
blackbody or tungsten lamp sources or from a diffused 
solar radiation source. Calibration is carried out 
by allowing radiation from the calibrating source to 
fall on the sensor during dead-time periods.
(f) The information carried by the output signal 
from the detector is collected and stored on a 
magnetic tape, and the information may later be 
recombined to produce an image through modulation 
of an oscilloscope or a glow tube. Alternatively 
the information may be statistically manipulated
in computer interpretation procedures. This latter 
method has the advantage of effectively increasing 
the resolution by the suppression of background 
"noise" in the final signal processing stage.
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2.2.3.3. Application of Multispectral Scanners in 
Remote Sensing
In relation to agriculture the 3*^ to 4.2 jj, m and 8 
to 13|^m wavebands, are potentially useful for 
evaluating surface drainage and ground moisture, 
features which enable us to assess potentially 
suitable areas for cultivation. As an example 3.  ^
to 4. 2|j,m radiance maps from the Nimbus satellite 
of the North East Sahara (Pouquet, 1968a) allowed 
accurate predictions of the areas suitable for 
agriculture. In other studies in the USA (Pouquet, 
1968b) the data obtained suggested that minimal 
irrigation would drastically alter the flora.
The 8jJ, m to 13^, m band can be successfully used for 
forest fire prediction if the time intervals between 
successive scans of the same area can be reduced.
The multispectral scanners carried by Landsat-l and 
2 and working in the region 0.5 to l.lj_[,m have 
proved to be efficient tools in many aspects of 
remote sensing and many successful applications have 
been reported in the literature. Some applications 
of Landsat imagery are discussed in later chapters 
of the present investigation.
2.2.4. Passive Microwave Radiometr
2.2.4.1. Introduction
This instrument operates in the millimetre and 
centimetre wavelength bands. It is called passive 
because it intercepts and detects the natural 
emitted thermal radiation from the target under
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investigation. The spatial resolution of the passive 
microwave radiometer is relatively poor and the data 
rates generated are low in comparison with other 
sensors. The passive microwave radiometer has 
limited accuracy for absolute temperature measurement. 
The major advantage of this instrument is that it 
operates in an atmospheric window despite the 
presence of clouds. Another advantage of this 
instrument is that the measured brightness temperature 
of the target is dependent on both its emissivity, 
and its thermodynamic temperature. This feature 
makes it possible to differentiate between two objects 
having roughly the same temperature but with 
different emissivities. The ability of microwaves 
to supply information about subsurface conditions 
and ground covered with vegetation adds to the 
interesting features of the passive microwave 
radiometer.
The output from the radiometer may be an image 
containing resolution elements of measured brightness 
temperature or, more probably, will be in the form 
of a profile of measured brightness tempreature 
along an axis parallel or at a fixed angle to the 
platform track.
2.2.4.2 . Applications of Passive Microwave Radiometry 
to Remote Sensing
Although the main interest in this work is in the 
areas of agriculture and vegetation it must be 
recognized that the passive microwave radiometer 
is still in the experimental stage. However, crude
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sampling of forest and no-forest areas appears 
possible but discriminating and classification of 
different types of vegetation is complicated by 
variations taking place during the different 
stages of the normal growth cycle. It would appear 
that the estimation of soil moisture content is the 
predominant application of microwave radiometry in 
the field of agricultural resource studies.
2 .2 .5 . Microwave Radar
2.2.5.1 . Introduction
Radar, being an active device, provides its own 
radiation, with a wavelength in the range 6 mm to 
1 m, and can obviously be used day or night.
Since it uses wavelengths which are significantly 
less subject to atmospheric attenuation than the 
shorter wavelength visible and infrared wavebands, 
it possesses very great advantages in cloud 
covered areas. The strength of the radar returns 
provides information on the surface roughness and 
the dielectric properties of the target.
One of the disadvantages of radar is its high 
installation cost. It also produces image 
distortion and, in mountainous areas, produces 
extensive areas of shadow.
The type of radar which is generally used for Earth 
resource studies is side looking radar, operating 
with both real or synthetic aperture. The construction 
and principal of operation have been adequately 
described elsewhere (Domville, 1974; Handbook of 
Remote Sensing, 1973; Grant, 1973) and will not
3be described here.
2.2.5.2. Application of Radar in Remote Sensing
There has been relatively little opportunity to 
asses the value of radar as an earth resources 
sensor because civilian, as opposed to military, 
operations have only recently become available. 
Further, most of these applications have been 
restricted to conventional cartographic surveys.
In the field of agriculture, it is possible by 
using radar to detect the boundaries between bare 
and -heavily vegetated soil. Investigations at the 
University of Kansas (Schwartz, et al., I968) 
showed poor correlation between measured crop 
parameters and radar returns. The parameters 
investigated were the crop type and its state of 
maturity, the soil and crop moisture, the density 
of soil coverage and the orientation of the furrows. 
However, good identification of fields of different 
crops was obtained. In forestry radar has been 
used for reconnaissance, general mapping, and for 
stratification of forest types.
2 .3. Platforms
Each type of platform has its own specific 
characteristics which make it of particular interest 
in a given set of circumstances. The sensor design 
is usually modified to suit the platform carrying 
it. However, even with these modifications, no 
particular sensor is suitable for all platforms.
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To decide which platform is to be used there are 
many factors to be considered, these include the 
degree of control for the platform altitude and 
motion, the operational effort needed, the 
operational altitude, and the velocity. A factor 
of special importance in the choice of the platform 
is the V/^ ratio, where V is the velocity and h 
is the altitude of the platform, because this ratio 
controls the ground resolution.
Even with the advanced technology achieved nowadays, 
there are still unpredictable motions associated 
with any platform, these will cause degradation of 
the sensing operation and must be taken into 
consideration in the choice of the platform.
The platforms which have been used in remote sensing 
of the earth are; balloons, aircraft, high altitude 
sounding rockets and satellites.
These various platforms will now be briefly considered.
2 .3 .1 . Balloons
The balloon is a comparatively simple and inexpensive 
platform able to carry remote sensing equipment up 
to an altitude of 50 km. There are two principal 
types of balloon, the first rises continuously until 
it bursts and the other floats at a constant pressure 
ceiling for a long period of time.
The lifting gases used in balloons are hydrogen or 
helium and occasionally even hot air. Large balloons 
are able to carry reasonable payloads, but they a r e  not
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in any way comparable with even small aircraft.
There are many limitations on the use of a balloon.
It needs well engineered experimental equipment which 
is either autonomous or capable of remote control. 
There is a possibility of loss or damage to the 
payload of the balloon and it is difficult to 
predict its flight path.
On the other hand the balloon has some advantages.
It is the only platform which can carry a sensor 
for long periods at altitudes of above 20 km and 
represents a close approximation to a satellite 
environment.
The balloon has been successfully used as a platform 
for the photographic camera, but its use as platform 
for the multispectral scanner and the vidicon camera 
is restricted due to the relatively slow and 
unpredictable ground speed of the balloon. The use 
of the balloon as a platform for passive microwave 
radiometry and for radar is of doubtful value.
2.3 .2 . Aircraft
It would appear that an aircraft is the most suitable 
platform for many applications and up to the present 
most remote sensing instrumentation has been carried 
on aircraft. The aircraft is large enough to 
carry not only the efficient sensor and its supporting 
equipment but also, when necessary, trained personnel 
to control the measurement programme. An aircraft can 
be adequately controlled at all times and can readily 
reach altitudes as low as 300 m and as high as 10 km. 
Exceptionally, special purpose aircraft, such as the
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U-2, can reach altitudes of about 25 km.The aircraft 
provides flexibility in the time of observation which 
enables one to choose the measurement conditions and 
the period between observations. In the presence of 
wind the aircraft has to follow specified flight •: 
directions and may thus produce drift errors. There is 
also in all cases some degree of uncertainty about the 
precise height of the aircraft above the terrain,which 
gives rise to image scale errors.
Frequently the aircraft has been used as a platform for 
the photographic camera and this has proved to be a 
highly efficient combination. The aircraft is considered 
to be the prime platform for the development of multi­
spectral scanner techniques and applications research 
and it is expected that aircraft will not impose any 
major limitations on system performance or data storage 
capabilities.
For passive microwave radiometry the aircraft provides 
a good platform for high ground resolution with a 
practical antenna size and it is estimated that an 
aircraft-borne system would cost about half the cost of 
a spacecraft-borne system. The same consideration 
applies in the case of radar and in addition, as radar 
needs to be flown in a straight and level path in order 
to produce two-dimensional imagery. these requirements 
are completely met by an aircraft.
2 .3 .3 . High Altitude Sounding Rockets
The rocket is the only platform that can reach 
altitudes as high as orbiting satellites. It also
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presents the sensor with a similar environment of 
vibration and shock during the launch and separation 
phases. Rockets thus occupy an essential stage in 
the testing of a satellite-borne sensing system.
They are capable of carrying payloads of hundreds 
of kilogrammes to about 1000 km. The launch time 
can be controlled according to the experimenter’s 
requirements and thus can be arranged to coincide 
with any special event. Another advantage is that 
where there is a cloud-covered area the rocket can 
be held on stand-by and then launched when a break 
in the cloud-cover occurs.
Rockets are useful platforms for photographic and 
vidicon cameras. It is a potential platform for 
multispectral scanners but it is not currently 
recommended for use as a platform for microwave 
radiometry or for radar.
2 .3.4 . Satellites
The satellite is an almost perfect sensing platform 
subject to certain reservations. The most important 
feature of the satellite is its capability to 
provide repetitive information over a certain period 
of time and at approximately the aame local time. 
The satellite is, however, an expensive platform 
and there are severe restrictions on the size and mass 
of on-board remote sensing equipment which must 
function automatically and must be of very high 
specifications.
The expected lifetime of a satellite in a circular 
orbit is determined by its altitude. To make
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effecitve use of an orbiting satellite it should 
have a perigee of 500 km in which case it will have 
a life-time of at least two years.
When the photographic camera is used on a spacecraft 
the focal length must be increased in direct proportion 
to retain a given scale factor but this does not 
alwasy ensure that the resolution will be maintained. 
For this reason lower orbital heights are preferable 
but, on the other hand, such low orbits have the 
disadvantage of reducing the ground swath width for 
any given angular field of view.
Vidicon cameras have been operated on both Landstat- 
1 and 2 but very few results have been reported 
from these experiments.
Microwave radiometry has been successfully used 
with different types of satellite and angular 
resolutions of about 10 mrad have been obtained.
No unclassified radar systems have yet been flown 
on spacecraft but current deisgn studies suggest 
that such systems will be flown in the near future.
The Landstat-1 and_2 earth resource satellites 
launched in July 1972 and January 1975 have been 
outstandingly successful. They each carried a 
vidicon camera and a multispectral scanner, although 
few results have been published from the former 
instrument due to a number of reasons. Further 
details relating to these spacecrafts will be given 
in sections 5 and 6 where results from Landsat 
imagery will be presented.
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3 . Classification Techniques and Data Analysis
3.1. Introduction
The principal task of remote sensing work is to 
recognise and classify objects in a given scene 
according to specific measurements. These 
measurements arise from one or more of four basic 
effects: spatial, spectral, temporal and
polarizstion, according to the primary features in 
the scene. The normal outcome of these measurements 
consists of a huge volume of data which makes it 
almost impossible for a human operator to carry out 
the classification. This problem provided the 
motivation for the development of automatic methods. 
Automatic classification of data is based on defining 
a decision criterion according to which a given 
object is assigned to one of a number of classes. 
Since terrestrial scenes are by nature diffuse and 
unstructured and as the measurements on which 
classification is based are always subject to certain 
errors, elegant mathematical modelling techniques 
and close approximations can not be rigorously 
applied. It would thus appear that the only choice 
is to use probability principles and an empirical 
approach.
The data obtained from digitizing a multispectral 
image by taking measurements in N different bands 
of the electromagnetic spectrum must be assembled 
into an N-dirnensional measurement vector. In the 
3 dimensional case the measurements consist of the 
density values for the pixel in the red, green, and 
blue bands of a multispectral transparency. This
6 6
type of measurement is usually called the density 
signature. With transparencies the bands are 
digitized seperately and then registered so as to be 
commensurated with each other. Classification may be 
discussed according to broad and general procedures, 
taking into consideration the potential fields of 
application such as agricultural resources, geographical 
mapping, geological characteristics, mineral resources 
and water quality.
The classification techniques may be divided into 
five types as follows :
(a) Supervised classification where a range of classes 
is determined "a priori" and using in general, Bayes’ 
statistical criteria to assign each pixel to a class.
(b) Unsupervised classification where the pixels are 
to be grouped into classes, the characteristics of 
which are not known "a priori", with the aim of 
discovering a category structure which fits the pixels.
(c) Adaptive classification where classes are 
established,usually "a priori", and the pixels are used 
to update the class signature. The updating process 
makes use of the merits of supervised and unsupervised 
techniques.
(d) Classification of unresolved objects where each 
pixel is considered to carry a mixture of classes and 
the proportions of each class are to be established.
(e) Perfield classification where the whole area is 
classified at once instead of classifying each pixel 
individually.
Because of the central position of classification in 
the present work, these techniques will now be 
discussed in greater detail.
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3.2 Supervised Techniques
3.2.1. Statistical Approach
A measured value in N different directions can be 
represented as an N-component vector in an N - 
dimensional space, called the measurement space. 
Classification involves dividing the measurement 
space into decision regions (Haralick and Kelly,1969; 
Richardson et al., 1971; Preston, 197^) and each 
region represents a class.
The decision regions in the measurement space are 
constructed in the following way.
Let X be any N - dimensional vector datum point, and 
C^ be a member of the set of m classes where i=l,2.
.m.
Let P(X,C^) be the propability of the vector X being 
from a class C ^ . This probability is dependent on 
both X and C^ and can be defined as the product of 
two factors, one being a conditional probability and 
the other an a priori probability. This can be expressed 
in two forms according as to whether X is conditional 
on C^, or C^ is conditional on X. The two resulting 
equations are :
P(xx^) = P(x|c^). P(c^)   (3.1)
P(X,C^) = P(C^|X). P(X) ............  (3.2)
where
P(x|"C.. ) is the conditional probability of obtaining 
measurement X given class C^.
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P(C.) is the a priori probability that class C. is in 
-L 1
the area investigated.
P(C^|X) is the conditional probability of class 
given measurement X.
p(X) is the a priori probability of measurement X.
From equations (3.1) and (3.2) we now have
, P(XiC.). P(c.)
P(c. X) ' = ---------------- —  (3.3)
 ^ P(X)
Now Bayes’ decision rule assigns a measurement X to 
the class rather than any other class Cj where j=l,
2 ,.......... ,m and ( if
P(C. I X)
 1------- \  1 (3.i|)
P(C. X)
J *
From measurements over known terrain one can work out 
P(x|c.), P(x|c.), P(c.), and P(C.), whereas P(C. |X)
-L I J J
and P(Cj I X) are not known. Thus if equation (3.4) is 
written in terms of the known probabilities we obtain
P(x],c.). P(C.)/p(X)
--------- 1------- \  1 (3.5)
p(x|c.). p(c.)/p(x)
J J
and,since P(X) is not equal to zero, it can be eliminated 
and vie obtain the final discrete decision rule
P(x|,C. ). P(C. ) ^
 !— i-------- L- r >  1 (3.6)
P(xjCj). P(C.)
Now,if both N and m are large numbers, then the active 
computer memory required to store the set of conditional 
probabilities becomes excessive (Booner et al., 1971; 
Arnold, 1973). To avoid this problem the conditional
Gü
probability is considered to have a continuous distribution 
whose form can be specified by a small number of parameters 
(Fu et al., 1969; Arnold 1973). The form usually considered 
is the multivariate normal distribution which is uniquely 
defined by the covariance matrix and the mean value.
Under these conditions we can write t < 
where
M-1 is the N-component mean vector.
Qi is the N-by-N covariance matrix.
l^)t is the transpose of (x-|J,^),
is the inverse of Q^,
Nil is the determinant of .and
Substituting for P(X|C^) and P(x|Cj) in equation (3.6) 
we obtain ' ,,41 ,, ^
P(Ci) ^l/2(x-!4j,'Qj(>'-| j
/ | Q / 2 -  ;
Taking the logarithms of both sides of equation (3.8) yields
C.+ loglQ. I + ( x - 4 p ^ Q f  ) <J3<+ log I Q; +(x-M- )^q U ( x-M-. )
1 1 1 I 1 1  _L J I J J J J
(3.9)
Where C. and C. are constants related to P(C.) and P(C.)
1 J 1 J
respectively.
Equation (3.9) shows that for the vector X to belong to 
class C^ the value
log |q ..| + (x-K)t Q f  (x-k) + C. (3.10)
Should t’e minimized 
If the a priori probabilities of the classes are equal then
C. will be equal to C, and it is easily seen that the value 
^ J .
which should be minimized is
log |.Q^ |, + (x-K )^ Q:^. (x - g ^ )  (3.11)
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This is the continuous decision rule which is 
sometimes called the quadratic decision rule, since 
equation (3.11) is a quadratic function of ( .
The and for eachi'are estimated from portions 
of the data called training sets.
The advantage of using the discrete decision rule is 
its generality since no assumptions are made about 
the form of the conditional probability distributions. 
However, it has a disadvantage due to the fact that 
there are often not enough samples available to 
obtain good estimates for the conditional probabilities 
(Brooner et al., 1971).
While derivation of the quadratic decision rule is 
straightforward, there are inherent assumptions 
that are not realized in multispectral scanner data.
The assumption that the data from each class is 
normally distributed has been shown to be erroneous 
(Crane et al., 1972). Another assumption is that 
and can be estimated accurately from the data; 
however, the estimates may not be representative of 
the data from the entire class when inter-field and 
intrafield variations are present in the ground cover.
A third assumption is that the likelihood function 
P(XJC-) can be formulated for each X independently, 
when the values of neighnouring data points are 
ignored. Finally, there is the classical objection 
to the Bayes formulation. It is difficult to 
estimate accurately the portabilities P(C^). In spite 
of all these faults the quadratic decision rule has been 
used often and successfully.
7 1
There is another supervised method which produces 
approximately the same classification accuracy as 
the quadratic decision rule but has the advantage of 
a shorter processing time. This method is called the 
linear decision rule and it is derived from normal 
univariate distribution functions which are assumed 
to describe the data.
A third method which reduces calculation time 
significantly is the Digital Table Look-up technique 
(Eppler et al., 1971), where computation is partially 
eliminated by looking up the identity of materials 
from stored decision tables. These decision tables 
may be derived from the "maximum likelihood decision 
rule" and other criteria.
3.2 .2 . Training Sets
To estimate the statistical parameters needed for 
the decision rules, a set of samples selected for 
uniform appearance is normally chosen from a 
collection of known areas which should contain all 
classes to be identified. These selected samples 
are called training sets and ti selection process 
at the beginning of the analyst' is considered to 
be one of the main characteristics of the supervised 
techniques. The statistical parameters of the 
training sets are calculated on a computer and 
considered to be ideal representatives of the classes 
contained in the region under test. A classifier is 
constructed by substituting for the calculated 
statistical parameters in the decision rule adopted 
for classification. Unknown samples are then
7 r>
assigned to the different classes according to the 
calculated classification rule.
In calculating the statistical parameters of the 
training set, the greater the number of pixels used the 
better will be the classification accuracy. Frequently 
therefore the training sets are augmented by including 
areas where preliminary classification runs show 
poor recognition rates (Nagy, 1972; Marshall et al.,
1969).
When one is trying to choose a trainir ' set, two main 
problems arise. The first problem is faced if the 
classes in the site overlap in measurement space, a 
situation which often arises, so it is obvious that 
those points in the overlap region would not provide 
good training data. The other problem which arises 
whether there is overlap between classes or not, occurs 
when there are isolated stray points which have the 
property that all the points close to them are members 
of a different class. Obviously using such points as 
members of training sets will lead to mistraining the 
classifier.
3.2 .3 . Threshold Sets
It may well be that some of the input samples do not 
really belong to any of the pre-determined classes.
Such samples may come from fences, roads, isolated 
buildings or in some cases they may even come from 
a class or classes which were not represented in the 
training sets. A possible way to reject these samples 
is to create a separate class which contains all of 
them. In such cases it will be extremely difficult to
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obtain a training set for this class. A feasible 
technique is to establish a rejection barrier which 
allows all samples to be classified except those with 
a conditional probability less than a certain threshold 
value. This value depends upon the criterion used for 
classification. Although it is true that by setting a 
high threshold value the false assignment rate is 
reduced, on the other hand the false rejection rate is 
also increased. It is thus necessary to control the 
threshold value so that the overall accuracy of 
classification is not affected.
It is most important to assess the effect of the 
threshold value on the number of samples assigned to 
a certain class. When the true conditional densities 
Ch(X) are Gaussian, applying a threshold value results 
in the rejection of a sample X being assigned to class 
if
\  = Los l%-| + Q f  (X-f.)
where is the sample likelihood constant and T^ is 
the threshold of .
Now, the value of (X-f^)^ Q.; ^  (X-K ) has a chi-square 
distribution (Remote Multispectral Sensing in Agriculture 
1968) of N degrees of freedom, whose value can be 
determined from the percentage tabulation of the chi- 
square distribution. Therefore, we can determine the 
threshold value required to reject a certain percentage 
of samples being assigned to class C^. For instance if 
it is desired that at least 90% of the three-dimensional 
sample vectors from class shall not be rejected by a 
threshold setting, then a threshold setting T^ can be 
determined by the equation
7 4
= log which C^(X^) = O.90] (3.13)
2From the tables for CL(x ) we find x" = 6.25, 
hence, = log {o^j +6-.25 (3.14)
3.2 .4. Evaluation of the Performance of Supervised 
Techniques
'The supervised classification techniques are open to 
criticism on several accounts viz:
(1) The region under investigation should be known in 
advance so that training areas can be selected
(2) Selected training sets are not always ideal 
representatives of the whole of the image under 
consideration.
(3) The training sets at best represent their own 
classes for one time and one area because of the changes 
in atmospheric conditions and topography.
The advantages of the supervised technique are its speed 
since it needs a relatively short processing time and its 
flexibility in the sense that it allows for the interaction 
between man and machine. It has shown high efficiency 
in applications where workers have achieved accuracies of 
80% and above (Remote Multispectral Sensing in Agriculture, 
1968), 70% (Brooner et al., 1971), 80% (Landgrebe, 1971). 
From a formal and aesthetic standpoint, the statistical- 
Bayesian supervised methods appear also to be preferable 
for their mathematical rigour.
3.3. Unsupervised Techniques (Cluster Analysis)
3.3.1 . General Considerations
The problem of unsupervised learning is basically one
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of estimating the parameters of a mixture density.
The Bayesian approach to this problem yields analytically 
complicated results. Exact solutions for even the simplest 
nontrivial examples lead to computational requirements that 
grow exponentially with the number of samples (Duda et al., 
1973). However, many procedures have been suggested for 
obtaining approximate solutions.
Unsupervised techniques can be conveniently divided into 
hierarchical methods and non-hierarchical methods, by 
hierarchical methods is implied those that optimize the 
route by which groups are obtained; by non-hierarchical 
methods those that optimize some property of a group of 
pixels.
3 .3.2 . Hierarchical Techniques
Hierarchical techniques may be subdivided into agglomerative 
methods which proceed by a series of successive fusion of 
the individual vectors into groups, and divisive methods 
which partition the set of vectors successively into finer 
partitions. Usually, the results of both methods are 
represented in the form of a dendrogram, which is a two 
dimensional diagram illustrating the fusion or partitions 
which have followed at each successive level. Since 
agglomerative techniques will proceed until all the pixels 
are in one group, and the divisive methods will finally 
split the entire set of pixels into a number of groups equal 
to the number of pixels, the investigator must intervene 
to describe at which stage the analysis should stop.
3.3.2.1. Agglomerative Methods
There is a large number of agglomerative techniques 
but the main idea behind them all is similar. They
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begin by calculating distance measures between the 
elements. The hierarchy is produced when the measures 
undergo a sorting-strategy whose results depend mainly 
on the distance measure definition. In the nearest 
neighbour method the distance measure is defined as 
the smallest distance between two pixels of two 
different groups (Johnson, 196?). The furthest^ 
neighbour method is the exact opposite of the nearest 
neighbour method, in that the distance measure is 
defined as the most remote pair of pixels of two 
different groups. In the group average method the 
distance-measure is defined as the average of the 
distances between all pairs of pixels in two different 
groups (Sokal and Michener, 1958). In the centroid 
method the distance between groups is the distance 
between the centroids of the groups (King, 1967).
In the median method, Gower (I967) suggested that if 
the centroids of two groups which have just fused 
were represented by (i) and (j), then the distance 
measure of a third group with centroid (h) from the 
two fused groups lies along the median of the triangle 
defined by (i), (j) and (h) and its properties are 
derived from Apollonius theorem. In Ward's method 
(1963), at any stage of an analysis there would be 
a loss of the information due to grouping of the pixels 
and this loss can be calculated by the total sum of 
squared deviations of every pixel from the mean of the 
group to which it belongs. In each step of the 
analysis, fusion of all possible pairs of groups is 
examined and the two groups whose fusion produces 
the minimum increase in the error sum of squares are 
j oined.
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These methods have been applied frequently and the 
results of some of them compared. Because there has 
been no attempt to generalize them into a single 
system, the result is that there are separate computer 
programs for each method: The’ following technique
describes a means suggested to generalize these methods 
into a single system.
Suppose there are three groups (h), (i) and (j), each
containing n, , n. and n. pixels respectively and the n 1 J
inter-group distances are defined as d^^, d^^, d^j.
Now if dj^ j is found to be the smallest of all the
distances, groups (i) and (j) will fuse to form a new
group (k), v/ith n^ (=n^ + n j ) pixels. If d^^ can be
calculated from the five already defined values the 
problem is solved, and a general system in which all 
the previous methods are special cases can be 
established. Lance and Williams (196?) thus postulated 
the linear relation
d
where the parameters'^, (Xj^jQand 'Y determine 
the nature of the procedure. It was shown by these 
authors that the above six methods are obtained when 
the parameters take the following values
Nearest-neighbour 
Furthest-neighbour 
Median
Group average 
Centroid 
Ward's Method
-"k
CXi =CXj = ;|3=0; Y=-5
c(i =c(j = +n|3= oy=+j
=aj = U ; | 3 = - J Y =  0
C( i =
CXi : Qj = I L m
"k+ "k + "i+"j
|3   ^ +rii +rij ; Y  = 0
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So a single computer program will be adequate to deal 
with all the above mentioned methods provided that the 
parameters necessary for each method are supplied.
3.3.2.2. Divisive Methods
In divisive methods the main feature is that of 
splitting the initial set of data into two sub-sets. 
Assuming a set of n individuals, then there are 
(2^ ^ - 1) possibilities for dividing it into two sub­
sets and the same applies to the sub-sets if the 
procedure is continued. It is obvious that it is 
possible to examine all the possibilities for small 
sets of data only,but for practical uses there should 
be some restriction on the possible subdivisions 
considered. One method is to consider only monothetic 
subdivisions, that is, those definable in terms of the 
possession of or lack of a single variable by the 
individuals concerned. Another, which considers all 
the variables simultaneously, is called the polythetic 
method and uses some measure of dissimilarity as a 
restriction on the number of the subdivisions.
A . Monothetic Method
This technique is usually used in cases of qualitative 
(i.e. binary) data only, although Dale (1964) has 
suggested a technique to extend the method to 
quantitative data. At each stage of investigation 
the set under analysis is to be divided with respect 
to a single variable, so that the one subject contains 
all the individuals who possess the variable and the 
other contains all individuals who lack the variable.
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There are two techniques for achieving this: one is
called association analysis, given by Lambert and 
Williams (I962), and the other is called the Automatic 
Interaction Detector method and was developed by 
Sonquist and Morgan (I963).
B . Polythetic Method
These techniques operate on all the parameters 
simultaneously. Many techniques have been suggested 
including Cochran and Hopkins (196I), Rescigno and 
Maccaccaro (i960), and Edwards (I963). All these 
techniques proved to be impractical since they are 
laborious and take a long time to compute.
A technique which proved to be feasible is the one 
suggested by MacNaughton-Smith et al., (1964). The 
rationale of this method is that a splinter group 
is established by successive additions of the individual 
which has total dissimilarity with the original group 
greater than it has total dissimilarity with the splinter 
group. When no such individual exists, the subdivision 
of the original set terminates and in the same way the 
process is repeated for each of the two resulting 
groups. The whole process is terminated with any 
suitable stopping rule. The measure of dissimilarity 
used in this technique is the one known as the average 
Euclidean distance measure.
A more recent, and perhaps the most powerful technique 
is that based on principal component analysis and 
suggested by Lambert et al. (1973) and Williams and 
Lance (1975). This technique starts by standardization 
of the data to bring every variable to zero mean and
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unit variance; the standardized data-matrix is pre­
multiplied by its own transpose to produce a 
correlation matrix, the first latent vector of which 
is then extracted. The standardized data matrix is 
then postmultiplied by the latent vector to produce 
a string of scores, one for each individual, on the 
first principal axis. This string is ordered and 
divided at the point where the between-group sum of 
squares (of deviation from the mean) is a maximum.
-The data is dichotomized at this point. Each sub­
group is now treated exactly as was the primary set; 
the process is repeated untilthe number of groups 
required has been obtained. The between-group sum 
of squares which is associated with a division is 
taken as an approximate measure of heterogeneity of 
the group. However, since each group is standardized 
before division, this measure does not fall monotinic- 
ally. A better measure is obtained if the standardized 
data matrix for the entire set is retained, and a 
within-group sum of squares calculated from this matrix 
for each successive sub-group. If the number of 
variables is small this procedure is extremely fast.
A program utilizing the above procedures and calls' 
POLYDIV (Appendix A) has been used to perform 
unsupervised classification in the present work. Further 
reference to POLYDIV is made in section 3.7 and some of 
the results of its application are shown in the following 
chapters.
3 .3 .3 . Non-Hierarchical Techniques
The strategy of these techniques is to optimize intra­
group homogeneity rather than to optimize the
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hierarchical route from individual elements to a set. 
This method has the advantage.that elements are 
subjected to reallocation whereas in hierarchical 
techniques, an inefficient early partition can not 
be corrected at a later stage. The main disadvantage 
in non-hierarchical techniques is that allocation 
procedures involve repeated trial and error which 
lengthens the computation time.
The non-hierarchical methods involve four distinct 
processes, viz:
(a) a method of initiating clusters
(b) a method of allocating new elements to existing
clusters.
(c) a method to determine when further, allocation is 
unprofitable, so that certain elements remain 
unallocated as single element clusters.
(d) a method to reallocate some or all of the
elements to existing clusters when the main
classification process is completed; this is 
intended to reassign any misclassified elements.
To achieve the first three steps there are different 
techniques, namely:
(a) Methods operating on the inter-element similarity 
matrix.
These all begin by the computation of a certain measure 
mostly the Euclidean distance, between all § n(n-l)
8pairs of elements, where n is the number of elements. 
Each element is dealt with as a potential cluster 
centre, with all those elements added to it after 
satisfying certain allocation requirements.
(b) Methods operating serially on all individual 
elements
The essence of these procedures is that they do not 
necessarily compute all  ^ n(n-l) certain measures, 
since an element is chosen at random or according 
to a high probability of being located in a dense 
region. Its similarities with all others are then 
calculated and those elements sufficiently similar 
are allocated to it forming a cluster.
(c) Methods operating on a subset of elements
These techniques depend upon the prior knowledge of 
the number of classes and require a definition of a 
class mean, which is currently based on a Euclidean 
model. The classification process in these methods 
also depends on the Euclidean distance for allocation.
The simplest procedure and one which has been 
extensively used in remote sensing classification'is 
that developed by Porgy (1965). In this procedure 
the elements are partitioned arbitrarily into the 
known number of groups k, and the mean of each is 
found. It is possible for any element which is 
nearer to the mean of any other group than to its own 
group mean to migrate to that group. Accordingly new 
means are established and the same process is repeated 
until no element with such a characteristic remains.
In practice, the process is fast and the convergence 
occurs rapidly.
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The last feature of the non-hierarchical methods is 
the reallocation which is a very simple process if 
the means or centroids of the groups are defined or 
definable. In this case the means are considered 
fixed and all elements are rechecked against these 
means. The process of reallocation becomes 
extremely complicated, if not impossible, if the 
means or centroids are undefinable.
'■3 .3 .4 . Evaluation of the performance of Unsupervised 
Techniques.
The advantages of the unsupervised techniques are:
1. Prior knowledge of the region under investigation 
is not required.
2. There is no intervention from the investigator, 
so manipulation of the data and biased results are 
minimized.
3. When the ground truth is collected at a later 
stage, the reference for the different classes will 
be the unsupervised classified map, which will make 
them more representative throughout the site.
4. It has been shown by many workers that the accuracy 
of classification obtained is comparable with the 
results obtained from supervised techniques but with
a great saving in time and cost.
Steiner et al., 1969, used the unsupervised hierarchical 
method and obtained a classification accuracy of 63% 
using 18 variables simultaneously, a result which is 
not exceedingly good but the authors concluded that 
the technique deserved further investigation. Using 
the hierarchical method Richardson et al., 1971, 
obtained an overall recognition of 80.6%. while Nagy 
et al., 1971, showed that a hierarchical approach 
would yield usable results on unpreprocessed noisy 
data.
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Su et al., 1972, used a composite unsupervised 
technique consisting of two parts: (a) - hierarchical
statistics and (b) - non hierarchical k-means clustering 
The output of (a) is a set of initial clusters which 
provides an input to (b) for further improvement by 
an iterative scheme. The authors obtained a 
classification accuracy of 80%.
Borriello et al., 1974, used the nonhierarchical k-means 
method to establish a classification. They could not 
however estimate its accuracy because they lacked the 
ground truth, but it was considered satisfactory for 
an early qualitative assessment.
3.4 . Adaptive Techniques
The parameters calculated from the training sets are 
usually fixed and the classifier is designed according 
to these parameters. As recognition decisions are being 
made over the entire area, errors are introduced because 
of the changing nature of the site, the atmosphere, the 
sun angle and the sensitivity of the sensor. To correct 
for these variations it is possible to modify or adapt 
the classifier according to the data being classified.
An adaptive procedure starts off by using the established 
classifier to classify the pixels and each time a pixel 
is classified as belonging to a class the parameters of 
that class are updated by incorporating the classified 
pixel (Preston, 1974).
The advantages of the adaptive technique are that 
classification accuracy is high, since the classifier 
is adapted to the data, the reduction of ground truth 
requirements, and minor operator intervention.
However, if the classification is carried over a 
limited ground area, the gradual changes in statistics
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of the data are not noticeable which makes the use 
of the adaptive technique unnecessary.
3 .5 . Classification of Unresolved Objects
Sometime the IPOV (Instantaneous Pield of View) of 
a rnultispectral scanner is large compared with the 
structure under investigation so that a single pixel 
may contain a number of different object classes.
In this type of investigation the problem is to find 
the proportion of any one class in the resolution cell 
(pixel). One of the most useful mathematical models 
for classifying unresolved objects is described by 
Bresanin, et al., 1973, but the method as a whole has 
attracted little effort since it represents an unwarranted 
refinement with the present state of art.
3.6 . Perfield Classification Techniques
In the previous methods of classification each individual 
pixel is compared with all classes to find the class to 
which it belongs. In perfield classification the boundaries 
of homogeneous fields are first located and the individual 
pixel vectors are replated by the average values of the 
spectral components in each field. The entire field is 
then classified at once. The boundaries needed for this 
technique are located either by a human operator or by 
automatic methods using the computer before any 
classification is performed.
It has been established that this technique improves the 
field classification accuracy (Nagy et al., 1971; Anuta 
et al., 1971) provided the boundaries are located 
accurately.
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3. 7 Data Processing and Analysis in the Present 
Work
The density of the colour imago is measured using 
tiie flat-bed Joyce-Loebl MR III CS microdensitoinetor 
(figure 3.1) with an Autodensidater attachment. This 
density is directly recorded and converted to an 
electrical form, then sampled and converted to a three- 
bit binary number stored on paper tape. The 
measurements are usually taken using the three primary 
filters red, green and blue successively. Thus three 
measurements for each pixel are obtained. To analyze 
this type of data using classification techniques it 
is necessary to rearrange the storage of data so that 
each pixel has its three measurements simultaneous 
and in geometric coincidence with its position on the 
colour image. This image registration problem is 
solved by using the CHURN program which arranges the 
data in the required manner and stores it on a 
permanent file.
The classification process consists of choosing 
representative training sets for all or most classes 
in the Scene. This may be done in three different 
ways :
(a) by obtaining unsupervised maps using the POLYDIV 
(Appendix A) program, which adopts a polythetic divisive 
clustering algorithm to obtain the required number of 
groups.
(b) by obtaining a set of three simple maps 
representing ten grey levels for each spectral band 
(red, g r een, and blue) using the E^O? program (Appendix
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B ) . This program divides the density measurements 
into the required number of equal population levels and 
produces computer maps roughly similar to the original 
image except that the grey levels are indicated by the 
relative density of the machine plotter shading.
(C) by using the ground truth input directly.
To ensure that the training sets have an approximately 
Gaussian distribution, histograms in the three bands 
for each training set are normally plotted.
The locations of the training sets are then conveyed 
to the computer using the pixel number and scang-line 
number of the left-right and upper-lower corners of 
the training set- areas. This information permits 
the TSETS program to locate the rectangular training 
areas and to produce correctly formatted data which is 
later supplied to the SOUP (Appendix C) program. This 
program calculates the numerical descriptors to 
represent the spectral characteristics of each class. 
These descriptors include the three mean spectral 
components and the covariance matrix for each group. 
SOUP then applies the quadratic decision rule to each 
pixel and accordingly assigns that pixel to the most 
probable class. The classification output is presented 
in the form of a map to the MICMAP program which 
produces a microfilm with a specific shading for each 
group. In many cases a threshold value is set above 
which no classification takes place and the rejected 
pixels are classified under one group conventionally 
left blank.
A block diagram illustrating the procedures used for 
automatic classification is shown in figure (3*2).
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/j. An Investigation of a Computer-Implemented Method for 
the Classification and Extrapolation of Aerial Colour 
Photography
4.1. Introduction
The work described in this chapter has been directed towards 
determining to what extent one is able to extend information 
extracted from one frame of aircraft imagery to other frames 
in the same flightline and to determine the accuracy of 
identification of different classes in each of these frames.
The method was to choose the optimum training sets from a 
specific frame, representing the principal classes in that 
frame, and then to use these same training sets in the 
classification of neighbouring frames. Because the training 
sets are normally described by a characteristic set of spectral 
rather than spatial information this method may alternatively 
la referred to as signature extension. The set of frames 
selected for this purpose had an overlap in the flight- 
direction of 60%, which permits good comparison, and should 
give rise to a high probability for the repetition of the 
various classes originally selected.
■ The technique applied here is that of colour photography 
pattern classification whereby the spectral properties of 
the reflected radiation from a scene can be used to identify 
the nature or classes of objects in the scene, provided 
that these properties are unique to that particular scene.
The limitations on the ability to extrapolate information 
from one image to another are due to the variability of 
the spectral data from the cover types. The main causes 
for such spectral variations are;
a) atmospheric fluctuations and variations in the 
directional reflectance across the scene;
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b) natural and geographical changes in the ground cover;
c) changes in the adjustments and settings of the machine 
used;
d) random changes in the measurements during different 
stages of processing.
Each of these factors may carry in itself many causes for 
these variations but it is beyond the scope of this chapter 
to investigate all of these causes in detail.
The analysis described here consists of several steps viz;
a) Selecting the image which contains the greatest number
of classes in the area; this phase depends both on the ground 
truth available and on a visual assessment.
b) Image preprocessing, this phase includes microdensitometry, 
colour separation of the film, digitization and data reigstrat- 
ion.
c) Data preprocessing, this may include normalizing the 
data to take into account changes in the sun-angle or the lens 
illumination fall-off.
d) Use of the unsupervised technique and density slicing to 
extract the best possible training sets from the image 
selected as a reference.
e) Evaluation of the training sets by means of their histo­
grams and an assessment of the accuracy obtained when they 
are applied to the image from which they were extracted.
f) Supervised classification of the other images and 
evaluation of the accuracy of identification of all classes.
Throughout, the analysis employed digital rather than analogue 
techniques and used the GDC 6600 and GDC 7600 computing 
facilities.
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4.2 Nature of the Investigation
A research project sponsored by the British Ministry of 
Technology (subsequently Procurement Executive, Ministry 
of Defence), had been investigating the possible applicat­
ions of remote sensing techniques in terrain mapping, the 
recognition of plant communities, and exploring the 
existence of mineral deposits. Several areas in the Mt. 
Isa-Cloncurry region of Western Queensland, Australia, 
were flown at 5000 ft., and aerial photography at a scale 
of 1:15000 was taken using multispectral photography. A 
ground resolution of rather better than 1 metre was 
obtained.
In the photography, four Vinten cameras, carrying 
respectively a true colour film (Kodak 2448), a false- 
colour infrared film (Kodak 2445), a panchromatic film 
(Ilford FP3) with a yellow filter and a panchromatic with 
a green filter were used; the area was photographed 
under cloud-free and haze-free conditions, between 10.00 
and 14.00 hours.
With the collaboration of the Australian Bureau of Mineral 
Resources, ground truth information was obtained during and 
subsequent to the flying programme.
The area is characterized by the juxtaposition of mineralized 
Pre-Cambrian rocks forming rugged ranges of hills and 
Mesozoic to recent sedimentary rocks associated with level 
plains subject to water-logging or flooding after rains.
Within the region, the M t . Isa-Cloncurry area contains a 
variety of ore deposits in host geological formations with 
a general north-south orientation.
In many places the rock strata dip into the earth at a 
very steep angle and, since they may be only a few metres
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thick, there is a rapid variation in the surface material 
in a direction at right angles to the line of the strata. 
Different species of vegetation have an affinity for 
particular soil types, especially in semi-arid areas such 
as Western Queensland and the relationship may be 1:1. 
Consequently, there is frequently a strong banding of the 
vegetation as one progresses from one rock stratum to the 
next.
The Dugald River Lode northwest of Cloncurry offered 
unique opportunities for sensing a large and little 
disturbed lead-zinc ore body which is outlined by a 
distinctive plant assemblage and it was primarily for this 
reason that the area was originally chosen for the flying 
programme.
Some work on the aircraft photography of the Dugald River 
area has been done previously. Custance (1974) examined 
the data for single line scans across the imagery chosen 
in such a way as to maximise the classification accuracy 
using POLYDIV. Later work has been reported by Cole et 
al. (1975) based upon a single frame only of the false- 
colour infrared film. This applied both POLYDIV and the 
maximum likelihood method (SOUP) to the data.
One of the original concepts of the programme supported 
by the Department of Industry involved the relationship 
between vegetation and mineralization. The objective 
ultimately was to determine whether, with a knowledge of 
one particular vegetation anomaly, a machine could be 
trained to search for areas of terrain with the same 
colour and texture, recognize them, and generate an 
appropriate output.
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The work referred to above only considered single frames 
in isolation and did not consider the problem of extra­
polation to other frames i.e. signature extension.
When the investigation of signature extension to be 
described here was started it was intended to use the 
infrared film since it was considered to be qualitatively 
superior to the true colour film in the delineation and 
identification of vegetation. Quantitative evidence for 
this supposition however, was not available.
The particular frame on the infrared film of the Dugald 
River Lode area for which detailed ground-truth data was 
available, 33FH5> was scanned at the beginning of the 
programme. The results from this frame would then have 
been extended to adjacent frames. It was found, however, 
that the results of applying POLYDIV and SOUP to the frame 
were not in agreement with those generated in the previous 
work referred to above and which could not be reproduced.
Investigation of the reasons for this discrepancy showed 
that in this particular frame the colours in the emulsion 
layers had been bleached very considerably. Consequently, 
measurements of optical density in this frame could not be 
applied to other unbleached frames. The bleaching had 
0 ccured because the original film had been placed in the 
slide projector and this one frame viewed for long periods 
of time during the visual interpretations. Some lesser 
bleaching had also occured in nearby frames.
It was decided, therefore, that since the true colour 
film had been only infrequently projected and the relevant 
frame showed no evidence of bleaching, it would be used 
for the signature extension analysis.
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4.3 Data Acquisition and Processing
The densities of five adjacent and one isolated true colour 
images were measured in three bands; blue, green and red, 
using the scanning flat-bed Joyce-Loebl microdensitometer.
The five adjacent images were selected from a large number 
of avaialble images for two main reasons. Firstly, there 
was extensive and detailed ground-truth information 
available for them. Secondly, they showed a high degree 
of repetition of the various terrain types.
The same microdensitometer settings were used in scanning 
all six images selected. Identical settings were maintained 
because, although calibration readings were taken for each 
frame, conversion of a set of readings from one setting of 
the instrument to another is difficult because of the non­
linear nature of the instrument response, and the logarith­
mic nature of optical densities. In each image an area of 
50 mm X 50 mm was digitized using a spot size of 0.5 mm 
square.
These figures represented on the ground 0.75 km x 0.75 km 
and 7.5 m square respectively. Accordingly 100 x 100 pixels 
were digitized in each frame and the densitometer dynamic 
range was adjusted initially to cover the density range 
of all the pixels in the six images.
The six images selected were frames 33TII2 - Il6 inclusive, 
and frame 33TI05. Frame 33TII5 was selected as the reference 
frame, from which information was to be extracted and then 
extended to the remaining frames. This choice was made 
because it contained a wide range of the different 
vegetation and terrain classes existing in this area and 
for the reasons described above.
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Throughout the whole of the present programme all the
computer processing had to be done via an RJE (Remote •
Job Entry) terminal and the processed data was always
presented in the form of a map generated on a microfilm 
plottter. (The only exception to this arrangement was 
histogram plotting which was done on a line-printer.).
This meant a turn round time of at least one and possibly 
two days on every job. In the absence of a real-time 
facility with a visual display unit where the choosing of 
training sets and delineation of boundaries could be done 
in real time by means of a light pencil or cursor, training 
sets had to be located from some form of map of the image.
In the initial stages of this investigation it was 
considered that clustering methods, such as POLYDIV,would 
probably prove to be more suitable than supervised methods 
for the classification of natural terrain. The POLYDIV 
maps were then found to be convenient for determining the 
coordinates of training sets during the period when results 
from the two methods were being compared and density maps 
were not generated. As the work progressed it became 
apparent that, although POLYDIV could in general satisfac­
torily classify a single image, the extrapolation of the 
information to other images was difficult. To achieve 
this satisfactory class:fication it was sometimes necessary 
to generate many more POLYDIV groups than were actually 
required. The method also inherently requires that ground- 
truth data be acquired on an a posteriori basis in areas 
dictated by the location of the various POLYDIV groups 
whereas, in practice, the ground truth data was all obtained 
on an a priori basis and could, therefore be unsuitable.
4.4 The use of POLYDIV for Image Classification
When dealing with agricultural crop-type classification 
there is usually no problem as the number of different
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crop type is well defined, even if one or more crop 
types are subdivided by reason of different stages of 
maturity. However, with natural vegetation one has not 
only single species but mixtures of species and so, 
when using SOUP, the number of classes is not predetermined. 
With POLYDIV and other unsupervised methods the problem 
becomes worse as one has to decide at what stage to stop 
the subdivision of the data. In theory the merging error 
at each stage can be used as a guide but it was found 
by Custance (1974) to be unsuccessful and no discrete 
groups were indicated.
This problem is encountered here with POLYDIV which looks 
for intrinsic groups or clusters within the data,irrespective 
of its spatial location. The results of applying POLYDIV 
to the reference frame 33TII5 (subsequently referred to 
as 115) are shown in figure 4.2 for seven groups. The 
overall shading has a superficial resemblance to figure 
4.1 which is a colour print of the image to a contact scale 
of 1:10000. When a detailed comparison is made with 
figure 4.1 it V7ss found that some areas of interest were 
not separated from adjoining areas. In order to separate 
these areas it was necessary to proceed with POLYDIV to 
ten or more groups by which stage some relatively 
homogeneous areas had been split. Examination of the 
histograms of the spectral data for each group did not 
provide any helpful information.
This is a particular example but it was found that similar 
results and problems arose with a number of other images 
which were investigated, e.g. South America (Chapter 6), 
Australia (Chapter 5) and Nigeria (Chapter 8). The overall 
result was that POLYDIV achieved some success but, to 
anticipate later results, by comparison with SOUP it falls 
short of what would be operationally required.
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A problem immediately arises in that, having classified 
frame 115 with POLYDIV, how is this information to be 
used on the adjacent frames Il4, Il6 etc. This applies 
not only to POLYDIV but to any unsupervised method as 
there is no linkage between the classification of each 
individual image.
One solution to this problem which has been tried here 
is to use the groups created by POLYDIV as training sets 
from which the mean vectors and covariance matrices can 
be calculated for use with SOUP, either to reclassify 
the same frame or to classify any other entire frame.
Such a classification was performed but, on frame 115, 
there was little or no improvement on the use of POLYDIV 
alone and, on frames Il4 and Il6, the results were inferior 
to SOUP or POLYDIV run separately. Since this method 
involves additional complexity, increased computing time 
and the fact that the use of POLYDIV is limited to 10000 
pixels was discarded. It is relevant to examine a 
possible reason for this failure to improve upon SOUP 
alone with its subjectively chosen training areas.
Consider first the pixels in two quite separate groups.
When the intensities in two spectral bands (À  A. 2) 
are plotted against each other, distributions such as 
those shown in fig. 4.3 may result. The resulting 
idealized histograms for the two groups A and B will 
be as in figure 4.4a, where there is a high degree of 
overlap. POLYDIV functions by performing a principle 
component analysis, i.e. rotating the axes X  ^  and 
to new axes}(^and in order to effectively minimize
the correlation between the two bands. The idealized 
histograms for the two groups in the band X^ (i.e« the 
first principle component) will now be as in figure 4.4b. 
There is an insignificant overlap and good discrimination 
between the two groups can be obtained. However, when
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these groups are used as training sets for SOUP, the 
coordinate system is transformed back into X ^ ,  and \   ^
and the histograms revert to fig. 4.4a. The discriminating 
ability of POLYDIV is thus lost.
It was also observed that the histograms for POLYDIV groups 
were frequently asymmetrical, e.g. those shown in fig. 
6.12b. Consequently, the conventional assumption by most 
supervised decision processes of a Gaussian distribution 
implies that the mean vector and covariance matrix elements 
represent a force fit. This, in turn, will lead to an 
inaccurate allocation of pixels to individual classes.
4.5 The supervised classification of frame 115 using SOUP
An equal population density slice map of frame 115 is shown 
in fig. 4.5 for the green spectral band. After a number of 
trials it was found that, in relation to the available 
ground truth data, a classification map with 10 classes 
appeared to be the optimum. Some of the training sets for 
each class comprised more than one area and the location of 
all the training areas is shown on the overlay of fig. 4.5. 
Details of each class and its colour in the original true 
colour image are given in table 4.1. This contains an 
interpretation of each class as indicated by the ground 
truth map, a detailed description of which has been given 
by Cole et al. (1974).
In order to obtain a statistically significant sample of 
the reflectance measurements within a training set, a 
minimum of 44 pixels were included. A total of 809 pixels, 
representing about 8% of all the pixels in the reference 
frame, and 1.5% of all the classified pixels, were taken 
for training sets. While this may seem a large proportion 
it is small compared with many other published values. 
Furthermore, it would be difficult to choose larger sets
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since the existing ones were the largest that could be 
chosen and still retain the relatively homogeneous areas 
necessary for the Gaussian spectral distribution.
For this particular frame histograms showing the spectral 
distribution in the red, green, and blue bands for each 
of the ten classes are given in figure 4.6. These provided 
an indication of the representativeness of each training 
set and show whether a training area is acceptably homo­
geneous or may contain part of another spectrally different 
area. Again, the histograms may appear somewhat irregular 
but it should be noted that, firstly, the number of samples 
is small so that "quantitizing" is inevitable. Secondly, 
although there is frequent reference in the literature to 
the necessity or at least desirability, of a Gaussian 
distrubutions very few examples have been actually published. 
If one, therefore, assumes that these represent the better 
histograms then those shown in fig. 4.6 compare favourably 
with the published examples. In general, the examples in 
fig. 4.6 are spectrally well displaced from each other but 
it will be noticed that for groups 4, 8, 9 and 10 there is 
considerable overlap. These four groups according to the 
ground-truth, all have Triodia pungens vegetative cover 
on red sandy soils over a surface bedrock outcrop of limestone 
agglomerate. On the film, however, there were obviously 
different shades of blue associated with this terrain type. 
Rather than attempt to define a training set representing 
the entire area, four separate training sets were chosen 
and, classification-wise, each was regarded as a separate 
class. Subsequently, of course, all four classes can be 
displayed on a map with the same shading as will be shown 
in fig. 4.8.
These 10 groups were regarded as including all the various 
terrain cover and terrain types in fig. 4.1. Taken together 
groups 4, 8, 9 and 10, as seen in fig. 4.8, sharply delineate 
areas of Triodia pungens with different surface cover
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densities. Classes 1 (cream) and 2 (pink), although 
described by the ground truth as identical, had quite 
distinguishable colours in the original image and so 
merited separate classes. They have a sparse Vegetat­
ive cover of Enneapogon polyphyllus on red sandy clay 
loams with a veneer of quartz gravel on the surface.
Clearly the depth and mean size of this quartz gravel, 
which is white, in relation to the underlying red 
loam will largely determine the resultant colour of the 
terrain. Such an assessment for ground truth recording 
is extremely difficult and probably represents a 
degree of sophistication not normally obtainable.
Class 3 (white) is essentially bare ground with a quartz 
rubble veneer but, in this case, over calc . silicate rocks, 
which are whitish, and so do not provide the contrasting 
medium found with the red loams in classes 1 and 2. It 
has a quite distinctive white appearance.
Classes 6 and 7 appear respectively light and dark green, 
but the vegetative covers are quite different. Class 6 
has Triodia pungens and Sporobolus australasiçus, which 
is a soft grass, while class 7 contains Eriachne dominii and 
some Sporobolus australasicus.both vegetative covers being 
on red sandy clay loams.
Finally, class 5 (grey) is the surface manifestation of 
the Dugald River lead-zinc Lode itself (shown in the over­
lay to fig. 4.5) but is covered by reddish brown stony 
clays. The vegetative cover is of Polycarpaeea glabra, 
which is an indicator of lead-zinc mineralization but 
the surface cover density is so low as to contribute very 
little to the overall colour of the ground. Most of the 
lode has been correctly classified but the right hand 
portion becomes progressively thinner and is only inter­
mittently recognised and correctly classified. It will
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be noticed that other areas in the frame have also been 
classified into the same category, particularly in the 
lower centre. These areas, from the ground truth data 
are known not to contain mineralization but, in the 
imagery, have the same greyish colour and to that extent 
have been correctly classified.
As has been noted above, 10 groups were regarded as the 
optimum, but there are effectively only 7 as 4 out of 
the 10 represent Triodia pungens of varying density. In 
relation to the original image a visual assessment 
readily yields the 7 colours listed in table 4.1 and a 
smaller number of classes would result in the amalgamation 
of dissimilar classes. Conversely it would be visually 
easy to resolve many more classes and an example of this 
is contained in Cole et al. (1974) which has a visual 
interpretation with 21 groups. Some of these classes 
are discriminated more by their texture, which is not taken 
into account in the present work, while some other very 
small and irregularly shaped areas present difficulties 
in obtaining training areas. Most of these have, in any 
case, only subtly different cover from those in the 7 
class map.
By comparison of the classified areas in fig. 4.7 with a 
visual classification of fig. 4.1 into 7 classes, having 
the same colours as those selected for the training sets, 
a classification accuracy was calculated by taking the 
proportion Of the area of each class in the visual inter­
pretation which is overlain by the corresponding computer 
generated class. An additional constraint imposed on 
this evaluation is that a pixel is only allocated to one 
of the seven classes if the probability of it belonging 
to that class is above a certain threshold value and to 
which further reference will be made in the next section.
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The visual interpretation was thus, in practice, compared 
with the computer generated classification map in f i g . 4.8 
and to which a threshold of 23 has been applied. In this 
map the four Triodia groups 4, 8, 9 and 10 have been given 
the same shading.
The percentage accuracy for each class in 115 is given in 
the second line of table 4.2. The last column shows the 
percentage area of the whole frame which has been classified 
with a threshold of 23. It should be noted that there is 
a subjective element in these values in that the human 
eye must determine the boundaries of each of the terrain 
classes. These are sometimes precise but, at other times, 
imprecise as one terrain class merges diffusely into 
another. This contrasts with crop type classification where 
an entire field has a single constant composition from the 
ground truth standpoint. The accuracy values are less than 
those associated with the latter problem but acceptably 
high for natural terrain.
4.6 The Requirement for a Threshold in Classification 
Procedure.
Before discussing the results some comment should be made 
on the purpose of a threshold. The absence of a threshold 
means that every pixel, however unlike the training set 
for each designated class, is nevertheless allocated to 
that class for which it has the highest probability, 
although that probability may still be low. This will 
lead to a meaningless classification since it is inevitable 
that as one moves some distance away from the reference 
frame a new terrain type will appear. Little purpose will 
be served by allocating it to one of the original groups 
when it is in fact quite separate and unrelated vegetatively 
or geologically to any of these original classes.
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It is thus desirable to have a threshold probability 
such that if the probability of the pixel belonging to 
any of the presrcibed classes is less than a particular 
value, the pixel will be unallocated and placed in an 
unclassified category. There is no objective value for 
a threshold and it can only be stated in terms of the 
probability of belonging to a particular class.
In the three-dimensional measurement space dealt with 
here the elements of the covariance matrix for a given 
training set are different and hence surfaces of equal 
probability are ellipsoidal. For another training set 
the axes of the ellipsoid with the same surface probability 
will be different. In theory, therefore, if the probability 
of an unidentified pixel belonging to any designated class 
is set at a fixed value, then the threshold for each class 
will be different. Classification of an image with a 
constant probability threshold thus requires the determin­
ation of a threshold distance for each class. In practical 
problems in remote sensing there is no precise way of 
calculating this distance and values can only be obtained 
by exceedingly tedious trial-and-error methods involving 
many practical assumptions.
In practice, since SOUP effectively calculates the distance 
of a pixel from a training set it is very much easier to 
assume a fixed threshold distance to be valid for all 
classes. Since the covariance matrix element for the 
training sets in any one image are fairly similar, such an 
assumption is not likely to lead to a major error in the 
classification, particularly when the random variations in 
nature are considered..
The empirical way in which an appropriate threshold distance 
for each class must be determined and the relatively minor 
effect upon the answer may well explain why, in the open 
literature there is only one refernece to classification
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maps with a threshold related to the calculation of 
different threshold distances (LARS, 1968).
If too low a threshold is used pixels will be wrongly 
allocated while, with too high a threshold, pixels will 
be placed i n the unclassified category which should have 
been placed in a particular class. The actual value for 
the threshold distance in a specific image is thus 
dependent upon subjective considerations and the nature 
of the area which has been imaged, whether it be natural 
terrain, agricultural, afforested, etc. when particular 
factors will be relevant.
4.7 Signature Extension to Nearby Areas
Having arrived at a satisfactory choice of training areas 
and an optimum number of classes for the reference frame 
115, the data for these training sets was now applied to 
some nearby frames, the disposition of which is shown in 
fig. 4.9, but excluding frame 105. The same total area 
was scanned on each frame and the same pixel size used 
as in fig. 4.1. There is a forward overlap of 60% for 
each frame on the spool film but this was reduced to ^  
50% since a margin around the edge of each frame was not 
scanned.
Colour prints of frames Il4, 113, and II6 are shown in 
figures 4.10, 4.12, and 4.16, technical reasons 
preventing prints being obtained of 112 and 105. Each of 
these frames was classified using SOUP for a number of 
threshold distances and an example of each frame for a 
threshold of 23 is given in figs 4.11, 4.13, 4.l4, 4.15 
and 4 .17. Again the 4 Triodia classes 4, 8, 9, and 10 
have been given the same shading, and these maps should 
be compared with fig. 4.8. The unclassified pixels are 
indicated by blank areas. With this overlap of 50%
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between each frame and its neighbour it is evident from 
successive maps that the classifications in the overlapping 
regions are very similar.
While visual comparison can be, and was, made of various 
specific areas the only real measure of the success of the 
classification method is that of its accuracy. This has 
been done and the'results are shown in table 4.2 but again 
excluding frame 105. This gives the classification accuracies 
for the seven classes in each frame evaluated as for frame 
115 and described in the previous section 4.5 for a thresh­
old of 23 ( a blank in the table means that the class does 
not occur in that frame).
For all classes the accuracy descreases as one moves away 
from the reference frame 115, the decrease from 115 to 112 
ranging from 7% to 28%. The last column gives the percentage 
area of the image which was classified and this also decreases 
steadily. With natural terrain the accuracies for frame 112 
would be acceptable but it should be noted that the centre of 
frame 112, which is the remotest from frame 115, is only 1.2 
km from the centre of that frame. This is a very small 
distance indeed in relation to the single flight line of 25 
km from which these images have been taken, let alone the 
hundreds of km over which the mineralized area of Western 
Queensland extends.
An alternative approach in assessing the results is to plot 
the percentage of unclassified pixels in each frame as a 
function of the threshold distance. Figure 4.18 shows such 
a variation for all six frames for thresholds ranging from 
10 to 50, no threshold at all corresponding to a value of
G O  &
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In the agricultural crop type recognition, if the _ 
reference frame contains examples of each of the different 
crop types in the total area to be classified, then any 
increase in the percentage of unclassified pixels with 
distance will be due largely to atmospheric and cloud 
effects and to changing sun angle. In the present work, 
where temporal variations are non existent, the cloud 
cover is zero, conditions are haze-free, and the sun angle 
variation is minimal, the increasing percentage of un­
classified pixels is due primarily to the increasingly 
remote areas containing new terrain classes. These are 
excluded from the classification by the threshold and 
thereby reduce the areas of the original selected classes. 
This occurs particularly in frames 113 and 112 and the 
overlay to fig. 4.14 shows two areas, marked M and N, 
which are respectively olive-green and brown and are fairly 
dissimilar from any of the colours in the original training 
sets. Area M can also be seen as the triangular shaped 
area in the lower right of fig. 4.12.
If the results for frames II5-II2 in figure 4.18 were to 
be extrapolated then in general it would be anticipated 
that, with increasing distance from the reference frame 
115,the number of unclassified pixels would increase still 
further.
The figures for frame 105 which is 4.5 km away from frame 
115, however, suggest a contrary result as will be seen 
from figure 4.l8. The terrain in this frame has an overall 
similarity to that in frame 115 and, for thresholds 
between 23 and 50, only an insignificant number of pixels 
have been placed in the unclassified category, at most 2,
3%. For thresholds of 18 and 10 there is a very rapid 
increase in the number of unclassified pixels. This suggests
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that the similarity between the classes in frames 105 
and 115 is a relatively superficial one in that, as 
the threshold is reduced i.e. the spectral distribution 
made narrower, so a rapidly increasing number of pixels 
are excluded. The similarity is then superficial rather 
than identical and could be due to a multitude of reasons. 
These include slight changes in the ground moisture 
content, different surface cover density of the vegetat­
ion, small variations in the relative composition of a 
given vegetation association such as colum 6 or 7 (table 
4.1), apart from terrain geometry changes.
In the absence of any ground-truth for this frame no 
classification accuracies have been measured and the entries 
for frame 105 in table 4.2 relates only to the percentages 
of each of the seven groups into which this frame has been 
classified. It is evident that classes 4, 8 and 9, the 
Triodia areas and class 5, the lode area have no significant 
occurence and that class 7 (dark green 42%) class 1 (cream 
22%) and class 10 (pale blue 15%) constitute the principal 
components of the frame. While not quantitatively verified 
this result is certainly in agreement with a qualitative 
visual assessment of frame 105. An extension of these 
results to other geographic areas or different set of 
imagery is not possible but they serve to illustrate some 
of the problems and limitations of signature extension.
4.8 Other Work on Signature Extension
It is noticeable that most of the other published work 
on signature extension is confined to aircraft imagery 
with only one example devoted to satellite imagery. This 
may be due partly to the fact that a Landsat image 
instanteously covers an area of some 170 km whereas 
aircraft imagery of the multi-spectral scanner type will 
cover a swath of perhaps 6 km wide and in most sorties
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up to 30 km long. It is however more probably due to 
a concentration of effort on solving the problem given 
associated with successfully classifying a given 
relatively small area.
Furthermore, and this is a major problem in remote 
sensing, the sheer volume of data involved can be over­
whelming. A Landsat image contain 6 M pixel each with 
4 associated wavebands giving 24 M pieces of information 
a typical aircraft multispectral scanner flight with a 
swath 6 km wide would, with a resolution of 1,5 milli- 
radian, contain some 1200 pixels. In a 100 km long 
flight line, which is minute in relation to an American 
agricultural context, there would be 20000 pixels length­
wise, giving a total of 24 M pixels. The scanner will 
typically have at least 12 wavebands giving 288 M pieces 
of information, i.e. the equivalent data contents of 
12 complete Landsat images. Tt is clear that there are 
few laboratories which have facilities and afford the 
time and money to process this volume of data.
Using automatic data processing techniques Hoffer, et al., 
(1971) were able to identify and map with a high degree 
of accuracy over large geographic areas in spite of 
natural variations in the spectral responses of their 
targets. They restricted themselves, however, to a very 
basic classification of only three categories: water,
bare soil and green vegetation. It was found that 
training samples from one small area could be successfully 
used for classifying over 70 square miles of their basic 
cover types with an accuracy of about 98%. In other case, 
spectral data for wheat and all other cover types were 
calibrated and utilized to train the computer, resulting 
in wheat alone up to 90 miles away being classified against 
all other types with an accuracy of 91%, although 
significant changes in solar illumination and ground cover 
conditions existed. In'their investigation they used 17 
discrete spectral bands from an altitude of 3200 feet in
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the first case and 5000 feet in the other.
Kristof, et al., (1971) encountered many difficulties when 
attempting to map a soil series in one soil area using 
training samples from another soil test area located at a 
distance several km away. Their data was taken from an 
altitude of 1200 m using 12 spectral bands.
Several signature extension techniques were investigated 
by Nalepka and Morgenstern (1972), most of which are 
based on the concept of preprocessing the data to reduce 
the effects due to atmospheric transmission, scanner look 
angle, etc. They found that one of the most promising 
methods involved using a ratio preprocessing transformation 
where in the signals generated in adjacent spectral bands 
are ratioed on a point by point basis prior to classific­
ation. According to the authors this method is easily 
and efficiently implemented ahd their tests have yielded 
excellent results. Signatures were successfully extended 
over 100 miles, 4 days, different times of day, and very 
different atmospheric conditions for again only three 
categories of corn, soy beans, and trees. In this work 
6 separate spectral bands were used for the ratio class­
ification .
An investigation to determine the accuracy of wheat 
identification against all other types by extending the 
signature was conducted by Marshall, et al., (1969). They 
collected observations at different altitudes and at 
different times rather than at different locations and 
presented a complicated comparison between the time of year 
when the data was collected and the number of signatures 
used for identification i.e. the number of fields in each 
training set. Using 19 spectral bands for the classification 
they concluded that in relation to the altitudes an increase
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in the wheat signature from two fields to three fields 
would offset the degradation in performance caused by the 
increase in altitude from 3500 ft to 10000 ft.
Kriegler, (1971) presented a method by which variations 
in the scanner data can be accounted for when there is 
insufficient ground truth. As a conseuqence of the 
technique which he proposed an algorithm was developed 
for the detection of cloud shadowed areas. With s ."h 
detection a correction for the illumination change ,an be 
applied to extend the signature for processing the data 
in these areas over a distance of some 6 miles. Using 12 
spectral bands wheat was classified against all other 
types and reasonable results were obtained.
A method for solving some of the problems attached to 
the extending of Landsat-1 spectral signature in time and 
space has been given by Merembèck, et al., (1974). These 
authors reported that their results should be viewed with 
caution since their research was only on a preliminary basis 
Over a distance of 110 km and with 17 days difference 
between the images 4 spectral bands were used and both 
supervised and unsupervised techniques were employed. The 
classification was successful for the area from which the 
training sets were chosen, no number being mentioned, but 
applying these training sets directly to another site 
resulted in exceedingly poor classification. The use of 
their suggested method did not improve the agricultural 
areas recognition but the forest areas and uncultivated 
areas were relatively successfully mapped.
4.9 Conclusion
It will be evident from the work done that signature 
extension has been attempted using a limited number of 
classes, 2,3, 2, and 2 in the above examples. These include
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the easiest possible situation in which category x is 
classified against all other classes. Furthermore, the 
number of spectral bands involved is high 17, 12, 6,9,
12 and 4. Such circumstances compare with the ten classes, 
or seven in the reduced case, and 3 spectral bands used in 
the present work. It may be concluded, therefore, that 
given the haze-free and cloud-free conditions, absence of 
any temporal variation and small sun-angle variations 
(narrow angle lenses) of the present work, that some 
signature extension is possible with a threshold and for 
the classes selected. These could, of course, include 
training sets for classes of interest drawn from areas in 
frames other than the reference one.
The primary application, however, may be the detection of 
a single class, eg. areas similar to the lode area, against 
all other types when a specific threshold may be predeter­
mined as indicated in chapter 3 to recognise a given 
percentage of the target.
The use of signature extension as described here utilizes 
a supervised method (SOUP). Unsupervised methods in the 
light of the present investigation do not appear to be 
promising.
A further conclusion from the present results is that the 
classification accuracy of a given class as a function of 
distance from the intital training set depends upon the 
specific set of circumstances and is not applicable else­
where. Such a conclusion although largely self-evident 
here and in the work referred to in section 4.8 does not 
appear to be explicitly stated.
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Group Colour 
No.
1 Cream
Vegetation Soil Shading
Pink
White
Enneapogon poly­
phyllus ,variable 
sparse ground 
cover
Red sandy clay 
loams with veneer 
of quartz gravel 
on the surface
Essentially bare 
ground with quartz 
rubble veneer over 
calc silicate rock
9
10
Light Blue Triodia pungens 
sparse
Grey(lode) Polycarpaeea 
glabra
Light Green Triodia pungens 
and Sporobolus 
australasicus
Dark Green Eriachne dominii
and some Sporab-
olus asutralasic- 
us
Medium Blue Triodia pungens 
sparse 
Dark Blue "
Pale blue "
Red sandy over 
surface bedrock 
outcrop of lime­
stone agglomerate
Reddish brown 
stoney clays over 
the Dugald River 
Lode
Red sandy clay 
loams
Red Sandy clay 
loams
Red sand soils
<1 I I I r I 1 I I 1
Table 4.1. Details about the ten classes chosen for classification
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Frame Cream
1
Pink
2
White
3
Blue
4
Grey
5
Light
Green
Dark 
6 Green
No of pixels 
classified
116 81 81 77 83 72 71 77 90
115 94 96 79 94 89 76 97
114 89 94 70 94 71 ,76 89 84
113 80 82 67 82 62 84 81
112 79 68 72 82 78 79
105* 22.3 7.03 8.64 15.45 0.05 2.5 41.74 98
Table 4.2. The accuracy of classification of each group and 
area classified of each frame (all expressed in 
percentage) using a cut-off of 23-
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Figiire 4.1. Colour print for frame 35T115.
i i
Figure 4.2. POLYDIV map for frame 33T115 classified into 7 
rroups.
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Figure 4»5 EPOP map for frame 115.
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Figure 4.7* SOUP map for frame 115 classified into 10 groups 
using 10 shadings.
Figure 4.8» SOUP map for frame 115 classified into 10 groups using 
7 shadings and cut-off 25.
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Figure 4.9* The disposition of the adjacent frar.es
Figure /1,10. Colour print for frame 114.
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Figure 4.11. The SOUP map for frame 114.
Figure 4.12. The colour print for frame 113.
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Figure 4.15. The SOUP map for frame 115.
Figure 4.14. The SOUP map for frame 11?.
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Figure 4.15. The SOUP map for frame 105.
Figure 4»16. The colour print for frame 1l6,
1 2 9
Figure 4-17. The SOUP map for frame 11b.
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Figure 4.18, The percentage of unclassified pixels in each frame 
as a function of threshold.
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5* Classification of Landsat-1 and -2 Imagery of Western • 
Queensland, Australia
5 .1 . Introduction
When it was known that Landsat-1 imagery encompassing the 
M t . Isa-Cloncurry region, for which the aircraft imagery 
had been obtained, would be available it was decided to 
investigate the satellite imagery with respect to the 
techniques already described. In particular, with the 
original emphasis on mineralization, it was considered 
to be of some significance as to whether the Dugald River 
lead-zinc lode, referred to in chapter 4, could be 
visually recognised and, if so, the extent to which machine 
classification could be implemented.
Following this phase further imagery became available of 
this area at a different season and, for another area, 
imagery became available at four different seasons. It 
was decided, therefore, to investigate the' effect of 
seasonal vegetational changes on a given classification.
5 .2 . Data Processing and Consideration of Resolution
The Landsat-1 and -2 data products as supplied by NASA 
consisted of 70 mm black and white positive transparencies 
for each of the four spectral bands of the MSS system.
These were first contact copied to negative transparencies 
and then recopied on to positive glass plates. The human 
eye cannot assimilate simultaneously the information from 
three or more separate images and the most effective way 
of presenting the information is by means of a colour 
composite.
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The colour composites were produced by taking the 
monochrome positive transparencies of bands 4,5 and 7, 
and placing each of them in a separate 70 mm projector, 
and the three images aligned so that they were all coincident
on the screen. Colour filters were now placed in the
projectors as follows: a red filter with band 7  ^ a green
filter with band 5 and a blue filter with band 4. The
result was a coloured image which essentially synthesizes 
a conventional false-colour infrared image. From the point 
of view of visual interpretation it can be compared directly 
with the latter since in both cases vigorous healthy 
vegetation will appear as bright red, clear water as black, 
newly exposed rock surfaces as blue and so on.
The false colour image was photographed with a 35 mm camera/ 
using either Kodak or Ektachrome conventional colour trans­
parency film,and the resulting 35 mm colour transparency 
was, when required, scanned with the microdensitometer. This, 
in turn, has to separate out again the information in the 
three spectral bands.
Such a procedure appears to be an exceptionally round­
about one but, initially, no facilities were available for 
handling the digital tape. Also, to have scanned the 
three monochrome transparencies repeatedly and then to 
use the computer to place the 3 sets of information in 
register, would have been very difficult. A very fine 
size was being used, there would be differential emulsion 
shrinkage between the three images so that the scales would 
be very slightly but significantly different and there 
would be both rational and translation geometrical factors 
to be allowed for. It was considered better to adopt the 
previous long procedure than to.try and implement the 
above complicated soft-ware.
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In the aircraft imagery of chapter 4 the Dugald River Lode 
area, which,as a feature, is of central importance in this 
investigation, has a length of about 1.6 Km and a width of 
not more than 10 m. With the Landsat imagery the minimum 
area that can be theoretically resolved is about 80 m x Qq - 
m, this being the instantaneous field of view of the 
sensors. Such a resolution would be attainable only under 
high contrast conditions and using the digital tape raw 
data. The resolution with the colour composites generated 
here and the associated relatively low contrast targets 
implies that the minimum detectable target will be singif- 
icantly more than 80m x 80 m.
Although this would be much greater than the width of the 
lode it would still be possible to detect the lode if it 
were very long compared to 80 m, e.g. long straight roads 
have been detected on Landsat imagery although their width 
is significantly less than 80m. Given that the ends of the 
lode tapers off it is thus very doubtful as to whether the 
lode could be detected on Landsat imagery. If it is 
thus at the limits of detectability, the remaining problem 
when classifying similar lode areas is that of selecting 
suitable training areas, particularly in view of the 
elongated nature of the structure.
The band of Triodia in which the lode is located is some 
200-300 rn wide and more than 2 km long and would be 
detectable on the Landsat imagery. The difficulty is that 
of actually uniquely identifying it in relation to other 
banded features in the imagery.
5.3 Frames 3OA and 12A
Having examined the aircraft imagery for the Dugald River 
Lode area it is appropriate to consider as the first 
examples of Landsat imagery two images which encompass 
that area. These two frames are:
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30A - acquired on 2nd March 1975 and 
12A - acquired on 24th July 1975.
Frame 30A was analyzed first and contains a wide range of 
classes, a print being given in fig. 5.1 to a contact 
scale of 1:70000. On the basis of a visual assessment of 
the number of different classes, seven classes were regarded 
as the optimum and training sets were chosen for use with 
SOUP. The location of these training sets is shown on the 
overlay to fig. 5.1 and the resulting supervised classificat­
ion map with the seven classes is given in fig. 5.2 with no 
threshold being employed.
The essential details for these seven classes are given in 
table 5.1.
These classes were selected on the basis of colour only and 
without reference to any ground truth data. It is thus of 
interest to note that classes P , LR, DR and BR are all soil 
and alluvium. This particular image was acquired after a 
period of considerable summer rains and hence over these 
soil areas there is an extensive cover of healthy vegetation. 
This gives rise to the strong red in fig. 5.1. Over the 
other parts of the image classified as EG and DP the bedrock 
is at or very near the surface and,although there is some 
vegetation cover, it is much sparser and, although relatively 
flourishing, is primarily Triodia. This has a poor infrared 
reflectance in any case and thus, in conjuction with the 
surface density, there is a major contribution to the 
spectral variation from the surface rocks and soils.
The ground truth information in table 5-1 has been extra­
cted fr Cole et al (1976) and this source does not 
distinguish between the P, LR, DR and BR classes. There is, 
consequently, a requirement for a posteriori ground
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investigation of the reasons for the apparent existe.nce 
of these classes. The scale of the area, the difficulty of 
accessability to many parts of it and the inevitability of 
the seasonal changes in vegetation, which in a semi-arid 
climate are not necessarily repeated from one year to the 
next, make the fulfilment of this requirement a difficult if 
not impossible one. The positive aspect, of course, is that 
there are no cultural effects on the vegetation.
A particularly prominent feature of fig. 5.1 is the Knapdale 
quartzite outcrop shown on the overlay and to the immediate 
East of which is the lead-zinc Dugald River Lode referred 
to in chapter 4. This quartzite outcrop has been correctly 
classified (BG) but other areas at least equal in total 
area to the outcrop have been incorrectly placed in this 
category.
A strip to the west and a large area to the South and South 
East of the quartzite outcrop have been classified DP. This, 
strangely, is in agreement with the Bureau of Mineral 
Resources geological map of 1958 which shows this portion of 
the image entirely as calc-silicate rocks but does not show 
the structure in the later interpretation by Cole et al 
(1976) for the same image. This is because it was riot 
found possible to define additional training sets 
representative of that rock structure with bands of argillac­
eous limestone within the calc silicate.
It is evident from fig. 5.2 that even with the relatively 
small number of seven classes the resulting classification 
map has an exceedingly complex pattern. In conjunction with 
the gradiation of tonés between classes in any natural 
vegetation distribution it is thus not feasible, given this 
complexity, to try and construct a classification accuracy 
table between figs. 5.1 and 5.2. The comments in the last
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column of table 5*1 consequently represent visual 
assessment of the equivalence between each class in fig.
5.2 and the areas in fig. 5.1 considered to have the 
same colour as the appropriate training set. They are purely 
qualitative and in themselves highlight the problems of 
determining the classification accuracies of natural terrain. 
With an empirically calculated threshold for each class the 
accuracy could undoubtedly be increased with a considerable 
amount of computing but this procedure in turn raises the 
question of the amount of effort that should be devoted to 
this experiment and, of course, to its measurement.
The estimated position of the Dugald River lead-zinc lode 
has been indicated by a line on the overlay to fig. 5.1.
Its width as noted in section 5.2 is less than the minimum 
theoretically detectable and notwithstanding the loss in 
resolution from the projected colour composite on the screen 
to the print in fig. 5.1 the lode cannot be distinguished.
Even with some very recent colour composites generated 
directly from the digital tape (Chandler, private 
communications), where the 80 m resolution can be maintained, 
there is a suggestion of an extended nearly linear feature 
in approximately the position where the lode v/ould be 
expected to be but it is far too vague for there to be any 
possibility of extracting a training set for classification 
purposes.
The bands of Triodia within v;hich the lode is located are 
just evident as an almost black elongated band lying obliquely 
in the image. The extraction of a training area for this 
class and the subsequent examination of the histograms 
with the present system would be just possible but extremely 
laborious. These limitations would not apply in a real time 
system with a visual display unit in which a light pencil or 
analogue method can be used to delineate training areas of
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any shape and the histograms examined almost instant­
aneously, with a saving of many days’ time.
Frame 12A was taken later in the same year as frame 30A 
but some five months later and during the dry winter period. 
Consequently the soft grasses, which give rise to the red- 
coloured areas in frame 30A, have now dried off considerably 
and so contribute little radiation in the infrared band. As 
a result there are virtually no corresponding red areas in 
this frame and, as will be seen from fig. 5.3, it contains 
a restricted range of classes. Allowing for minor changes 
due to variations in the photographic processing there is 
then a major change in the imagery due to seasonal vegetation 
changes.
In terms of classifying the image the numerical data relating 
to the mean vectors and covariance matrices from frame 30A 
could not be used since there was no convenient way of 
cross-calibrating the scans of the two images. However it 
is possible to use the same geographic areas in frame 12A as 
in frame 30A for each class and to calculate new values for 
the mean vectors and covariance matrices. The resulting 
classification map is given in fig. 5.4 with no threshold 
as for fig. 5.2, and with the same shading for corresponding 
classes. There are certain similarities between the two 
maps principally ;
(i) Class OR in the centre of the image
(ii) Class DR in the top right hand corner
(iii) Class BR across the top of the image
(iv) Class DP in the bottom left corner
Having regard to the quite different classes in the true 
image such a degree of correspondence as there is is 
encouraging while, equally, with a seasonal change complete 
agreement would not be expected. On the right hand half 
of frame 30A the map is fragmented into many small groups
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whereas, in frame 12A, the classification units tend to be 
larger. This feature may arise from there being a wide 
variation in moisture content of the soil and alluvium 
cover in March giving correspondingly wide variations in 
the vigour and hence infra-red reflectance of the vegetation 
By July much of this moisture content will have disappeared 
leaving a sparser cover of dry grass with a low infra-red 
reflectance. The fine structure of the moisture content 
variations is thus no longer evident and large expanses of 
cream/very pale pink areas are seen in the image.
/
The quartzite outcrop has been, correctly classified in fig.
5.4 but, unlike fig. 5.1, where it has a very distinctive 
bright blue/green appearance, in fig. 5.3 it has a dark
dull-green appearance similar to much of the terrain in the
lower centre of the image. Much of this latter area has 
thus been placed in the same class (BG) although from ground- 
truth data this is known to be incorrect.
In summary the classification of this July image using
training areas determined not by the classes in that image
but by those in the March image is reasonably successful.
5.4 Lady Annie-Mount Gordon Area
5.4.1. Introduction
The initial imagery for this area was acquired in March 1975 
by the Landsat-2 satellite. The area is some 130 km west 
and 40 km north of the Dugald River area. There is again 
extensive mineralization but the rock types are very different 
in this Lady Annie-Mount Gordon area from those in the Dugald 
River area. Subsequently two more later Landsat-2 images of 
the same area were acquired and an earlier Landsat-1 image
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was also made available, 
given below
. Frame
16A Landsat-1
llA Landsat-2
7A Landsat-2
29A Landsat-2
Details of the four images are
2 March 1973 
22 March 1975 
18 September 1975 
2 4 November 1975
For all four images colo'ur composites were generated in the 
usual manner and with the same colour filters in the 
projectors. Allowing for minor variations in the photo­
graphic processing there was a remarkable variation in the 
resulting colour composites. Prints of these are shown in 
figs 5.5, 5.7, 5.9 and 5.11 and, although the terrain is 
semi-arid with only partial vegetative cover, the principal 
changes in colour are due primarily to the seasonal 
vegetational changes. There will also be a secondary 
contribution due to changes in the soil moisture content and 
to an increasing dust layer as the dry season progresses.
As in section 5.3 the objective here was to start with one 
frame and see to what extent the other frames could be 
classified using the same areas covered by the training 
sets in the initial frame. The first frame available was 
llA and fortuitously it contained a greater range of classes 
than any of the other three frames.
5.4.2. Frame llA
This image was acquired by Landsat-2on 22 March which is 
very nearly at the end of the wet season. Consequently the 
soft grasses are growing vigorously and are evident as the 
red areas in the lower left corner of fig.5.5 For this 
frame it was considered that six classes s' :uld reasonably 
cover the image and details of these are given in table 5.2
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The location of the training sets are given by the over­
lay to fig. 5 .5 . These areas were selected according to 
colour only and with no a priori knowledge of the ground- 
truth data. For this reason the subsequent ground-truth 
description of the MA, BR and PA/BL classes as all being 
of the same Paradise Creek Formation, consisting of 
dolomite, silts tone and sandstones, was somewhat unexpected. 
The high degree of complexity of the image and of the 
classification map shown in fig. 5*6 with the extensive 
fragmentation prevents any quantitative classification 
accuracy being quoted. However visual assessment of each 
class in fig. 5.6 with the corresponding colour in fig. 5.5, 
which it is meant to represent, shows good agreement. This 
comparison is best done by printing maps in which only one 
of the six classes at a time is shown, but these are not 
reproduced here for reasons of space.
As with the procedure for the Dugald River area in the 
preceding section, the physical areas of the training sets 
for fig. 5-6 were located on the other three frames and the 
appropriate mean vectors and covariance matrices calculated. 
Each frame was then classified using SOUP as for fig. 5.6.
5.4 .3. Frame 7A
This frame (fig.5.7) was acquired in September and in 
general shows little of the colour range of the March 
imagery. This is well int-o the dry winter season and the 
soft grasses have largely dried up giving no resulting red 
colour in the image. The soft grasses over the soil and 
alluvium in fig. 5.5 (class R) are in fact conspicuously 
absent in this image and the corresponding areas are 
devoid of any red colour at all.
Over all most of the boundaries in fig. 5.5 can be 
visually observed in this image but with either reduced
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relative contrast or, in some areas, reversed contrast.
The area which vjas classed PA/BL in frame llA was just 
outside the area of frame 7A scanned in order to generate 
the classified map of fig. 5.8 and shown in fig 5.7.
However it was observed that it was the same colour as the 
training area for class R in fig. 5.7 and its absence 
consequently does not effectively represent the loss of a 
class.
Similarily the training area for class B /G was also off 
the image and so could not be included in the classification 
which comprised only four classes.
Table 5.3 shows the classes for which training sets were 
established in this and the other two images. In relation 
to the image, the map in fig. 5.8 indicated that the 
accuracy for class BL is quantitatively good, while class 
R contains rather more areas than would be anticipated.
The training sets for classes MA and BR were spectrally 
very similar. It is thus not surprising that given the 
dark signature of class BL and the light signature of 
class R much of the map has been classified into either 
class BR or class MA. If this image were to be classified 
independently of other considerations then an additional 
class would be introduced to avoid the rather artificial 
result of fig. 5.8
Although parts of fig. 5.8 give an impression of an almost 
random classification there are some small elongated class 
BL areas which are located around the edge of some flat- 
topped blocks of Myally quartzites.
According to Cole et al (1976) these small areas are due 
to the poor infra-red reflectance of Acacia shirleyii
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woodland on the sides of the plateau which thus appears 
dark on the image and is classified into class BL (black) 
which corresponds to siliceous shale.
5.4.4. Frame 29A
Although acquired in November, some two months after frame 
7A, this image has none of the pale colours of that image 
but intense purple and brown colours (fig.5.9). The reason 
for this is not, at this stage, understood in terms of 
conventional seasonal vegetational changes. Table 5.3 shows 
that again training sets for the B/G and PA/BL classes 
were not incorporated since the training areas were 
unfortunately just off the area that was actually scanned.
It is of interest, however to note that, as for frame 7A, 
the training area for class PA/BL in the original image 
has an almost identical colour to the training area for 
class R. This latter area again, as with that frame, is 
almost devoid of colour, this being the end of the dry 
season with the soft grasses having completely dried up.
The classification map with four classes for frame 29A is 
given in fig. 5.10. As far as fig. 5.10 is concerned class 
BL is an accurate representation, it being borne in mind 
that with this relatively high density image some areas 
appear almost black as an artefact and care has to be 
exercised in the interpretation. Class BR is also 
reasonably accurate and although having a fairly similar 
spectral signature to class MA appears to be successfully 
discriminated from that class.
Much of the left-hand .half of the image has been placed in 
class R which is at variance with a visual interpretation. 
Spectrally however these areas are obviously closer to class 
R than to classes MA, BR or BL and have been classified 
accordingly. The use of training areas based on another 
image thus means that for this frame there is a requirement
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for an additional class and a different one from that 
considered to be necessary for frame 7A. Apart from class '
R, therefore, this frame has been satisfactorily classified.
5 .4 .5 . Frame l6'A
This image taken by Landsat-1 exactly two years before 
frame llA is again strikingly different (fig.5.11). Although 
taken at the same time of year the annual rainfall statistics 
bear little relationship to the actual rainfall in any one 
year.
Of particular note is that the training area for class R 
has again no red colouration at all as with frames 7A and 
29A but, in this case, the image was taken at the same 
time of year as frame llA. Thus class R, which in frame 
llA has a very well-defined and localized occurance over the 
soil and alluvium areas, does not as such recur in any of 
the other three frames. Having, however, taken a training 
set for class R from the appropriate location in fig. 5.11 
it is found that, in the classification map (fig.5.12), in 
the upper left part of the image a considerable area has 
been placed in this class. From the ground-truth map these 
areas are found to be soil and alluvium, i.e. similar to 
the training area, and also siliceous shale.
In this frame it was possible to obtain a training set for 
class B/G but not for class PA/BL which lay too near the 
edge to be satisfactorily scanned (Table 5.3). It will be 
seen from fig. 5.12 that class BL was satisfactorily class­
ified as in the three other frames and, in relation to the 
image, so was class B/GR.
The training sets for classes MA and BR were very similar 
and, under normal circumstances, would probably have been 
amalgamated as they are an almost identical orange- 
brown colour, and a new class generated to account for
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those areas classified as MA or BR because they are 
relatively the most similar.
For this frame, therefore, classes BL, B/GR and R have 
been satisfactorily classified whereas classes MA and BR 
are overall unsatisfactory.
5.4.6. Conclusion
The principal conclusion arising from this study of four 
images of the same area taken at different times is that, 
starting with an image which contained the greatest-range 
of classes ; and therefore advantageous to the study, it 
would have been necessary in each of the three other images 
to introduce at least one new class in order to obtain a 
completely satisfactory classification. The new classes 
would be different for each image.Using the same training 
areas for each image there is, nevertheless, some common 
content between the four maps, particularly with classes 
BL and B/GR. For precise measurement of change it would 
be necessary to have fiducial marks on the images and 
possibly scale transformations in order that a computer 
comparison can be made. This procedure also implies that 
all the classes v;hich may be encountered in any of the images 
being compared have training-set data available.. This is a 
difficulty in itself since it means that an accurate 
comparison could only be made after all the imagery has been 
examined.
Furthermore, as will be apparent from the preceding sections, 
it is not sufficient merely to classify the whole of the 
image with a predetermined number of classes and no other 
constraints, since no consideration has been given to the use 
of a threshold. Clearly a threshold would be used as a matter 
of principle in order that pixels should not be allocated 
to a class on the basis of having the highest relative
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probability of belonging to that class but according to some 
absolute level of probability. This leads now to the 
consideration in section 4.6 of having a separate threshold. 
To these questions there is no simple answer and they must 
certainly merit detailed study in any future investigation.
5 .5 . Other Work on the Classification of Natural Terrain 
and the Detection of Change
For obvious economic reasons most computer classification 
work has been directed towards agricultural crop-type 
recognition and relatively little to that of the class­
ification of natural terrain. In relation to rocks most 
work has been based on conventional photo-geological 
interpretation, while the natural vegetation has tended 
to be on heavily vegetated areas such as the Florida 
Everglades National Park, where dependable spectral 
signatures could be obtained for each vegetation class 
uncontaminated by soil or rocks contributions and using 
a 12 channel scanner (Kilipinski et al I969).
The attention to agricultural areas also obscures the 
fact that natural terrain classification has been found to 
be intrinsically more difficult,. This is particularly so 
in areas which are highly structured or dissected, not 
because the analytical or statistical aspects are insuff­
iciently developed but because of the difficulty encountered 
in defining representative training areas. This opinion 
has also been reported by Blodget et al (1975) who considered 
that multispectral classification techniques were severely 
limited in digital mapping using Landsat imagery of the 
lithology of Northwest Saudi Arabia. They were also unable 
to recognize any colour anomalies associated with mineralized 
areas.
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Also, in relation to the detection of distinctive 
vegetation distributions related to mineralization,
Sawatzky et al (1975) observed no such association using 
Skylab imagery of central Colorado because the vegetation 
was influenced more by other factors than by the composition 
of the substrata. These factors include moisture, slope 
steepness and direction, season and altitude. A vegetation 
anomaly was observed by Bechtold et al (1975) using Skylab 
and Landsat imagery of California but they considered that 
this was due to moisture content and not necessarily therefore, 
an indication of mineralization, although further geobotanical 
and geochemical investigation were proposed.
Initial observations can also be misleading as Vincent (1973) 
considered that colour anomalies in Wyoming were associated 
with nearly oil fields and with iron deposition associated 
with uranium deposits. However later work by Short and 
Marrs (1975) showed that these associations were invalid 
and that the colour anomalies arose from topographic and 
soil variations.
Some success has however been achieved in the detection of 
colour anomalies associated with mineralization by Schmidt 
et al (1975). Using Landsat-1 imagery of western Pakistan 
a training set was established over a known copper sulphide 
deposit and a computer generated classification map obtained 
by a five-cycle adaptive learning method. This map indicated 
23 spectrally similar areas of which 5 were found to contain 
some pyrite. It is of particular interest to note that these 
5 sites were located in areas which the geologists regarded 
as unfavourable for mineralization.
Other work using aricraft multispectral scanner data for 
natural terrain classification has been reported by Weber 
et al (1972). These authors used the best four out of the
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twelve available channels to produce 12 classes of terrain 
for an area in Georgia. Using the same scanner Driscoll 
and Spencer (19 72) took the optimum six out of twelve 
channels to produce a thirteen category map of a 
partially forested area in Colorado. Both sets of authors 
reported acceptable results but in both cases the use of 
aircraft imagery allowed representative"training areas to 
be located without any great difficulty. Also they were 
able to select the optimum number of and value of wave­
band for processing.
Of closer relevance to the present work are some results 
of Smedes et al (1971) in which a cluster analysis was 
applied to a single false-colour image and nine classes 
with a mean accuracy of 85% were generated.
It is very noticeable that despite the now fairly 
extensive literature on remote sensing the above references 
represent a large proportion of all the published work on 
the machine classification of natural terrain. There is, 
of course, an extensive literature of results obtained by 
traditional visual interpretation but the enormous volume 
of Landsat imagery means that ultimately successful machine 
classification methods must obtain an operational status.
When previous work on change detection is considered 
it is significant that out of 158 papers presented at the 
"First Comprehensive Symposium on the Practical Applications 
of Earth Resources Survey Data" held by NASA in June 1975, 
none appeared to deal with the machine detection of 
temporal change in natural terrain. There were papers on 
the detection of change in relation to snow and ice cover and 
in relation to urban development but these are not relevant 
here. This absence is almost certainly related to the 
difficulty of classifying a single Landsat-image, let alone
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a temporal sequence, and the problem encountered in this 
process will be evident from the preceding sections in 
this chapter.
For agricultural purposes Richardson et al (1972) used 
aircraft multispectral scanner data taken once a month for 
four months- to monitor the development of five crops using 
8 spectrâl bands very variable results were obtained with 
accuracies as low as 20%, which for five crops is a random 
score. Using Landsat-1 imagery Carnegie and DeGloria (1972) 
monitored rangeland development but only on a visual basis.
It may thus be concluded that the machine detection of 
temporal changes in natural terrain is a difficult task 
presenting many problems and which will require much 
development work of a practical nature, the theory being 
already in existence, before acceptably successful results 
can be obtained.
5.6. A Priori Class Probability
Having examined the results of classifying a number of 
different images, according to a decision rule which allocates 
each pixel to that class to which it has the greatest 
probability of belonging, it is appropriate at this stage to 
consider an aspect which has not so far been discussed. This 
concerns the basis of the decision process in equation (3.9)
C. + log I: Q . I + q U
X I ± ±  ±
<fc. + log Iq .I -f ( X-K ) ^  q /  ( x - M - . )  (5.1)
V Ü J Ü Ü
in which C. and C . are constants related to a priori
J_ J
probabilities of classes C. and C .. It is computationally
J
convenient to make all these probabilities equal and this 
is usually done either explicitly, e.g. Henze and DeZur (1975) 
or, more normally, implicitly, with no specific reference being 
made to this simplification.
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With agricultural crop types classification it is normally ■ 
possible, if required, to estimate these probabilities 
reasonably accurately from the ground truth data. With 
natural terrain this information is difficult, if not 
impossible, to obtain from the ground truth data and the 
probabilities are made equal on the basis of expediency 
alone.
In this work the probability is not calculated directly 
but is simplified by calculating the function
Log + (x-K ,q W ( x-P.) '(5.2)
and then determinining for which class this function has 
a minimum value.
If the a priori probability of P(C^ . ) is now included then 
equation 5-2 becomes
log |Q^| + (x-k)^ q W  (x-ti ) - 2 log P(C^) (5.3)
The question now arises as to what extent the inclusion 
of the appropriate values for log P(C^) would have had on 
the final classification. Table 5.4 shows an example of 
the function given by equation 5.2 in the column headed 
"distance" for a number of pixels with a four category 
classification, i.e. four distances. Each pixel is 
allocated to the class for which the distance is a minimum 
and the right-hand column gives this class (PITS). It will 
be noticed that the distances for any one pixel vary 
widely and that the minimum distance is usually much less 
than the next smallest distance. In general, it was found 
that the greater the number of classes the closer do the 
two smallest distances become.
Suppose now that a map with two classes only (C^, Cj) was 
being generated and the a priori probabilities are P ( )  =0.1
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and P(Cj) = 0 .9 . Then the additional term in equation 
5 .3, - 2 log p (C^) is, with these two classes 
for P(C^) = 0.1, - 2 log P(C^) = + 2.00 
for P(C.) = 0 .9 , - 2 log P(C.) = + 0.09
J J
These values of 0.1 and 2 represent the approximate extreme 
values for P(C^) and indicate the magnitude of the term 
which would have to be added to the appropriate column in 
table 5 .4. It is evident that for the above range of values 
of P(C^) it is highly improbable that adding terms of 
between 0.1 and 2 will alter the column in which the 
minimum distance occurs.
Thus, from a purely empirical standpoint, the incorporation 
of the a priori probabilities is unlikely to have any 
significant effect on the resultant classification.
Finally, in classifying natural terrain there does not appear 
to be any really feasible way of assessing these a priori 
probabilities. For these reasons this factor was not 
incorporated in the distance calculation and all such 
probabilities were assumed to be equal.
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Group Colour Shading Ground truth Equivalence
li
quartzite
soil and alluvium 
with soft grass cover
Calc-silicate rocks 
masked by residuum
Soil and alluvium 
with soft grass cover
Soil and alluvium 
with soft grass cover
1 BG Blue green
2 P Purple
3 CR Cream
4 LR Light red
5 DR Dark red
6 BR Brown
7 DP Dark Purple
Table 5.1. The essential details for the seven classes into 
which frame 30A was classified.
Calc-silicate rock
poor
good
good
good
good
fair
good
Group Colour Shading Ground-truth Equivalence
1 R Red
2 MA Magenta
3 B/G Blue/Green
4 BR Brown
5PA/BL Pale blue
6 BK Black
Soils and alluvium good
dolomites and silt good but
stones and sand stones many small
basalts
scattered areas 
good
dolomites and silt good but many
stones and sand stones scattered areas
Shale
good
good
Table 5.2. The essential details for the six class into which 
. frame llA was classified.
1 5 2
Group Colour 7A :29A 16a
1 Red X X X
2 Magenta X X X
3 Blue/Green — — X
4 Brown X X X
5 Pale blue — — —
6 Black X X X
Table 5*3. Classes fo r which tra in in g  sets were
generated in frames 7A^  :29A and 16A.
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Table 5.4* /n. example of the function 5.2,
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Figure 5.1. Colour print for frame 50A.
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Figure 5*2. Classification map for frame 50A.
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Figure 5.3. Colour print for frame 12A,
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Figure 5.4. Classification map for frame 12A.
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Figure 5.5. Colour print for frame 11 A.
Figure 5.6. C l a s s i f i c a t i o n  map fo r  f r a m e  11 A.
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Figure 5*7. Colour print for frame '(
Figure 5.#. Classification map for frame /A.
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Figure 5.9. Colour print for frame 29A.
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Figure 5,10, Classification map for frame 29A,
Figure 5.11. Colour map for frame I0A.
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Figure 5,12. Classification map for frame 16A.
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0. Classification of Vegetative Cover Types for Landsat 
and Skylab Imagery of Parts of South America
6.1. Introduction
Much of the world’s land surface has been covered by 
Landsat-1 and -2 and natural vegetation distributions 
could readily be examined using the techniques already 
described. However, for only a small number of areas 
is ground truth data available and in the absence of 
such ground truth any classification work is of very 
limited value. This will be evident from the results 
in chapter eight, dealing with Nigeria where the ground 
truth is almost nonexistent.
The availability of ground truth for some areas in South 
America allowed a further investigation of the problems 
of classifying natural vegetation. In general, the 
percentage cover of vegetation is much greater than in 
Australia and the colour in the imagery is due almost 
entirely to the vegetation and much less to soil and 
exposed rocks.
There were two additional reasons for using imagery of 
South America in that ; firstly, the detection of changes 
in the amount of forest cover is of some importance and 
it was originally hoped to have repetitive coverage of 
one area of interest; secondly, for the other area of 
interest both Landsat and Skylab imagery was available 
and a comparison of the two was undertaken.
6.2. The Rupununi Area
Two portions were examined of a Landsat-1 image taken
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in August 1973 and colour composite transparencies were 
generated by the methods described in chapter five.
Colour prints of these two portions are reporduced in 
figures 6.1 and 6.9 to a contact scale of 1:430000 and 
are referred to as frames 34632 and 17A respectively.
The northern Rupununi savanna covers an area of about 
2
300 km in the southern interior of Guyana, Figure 6.2, 
and the overlay shows the position of figures 6.1 and
6 .9 . It forms part of a much larger savanna crossing 
the Guyana-Brazil frontier and extends far into the 
latter territory. It is effectively an island surrounded 
by forest. The savanna as a whole is at a general level 
of 90-150 m above sea level and rises slightly towards 
the marginal watersheds. According to Eden (1970) it 
forms an undulating plain of monotonous appearance,within 
which isolated peaks and low hills are occasionally 
visible. The area is surrounded by a series of mountain 
ranges which ascend to 300-1000m. The margin of the 
savanna is intersected by two broad drainage outlets.
The Rio Branco in the south leads water from the west and 
centre of the region into the Rio Negro and thence to the 
Amazon. The River Takutu running nearly vertically down 
the centre of figure 6.9 within the orange band leads 
directly into the Rio Branco. In the northeast the 
Rupununi River, which is just located on the right hand 
edge of figure 6.1, drains the eastern margins to the 
Essequibo.
The northern Rupununi savanna itself is located between 
the igneous and metamorphic rocks of the Kanuka and 
Pacaraima mountains. To the south the Kanuka mountains 
rise abruptly from the plain to 1000 m and the foothills 
are covered with the forest visible as the red areas in
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the centre and bottom right of figures 6.1 and 6.9. 
Skirting this mountain front and extending north along 
the Rupununi River there is an area of undulating gravel 
ridges and gentle slopes. To the north the Pacaraima 
mountains rise abruptly to over 300 m, but unlike the 
forest-clad Kanuku mountains, are covered by a mosaic 
of savanna and forest.
6.3 Frame 34632
We will consider first frame 34632 for which a print of 
the false colour composite, made as described in chapter 
five from bands 4,5, and 7 is given in figure 6.1. Within 
the transparency an area measuring 18 mm x 15 mm was 
scanned with 0.1 mm x 0.1 mm pixel size giving a data 
array of l80 x 150 pixels. After reformatting by CHURN, 
an EPOP map was generated and is given in figure 6.3.
Visual examination of the transparency suggested that red, 
orange, dark blue, light blue, white and pink areas could 
be distinguished and accordingly six sets of rectangular 
training areas were chosen, these being shown on the overlay 
to figure 6.3. The resulting six groups classification map 
is shown in figure 6.4. Examination of the ground truth 
map (fig. 6.5a) indicated that the areas with the above 
colours could be identified as follows.
Orange - forest
Red - forest
Dark Blue - swamp
White ■ - savanna
Pink - savanna
Pale Blue - savanna
Even in figure 6.1 it is evident that the small red area
to the left of the centre is significantly different in
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colour from the extensive orange area to the right of 
centre. The ground truth map describes both these areas 
as forests and does not distinguish between them,although 
from this Landsat image there is a clear difference. The 
red area, however, is adjacent to the dark blue area 
identified as swamp, and is also in a much lower lying 
region than the orange area. It is thus quite possible 
that the soil has a higher moisture content and the 
vegetation will then have a higher reflection coefficient 
in the infrared, giving rise to a red rather than an orange 
colouration. This image was taken in August which is at 
the end of the rainy season when moisture stress conditions 
will start to become evident.
A similar explanation may apply to the white, pink, and 
pale blue areas, all of which can be identified from the 
ground truth map as savanna. The pale pink area can just 
be discerned in figure 6.1 in the top hand left corner, 
interspersed between the dark blue (swamp) area, and the 
soil in this area is likely to have a higher moisture 
content than that in the pale blue area in the lower 
centre of the figure. This in turn will lead to an 
increased red content in a false colour image. It might 
be noted that, according to Eden (1970), within two to 
three weeks of the start of the drought, which is in early 
September, a high proportion of the moisture in savanna 
woodland soils is evaporated irrespective of soil conditions
There is a close visual correspondence between the pale 
blue, dark blue and red+orange classes and the ground truth 
in figure 6.5a, and to facilitate this comparison they are 
shown separately in figures 6.6a, 6.6b and 6.5c.
Table 6.1 summarizes the classification accuracies of
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figure 6.4 relative to the original image. Percentage 
accuracy in this table is the area of class C. on the 
original image divided into the area of class in the
computer generated map, which actually overlaps this 
original area of class C^. Values of up to 100% are 
possible but it should not be overlooked that other 
classes, Gj , 0^ in the original image may have been 
erroneously classified by the computer as class C^, and 
such errors will not appear explicitly in this summary 
table.
The values in this table are very high for a natural 
vegetation classification but the boundaries in figure 
6.1 are much sharper than almost any of those in chapters 
4 or 5. The vegetation classes within figure 6.1 also 
tend to be much more homogeneous than in the above 
chapters. Since the ground truth map effectively only 
provides information on forest, swamp and savanna classes, 
the six groups in figure 6.4 have been reduced to three,
i.e. forest (red+orange), swamp (dark blue), and savanna 
(white+pink+pale blue). The areas of each of these three 
classes have now been compared with the appropriate class 
in figure 6.5a and table 6.2 give the classification 
accuracies. Despite the division into only three classes 
the results are nevertheless encouragingly high.
The effect of a threshold on the identification of forest 
areas alone is shown in figure 6.7 which gives the total 
number of pixels classified in the red or orange groups 
as a function of the cut-off value. With a cut-off of 
30 few pixels are rejected and, in an operational 
situation, one could evaluate the statistical cost of 
rejecting all pixels beyond a cut off of 30. Figure 6.8 
shows the effect of a cut-off of 10 on the combined red 
and orange classification.
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In practice the detection of changes in forest areas could 
well be assisted by the fact that a local change for 
cultivational purposes would result in the area removed 
being bare soil, seedling or mature crop according to the 
time of year. All these types of cover have very different 
spectral characteristics from forest and so could be 
readily discriminated.
6.4 Frame 17A
A print of the colour composite of an area which is part 
of the same Landsat image as frame 34632 is given in 
figure 6.9. An area measuring l6 mm x 15 mm was scanned 
with 0.1 mm x 0.1 mm pixel size to give a l60 x 150 pixel  ^
array. The EPOP map for this map is shown in figure 6.10.
The ground-truth map for this area is given in figure 6.5b 
and, in this particular area, the only terrain type 
indicated are forest and savanna, there being no significant 
swamp.
The forest area adjacent to the drainage network running 
down the centre of figure 6.9 is orange, compared with the 
red forest area in the right of the image. In both cases 
no difficulty was experienced in choosing rectangular 
training set areas which are given on the overlay to figure
6.10. However, the remaining part of the image which, 
according to the ground truth map was all savanna raised 
problems since it ranged from white, through a mixture of 
white and very small blue areas, to entirely blue areas 
in the edge of the frame. The selection of a training 
set for the blue areas was very difficult as it was not 
feasible to assemble a training set from a large number of 
individual rectangles each containing of the order of 2-4 
pixels. Equally clearly it was desirable that white and 
blue areas should be classified separately. This problem
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occured also in the Australian Landsat imagery but could 
be ignored there since it was of much less significance 
and importance.
In order to resolve this problem it was decided to select 
an area within the image containing a mixture of white and 
blue only shown on figure 6.10 and apply POLYDIV to it.
It was hoped that, by this artificial choice of target 
POLYDIV would be able to separate the white from the blue 
areas. This was done and it was found that after POLYDIV 
had subdivided the data into five groups a visual examin­
ation of the maps identified one group as entirely white 
and another as blue. A program was written to extract 
this blue group and to join it to the other training set 
data for onward transmission to TSET and SOUP. This 
extraction proved difficult to achieve as POLYDIV was made 
available as a complete basic package and the extraction 
required breaking into some of the subroutines.
Using the red, orange, and white rectangular training areas 
end the POLYDIV blue data set the means and covariance 
matrices were calculated by SOUP. The resulting four 
group map is given in figure 6.11 and histograms for the 
white and blue training sets are given in figures 6.12a, 
and 6.12b, and for the complete area which was analyzed 
by POLYDIV in figure 12 c. The three histograms in figure 
12.c are so asymmetric that fitting a Gaussian distribution 
to the data and determining the mean vector and covariance 
matrix elements would certainly lead to grossly misleading 
values .
Table 6.3 shows the classification accuracies for the 
computer map relative to the original image. The values 
for the blue and white areas are each based on three sample
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areas and do not relate to the whole frame. This use of 
a hybrid method for obtaining training sets has not been 
previously used in this work and clearly it could be a 
useful technique particularly with natural vegetation 
where no man made homogeneity has been imposed upon a 
s cene .
As with frame 34632 it had been originally hoped to have 
sequential cover but this was not available and the 
detection of change in forest coverage could not be 
pursued.
The assessment of forest areas alone can be of great 
importance. One is here excluding the great commercial 
forests of North America and considering rather natural 
forest with, in many cases, limited physical accessibility. 
This importance arises partly from situations where the 
trees may be felled, the clear area cultivated, and the 
fertility of the soil exhausted in three to five years.
This land is now left as uncultivated and may in time be 
regenerated as forest, while further forest areas are 
felled and the cycle repeated. Repetitive coverage with, 
say, one image per year could, from a cultural point of 
view, provide an accurate measurement of the rate at which 
forests are disappearing and possibly of their regeneration 
rate. Indirectly any change in forested areas can be 
related to movement of the indigenous population and all 
such information related to the cultural practices of the 
South American Indians is of value in relation to the 
present rapid changes.
Another possible use for repetitive coverage is when the 
deliberate and total removal of forest occurs for 
constructional works, highway engineering or the expansion 
of urban areas. The assembling of information from
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diverse sources on the destruction of forests is not 
readily done administratively, but with spacecraft 
coverage could be rapidly performed.
6 .5 . The Calabozo Area
6 .5 .1. Introduction
The second area for which ground truth was available 
was the Calabozo area in Venezuela. The first imagery 
available for this area was taken from the Skylab 
satellite. This flew in a near circular orbit with an 
altitude of approximately 435 km and had an orbital 
inclination of 50°. The Skylab carried four earth 
sensors viz:
S - I9OA; a six chamber multispectral camera
S - I9OB; a long focal length high resolution camera
S - 192; a thirteen band multispectral scanner
S - I9I; an infrared spectrometer.
The particular image available of the Calaboza area was 
taken with the 150 mm focal length multispectral camera 
on 70 mm format false colour infrared film. The nominal 
ground resultion of this lens/film combination is about 
40m, which is twice as good as the 80m resolution of 
Landsat-1. The main disadvantage of the Skylab platform 
is that it was not repetitive and most coverage is on a 
once only basis. It can not therefore be used to monitor 
growth and other changes within a given area over a period 
of time.
6 .5 .2 . Description of the Calaboza Area
The Calaboza area is one of about 600,000 acres of high 
plains in central Venezuela. It has a typical wet and
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dry climate. The vegetation is typical park savanna, i.e.. 
a herbaceous layer interrupted by groups of trees. To the 
north of the area there is tropical deciduous forest, to 
the south are the grasslands of the low llanos, in the 
west a lower altitude forest and in the east the savanna 
merges into the savanna of the llanos orientales. The tree 
groves have a highly variable composition in both species 
and size and they vary from a clump of few trees to a large
groups of more than an acre in size. The grassland is much
less varied and is totally dominated by species of Trachypogon 
The two most important human influences are grazing and fire. 
Overgrazing is not widespread but there are various local 
occurences. There is no evidence of any significant fire 
affected areas in the imagery considered here.
6.6. The Skylab Imagery - Frame A5 386
The particular Skylab image chosen for analysis was frame 
A5 386 (scale 1:850000) and was taken in February 1974 by the 
Skylab 4 mission. Ground truth data was not available for 
the whole of the frame and a rectangular area was chosen 
which approximately covered the ground truth area. This 
measures 20 mm x 17 mm and was scanned with a spot size of 
0.15 mm X 0.15 mm giving an array of 133 x 113 pixels.
A colour print of this area is shown in figure 6.13 and the
most noticable feature is the very narrow range of colours 
which are present not only in the print which is always 
degraded, but in the original transparency. The EPOP map 
for the area is given in figure 6.l4 and on the basis of 
the colours in the image five classes were selected. These 
were :
L - Lake (the blue at the top centre of figure 6.13 just 
above the centre in figure 6.19)
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W - White 
P - Pink 
M - Mid purple 
D - Dark purple
Rectangular training sets were chosen for each of these 
five colours shown on the overlay to figure 6.l4, and the 
resulting classification map is shown in figure 6.15. Not 
only is the lake clearly well discriminated as might be 
expected but, in view of the narrow range of colours there 
are some unexpectedly large homogeneous areas for the other 
groups.
The ground truth map for this area is given in figure 6 .I6 
and the key to the various vegetation classes is given 
below in table 6.4.
The first five classes in this table are all varieties of 
Trachypogon savanna, the principle variation arising from 
the type and density of the tree content. In the 10 
categories in table 6.4 the only one with a closed tree 
canopy is that of deciduous forest (B), in none of the 
others is there any thing approaching continuous tree 
cover. For ease of comparison groups W, P, M and D are 
shown separately in figures 6.17a - d. Group L is not 
included since there is an obvious one-to-one relationship 
between the lake in figure 6 .I6 and the water area in 
figure 6 .15. Comparison of class W in figure 6.17 with 
figure 6.16 shows that most of it lies within the savanna 
(T) but that there is no obvious correlation since a 
significant amount also lies to the left of the lake in an 
area of B and B-L. It would appear to be a real feature 
since,' as will be seen in the next, section, it correlates 
very closely with the Landsat-1 imagery. It is possible
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that rather than being a natural feature of the terrain 
it is an artefact produced by overgrazing. Such a condition 
would lead to high reflection coefficients in the visible 
and near infrared bands for the exposed dry soil and this 
would be in agreement with the optical densities measured 
in the imagery.
Class P (fig. 6.17b) coincides in general with class T 
but also with some class B and B - P. Class M (fig. 6.17c) 
corresponds very closely with classes B and B - P, and 
finally, class D (fig. 6. ]. 7 d ) corresponds with class L.
As some measure of the accuracy obtained in this classification 
the following figures were obtained:
Percentage of class P and B - P overlain by class M 
equals 75%
Percentage of class T overlain by classes (W + B) 
equals
In the circumstances these are surprisingly high figures 
but it should not be overlooked that considerable other 
areas were erroneously classified as M or (W + P). There 
are, particularly in figures 6.17a and 6.17d, geometric 
structures in the individual classes which certainly suggest 
that they are real features in the terrain not evident in 
the ground truth map.
In view of the very limited range of colours in the image 
it might be anticipated that the histograms for the training 
sets, other than for the lake, would be very similar. 
Examination of these histograms in figure 6.18 shows that 
in fact there is quite a difference between them. Further­
more the individual histograms are reasonably symmetrical 
and much more Gaussian in shape than those obtained from
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apparently homogeneous areas in other images. For this 
reason it is not therefore surprising that the individual 
maps in figure 6.17 largely show consistent blocks for 
each class rather than a scattered quasi-random distribution! 
Results from trial tests on other images would often have 
predicted such a scattered classification. One may thus 
conclude that this limited range of colours in the Skylab 
image does not in itself prevent reasonable classification 
accuracies being obtained.
6.7 The Landsat-1 Imagery - Frame 15A
The Landsat-1 image of the Calabozo area relates to March 
1973. Again only a portion of the image was scanned and 
the relationship of this area to that examined in the 
Skylab imagery is shown in figure 6.19. The area scanned 
measured 15 mm x 17 mm and a spot size of 0.1 mm x 0.1 mm 
was used. The EPOP map is shown in figure 6.20. There is 
clearly a very wide range of colours indeed in this image and, 
rather than copy the Skylab image training areas directly, 
training areas were chosen for eight different colours shown 
on the overlay to figure 6.20, these being
Bu - Blue
W White
B1 - Black
R Red
G - Green
C Cream
Br - Brown
D Dark Brown
These eight colours were considered to provide an optimum 
representation of all the colours in the image.The resulting 
classification map with eight groups is shown in figure 
6 . 21 .
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For a comparison with the ground truth data, individual 
groups or combinations of groups are shown separately in 
figures 6.22a,b,c, and d. Group L (Lake) has not been 
shown separately since it will be seen from figure 6.21 
that the lake has been placed almost entirely in this 
category which does not occur elsewhere in the map. This 
result is of course similar to that for the Skylab imagery.
It is of interest to note, however, that around the edge of 
the blue area there is a thin band classified as B1 (Black).
In turn this is surrounded by a thin band classified as 
green (G).
Examination of figure 6.19 shows that unlike the Skylab 
image the lake is not uniform blue. This variation in 
colour may be due to a vegetative cover on the surface of 
the water, an algal bloom of the type described by Jensen 
and Laylander (1975), or more probably to suspended sediments. 
This will reflect in the infrared band and so prevent the 
water from appearing as black or very dark blue which it 
normally does in false colour film. Since, as will be seen 
below class B1 and class G are identified as savanna these 
two bands are misclassifications.
Figure 6.22a shows the W (White) clasd which is in good 
visual agreement with figure 6.19. As with the Skylab 
imagery the ground truth provides no information for this 
class and some other explanation such as overgrazing is 
required. The R (Red) class in figure 6.22b clearly correlates 
very closely with the red areas in figure 6.19. The ground 
truth map again provides no explanation for this class but 
these areas correspond to irrigated rice fields (Eden, private 
communication). At this time of year the rice is in a 
vigirous growth phase and will have a high reflection 
coefficient in the infrared band (Landsat - 1 Band 7) giving 
rise to the intense red colour.
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The remaining five classes have been divided into two 
sets. One consists of classes B1 (Black) and G (Green) 
since throughout the image class B1 only appears to occur 
within class G . This addition of classes B1 and G is 
shown in figure 6.220. Comparison with 6.16 suggests 
that Bl+G corresponds largely to class T, class L, class 
T-L and subdivisions of class T (Tg, T h , To, Tc). 
Superficially such a broad combination would appear to 
indicate a poor correlation. In fact, however, class L 
is a low grassy plain with no tree cover while class T 
and its variants also represent grass savanna with 
differing amounts of tree cover. This tree cover may be 
palm or deciduous in nature but, from the available low 
level photography does not appear to be anywhere more 
than 10%. Classes T and L may thus be closely equivalent 
in terms of the spectral characteristics of the terrain 
which they represent and justify their grouping together.
Figure 6.22d shows the addition of classes C(Cream), 
Br(Brown), and D(Dark Brown) together. These have been 
grouped because they appear, from the imagery, to be 
variations of the same class. There is reasonable 
agreement between this combined class and the cream, brown, 
and dark brown areas in figure 6.19. From the ground truth 
map this (C+B+D) class appears to correlate with classes 
P, B, and B-P in so far as the coverage of figure 6.l6 
permits. This combination of P, B, and B-P consists of 
areas with extensive palm cover, deciduous forest with a 
closed canopy, or a mixture of the two and tends to be 
associated with the drainage network. ^
By reducing the original 8 classes down to 5 the computer 
classified map is seen to provide good agreement in general 
with the ground truth map. While the computer classified 
map appears to be inherently capable of a higher degree of
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classification it must be borne in mind that the subdivision 
of the savanna into its various class Tc, Tg, Th, To is 
diffcult and time consuming to achieve from ground 
reconnaissance. Equally, human judgement based on aerial 
photography contains a large subjective element. The ground 
truth map will not explicitly take into account variations 
of ground moisture content within a given vegetation unit 
and such a variation can have a profound effect on the 
infrared reflection coefficient of vegetation as has been 
noted in section 6.3 when dealing with the savanna class­
ification .
6.8 Comparison of Skylab and Landsat Imagery for the 
Calabozo Area.
Because different number of classes were chosen for the 
two images it is not possible to make a precise one-to-one 
comparison between the two classified maps. The lake area 
in both cases is nearly identical while the red area in 
the Landsat image has no counterpart in the Skylab image.
It is, however, of interest to note that the W classes in 
both images (figures 6.17a and 6.22a), after allowing for 
the different orientations of the two images, coincide 
very closely. Since the images were taken almost fxactly 
a year apart in time this suggests a real terrain =ct
and not one related possibly to the over exposure the
Skylab imagery. On the Skylab a combination of classes 
P and D (figs. 6.17b,d) would appear to be fairly similar 
to that given by class B1 and G (figure 6.22c). Finally, 
in the Skylab image a class M (figure 6.17c) has a 
reasonable resemblance to classes (C+B+D) (figure 6.22d). 
Having regard to the fact that the Skylab image was taken in 
February 1974, and the Landsat image in March 1973, and 
that the former was a false colour photograph and the latter 
was a colour composite generated from somewhat different
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wavebands there is an acceptable measure of agreement 
between the two sets of results. It is apparent, however, 
that in this case the ability to discriminate between 
different targets was much greater with the Landsat image 
but with somewhat poorer resolution.
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Group Type Colour Area on Shading Area on Accuracy
ground truth SOUP
1 Savanna Pink 0.70
2 Forest Orange 2.35
3 Forest Red 0.18
4 Swamp Dark Blue 1.82
5 Savanna White 0.18
6 Savanna Light Blue 3.09
o'oobobooooOUaOQOQCopoodddoGo
0.66 94%
2.72 100%
0.19 100%
1.70 93%
0.20 100%
2.85 92%
Table 6.1. Classification accuracy according to colour for 
frame 3^6 32.
1+5 + 6 
2+3
4
Savanna
Forest
Swamp
3.87
2.53
1.82
3.71
2.91
1.70
AccuracyGroups Types Area on ground Area on
truth map SOUP map
96%
100%
93%
Table 6.2. Classification accuracy according to ground truth 
data for frame 34632
Group. Type Colour Area on ground truth
Shading Area on Accuracy 
SOUP
Forest
Forest
Savanna
Savanna
Orange
Red
White
Blue
1.14
1.42
1/92
5.22
1.12
1.34
2.23
5.81
98%
94%
100%
100%
Table 6.3. Classification accuracy according to colour
for frame 17A
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Figure 6.1% Colour print for frame A5 386,
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Figure 6.14. EPOP map for frame A5 386.
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Tigure 6.16. Ground-truth map for frame A5 586„
T = savanna of trachypogon. Tc = savanna with clay soil.
__ savanna with gravel soil. To = savanna of the oriental plains.
Th = savanna of rising ground. B = deciiuos forest,
p = palm grove. M = tropical palm tree.
L = low plain. WM = humid prairie.
Table 6.4. Key for symbols of figure 6.l6.map.
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7.1. Introduction
In any analysis the initial step is to describe the 
phenomenon under investigation, and statistically this 
means the calculations of the mean and the variance. 
Normally when observations are independent these two 
statistics differ and give a good description of the 
phenomenon but, with sequenced data, the observations 
are not usually independent.
As it is inherent in the very nature of our work that 
the observations we obtain are sequenced, then ideally 
we should use a different tool in our investigation, the 
tool used in this particular study being Fourier analysis
Little work has been done on the use of Fourier analysis 
in the field of remote sensing and this may be due to 
two main reasons, namely ; the restrictions which the 
applications demand in the available data and the fact 
that Fourier analysis requires a periodicity which is 
rarely found in nature.
Most of the previous work in classification of remotely 
sensed data is orientated towards spectral (multiband) 
techniques which do not take account of the-textural 
information in the image. There is then a requirement 
for an increase in spatial i.e. textural analysis. 
Texture is a property of an image which presents a great 
many problems and it is accepted that automated texture 
recognition has had only limited success (Arnold, 1973). 
The results of the various attempts to measure texture 
have not yet produced an adequate statistical model for 
this property (Armstrong, 1975)) apart from the fact 
that spatial measurements are most time consuming
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(Swanlund, 1972).
7.2. Single Fourier Analysis
In One dimensional (Single) Fourier analysis, which is 
the decomposition of a signal into its harmonic 
components, we consider our sequenced data as being 
composed of three parts ; a linear trend or drift in 
the average value of the signal, various periodic or 
cyclic components, and a random component. It can be 
proved mathematically that almost any function of a real 
variable can be represented as the sum of sine and 
cosine terms, provided that ; (1) it is single-valued
and finite ; (2) it is defined for every point in the
basic interval, and; (3) it has a finite number of 
maxima, minima and discontinuities in the basic interval 
(Stuart, 1961). These conditions are known as Dirichlet’s 
conditions, and they are met by practically all the 
functions v/hich are of interest in the physical sciences.
One of the main purposes of single Fourier analysis is 
to determine the dominant periodic components.
A Fourier series for a given periodic function, f (x), 
of a simple sequence is
f(x) = A +2. (A_ Cos 2TC X n +B_ Sin 2 TX x n .^7
X  X
where the subscript n is called the harmonic number 
(or simply the harmonic).
Equation (7.1) contains two important parameters, the 
amplitude and the phase angle. The phase exists when a
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sinusoidal function is displaced from its normal position.' 
Consequently 5 the phase will vary according to the 
starting point of the scan. It can be seen from this 
argument that the phase may be neglected.
The importance of any given harmonic is in fact a function 
of its amplitude which is given by
a„ -- i (7.2)
and the value of a may be as low as zero if the harmonic 
n is not present in the wave. Usually \  in equation (7.1) 
is referred to as the fundamental wavelength, and in a real 
situation ^  will not be known and we must thus choose an 
arbitrary value f ■ the fundamental wavelength. The most 
practical choice " the one in which 7. is set equal to 
the length of the lata set and, by computing a sufficient 
number of harmonics, we will be able to estimate whatever 
periodicities are present in the data. The choice o f \  
being equal to the length of the data set will probably 
be incorrect, so the coefficient of the arbitrary 
fundamental harmonic may be near zero. The coefficients 
of all successive harmonics that are not present in the 
data will also be near zero and only those representing 
wavelengths actually present will be significantly large.
Most workers in Fourier analysis find it more efficient 
to use what is called the power (or variance) which is 
given by
<  ' 4  + (7.3)
and is taken as a test for the significance of the nth 
harmonic.
o n
It is obvious from equation (7.1) that we can compute 
as many harmonics as are desired but it can be proved 
mathematically that if the observations are located at 
equally spaced intervals then it is adequate to compute 
N/2 harmonics, where N is the number of -observations. 
However, practical solutions have shown that a reasonably 
good fit can be obtained with 5 to 10 components (Rampai, 
1971).
The limit N/2 is called the Nyguist frequency (cut-off 
frequency) and it is the highest frequency that can be 
determined. Since all variance in the data must be 
accounted for, it must be distributed amongst frequencies 
below the Nyguist frequency. However, some of this 
variance may come from the higher unresolvable frequencies. 
This folding in frequencies greater than the Nyguist 
frequency is known as aliasing and the frequencies between 
0 and the Nyguist frequency are known as the principal 
aliases.
Some aliasing will nearly always occur, and it can be 
reduced only by increasing the Nyguist frequency to a 
point beyond which the variance is insignificant. This 
may be done by decreasing the interval between observations
Thus under the previous conditions, we can compute the 
Fourier coeffieients from the equations
. 3 "n
Bn
z — 2  f(x) COS 2nTX X (7.^ 1)
■ N X=1 ^
N
z — 2  f(x) sin 2nTC x (7.5)
N =^1
X
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The coefficient does not exist and A = %f(x)/;\j 
which is the average value of the function (sometimes 
called the DC or steady state value).
It is conventional to display the successive values of 
2
by plotting them against the harmonic number n.
This kind of plot is called the power spectrum. A 
better impression of the real periodic structure can 
be achieved by plotting the smoothed power spectrum, 
which is simply the spectrum smoothed by a moving 
average of some sort. One of the moving average methods 
is the Hanning filter which is a triangular function of 
the form
(7.6)
and is widely used for this purpose.
Examining the power spectrum of a data sequence usually 
tells us a great deal about its nature and origin, 
information which may not be apparent in any other form 
of analysis.
Optically, it is possible to obtain the one-dimensional 
Fourier transform using the optical Fourier analyzer 
(OFA). This analog device, takes the one-dimensional 
Fourier transform of appropriate photographic positives, 
or negatives as input and produces as output both 
amplitude and phase information (Brody et al., 1966).
Digitally, routine programs are available in all computer 
centres to calculate the coefficients A^ and B^, and the 
general method for calculation is well described by 
Rayner (19 71).
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7.3 Previous Work
The optical one-dimensional Fourier analysis has been 
used by Brody et al., 1966 to analyze seven scenes 
from aerial photographs for their spatial frequency 
content. Spectra were derived in several directions 
across each scene, to form a limited reproduction of 
the corresponding true two-dimensional spatial Fourier 
transform. Significant differences were found between 
the spectra obtained from natural and man-made features.
Using digital as opposed to analogue methods Maurer 
(197^) has measured the optical densities of various 
agricultural crop types on Ektachrome colour transp­
arencies, using a ZEISS Scanning-Microscope-Photometer 
05. It was assumed that agricultural crops in general 
show a characteristic linear texture created by the 
furrow cultivation technique and the growing conditions 
of the plants. He adjusted the scanning direction for 
each field in such a way as to be parallel to the rows 
of plants i.e. parallel to the lines of the data matrix 
From a Fourier series analysis in the direction of the 
columns the average Fourier coefficients were calculated 
by using an IBM - subroutine FORIT. By calculating the 
amplitudes of the different frequencies, characteristic 
textural parameters could be obtained. These parameters 
were then tested With a discriminant analysis for their 
suitability to classify agricultural crops. The results 
in Maurer's opinion were very promi's’ing since he could 
achieve perfect classification by combining light of 
620 nm with one of two other wavelengths (520 nm or 
420 nm). The author reaches the conclusion that Fourier 
series analysis is a reasonable approach for determining 
significant textural parameters.
s o o
As an exploratory investigation the results of Maurer 
appear most convincing. It should, however, be noted that 
the requirement for each field to be scanned parallel to 
its axis of cultivation needs total human control. The 
method as it stands is not therefore capable of being used 
in an operational capacity for aircraft imagery. Further 
it can not be used with space imagery because the resolution 
of existing and forthcoming imagery is much poorer than the 
normal crop row spacing.
7.4. Present Work
The areas considered in the other sections of this work all 
involve natural terrain:- South America, Nigeria and 
Australia. Such terrain with its random structure is 
difficult to analyze texturally and, in order to obtain 
experience of some of the problems involved in textural 
analysis, it was decided to choose some photographic imagery 
of Argentina taken with a Skylark Earth Resources Sounding 
Rocket.
The two frames selected for investigation were of the Pampa, 
which is a completely flat area devoted entirely to 
agriculture apart from some uncultivated areas with sparse, 
grass cover towards the foothills of the Andes where the 
terrain becomes semi-arid. The area is characterized by 
total coverage of fields of the order of 0.5 to 1.5 km 
square which are readily visible in the rocket imagery.
The distribution of field sizes tends, however, to be 
non-random in that there are frequent concentrations of 
small fields with extensive intervening areas of large 
fields. It was thus decided to determine whether areas 
within the image could be characterized by their texture
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i.e. by their characteristic field spacing, this being 
found by means of the power spectrum of a scan covering 
a few km on the image.
The rocket. Skylark SL II8I, carried a number of film/ 
filter combinations in its payload and an extensive 
description of these and of some of the associated analysis 
has been given by Drennan et al (197 4) and Owen-Jones et 
al. (1974). Both the frames considered here were of 
70 mm format on Ektachrome 2443 false colour film taken 
with a 150 mm Hasselblad camera at an altitude of about 
150 km.
Three different areas on the first image were selected, 
an uncultivated area, a cultivated area with predominantly 
small fields, and a cultivated area with predominantly 
large fields. A segment of 1 cm lengh in each of these 
areas was scanned with the microdensitometer using an 
efficient slit width of 25[J[^  square and scanning in a 
linear pattern with 25 jj, steps. In each segment the 
optical densities of 400 pixels were measured.
The individual segments which were selected for Fourier 
analysis are shown in figure 7.1 as (1) cultivated area 
with small fields, (2) cultivated area with large fields 
and (3) uncultivated.
The smoothed Fourier power spectrum for scan (1), the 
cultivated area with small fields is shown in figure 
7.2 where the DC (average value) has been excluded. It 
will be noticed that this spectrum peaks very strongly 
at harmonic number 12 and there are also peaks at the 
5th, 17th and 23rd harmonics so that with the principal 
peak they are very nearly in the ratio 1:2:3:4. Direct
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measurement of the image shows that there are 24 
detectable field boundaries along the scan line which 
would indicate an average dominant frequency at the 12th 
harmonic. The presence of a peak at 23 is thus not 
surprising but that at 5 is since it represents a sub­
harmonic. Since the standard deviation associated with
2
an amplitude a^ is proportional to the peak at 5
is consequently far less significant than that at 12 
and quite possibly insignificant.
The power spectrum for the large field scan line (figure 
7 .3) has a very strong peak at harmonic 8 and then falls 
rapidly to the noise level. Direct measurement of the 
scan line in this case suggests a dominant harmonic ' 
at the 8th harmonic, since there are I6 fields along 
the scan line, and this is seen to be the case. In this 
spectrum also there is a pronounced absence of any other 
prominent harmonics.
The power spectrum for the segment in the uncultivated 
area (figure 7.4) possesses no dominant harmonic and 
only exhibits a rapid fall to the noise level. By 
considering this uncultivated area with its relatively 
constant vegetational structure as a single field of 
infinite extent this result would, of course, be 
anticipated.
These results, although of a relatively fundamental and 
straightforward nature, were found to be reporducible in 
their overall characteristic by taking other comparable 
segments. It was thus considered that an attempt might 
be made to classify the whole of an image according to 
the mean field size by analyzing the power spectrum 
characteristics of a large number of segments.
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This was done for two images, each measuring 50 mm x 54mm.
On each image 12 parallel lines were scanned across the 
width of the image (50 mm) and with an equal vertical 
spacing of 4.5 mm between the lines. Steps of 25jj, were 
taken along the lines giving a total of 2000 observations 
per line. Each line was then divided into 10 consecutive 
segments, 5 mm long, and containing 200 observations.
The optical density variation along each segment was
then Fourier analyzed and the power spectrum obtained up 
to the 100th harmonic,
The POLYDIV computer program referred to in chapter three
was used to perform an unsupervised clustring analysis on
the 120 segments. Unlike the examples in previous 
chapters where each pixel is characterised by three tonal 
components, in this case each segment is characterised by 
the amplitudes of the harmonic components of each power 
spectrum. There is clearly no objective limit to the 
number of harmonics which may be used and examples were 
evaluated using four, eight, and sixteen harmonics to 
specify each segments i.e. each segment is effectively 
represented by a point in four, eight or sixteen 
dimensional space respectively.
7.4.1. Figure 7.1
The terrain types in figure 7.1 can, to a first approximation, 
be divided into uncultivated and cultivated areas. It is 
thus only necessary to consider the partition into two 
sets by POLYDIV and the resulting map with two classes is 
shown in figure 7.5. The ground truth for each segment 
was determined by visually counting the number of field 
boundaries crossing each 5 mm segment. Figure 7.6 shows 
the 10x12 array of values for the number of boundary 
crossings corresponding to figure 7.1. Although
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uncultivated areas strictly contain zero fields, in practice 
any change of vegetation may be equivalent to a boundary 
and in turn to a cultivated area, therefore the description 
of uncultivated areas by zero boundary crossings and 
cultivated areas by all other values may not in practice 
be a precies or meaningful one. A series of 2 x 2 error 
matrices were constructed to show the number of segments 
for cultivated and for uncultivated areas which were 
correctly or incorrectly classified for a given arbitrary 
choice of the number of boundary crossings/segment.
Individual matrices showing the classification accuracies 
from one boundary/segment up to nine boundaries/segment 
are given in table 7.1. These results are summarized dn 
figure 7.7 which shows the percentages of cultivated and 
uncultivated areas correctly classified against the number 
of boundaries per segment. The percentage accuracy for 
uncultivated areas falls slowly but steadily, while the 
cultivated area percentages show only a very broad 
maximum. In the absence of a pronounced peak in either 
it is consequently not possible to determine a value for 
the number of boundaries/segment which will yield high 
percentage accuracies for both cultivated and uncultivated 
areas. The optimum value would appear to be 6 boundaries/ 
segment which gives accuracies of about 80% and yO % for 
the uncultivated and cultivated areas respectively.
It should not'be overlooked that as far as the micro­
densitometer is concerned two adjacent fields having the 
same crop and maturity state will have a barely detectable 
boundary between them. Conversely a change in the vegetation 
cover of the uncultivated area whether it is one of species 
or one induced by stress may give rise to a boundary and it 
is probably for reasons such as these that no unique boundary 
frequency could be determined.
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It should also be noted that if a supervised classification 
method were to be applied to the recognition of cultivated 
and uncultivated areas, training sets would have to be 
generated not only for each type of cultivated field but 
also for all the variations found within the uncultivated 
areas. The latter in particular would be extremely 
difficult, whereas by the use of textural information alone 
no training sets whatsoever are required.
Although only limited success was achieved in the above 
analysis a further attempt was made to classify the frame 
into uncultivated, small field, and large field areas.
For this purpose POLYDIV was used to generate a three 
group map which is shown in figure 7.8. While it was^ 
hoped that at the first division POLYDIV would divide the 
data into tv;o sets corresponding to the cultivated and 
uncultivated areas, at the second division either the 
uncultivated or cultivated sets could be subdivided. If 
•the uncultivated was split little interpretation could be 
made since no ground truth was available. If, however, the 
set corresponding to the cultivated area was subdivided 
then it might be possible to find a boundary frequency such 
that the two subsets corresponded to areas of relatively 
small and large fields. In fact it was found that POLYDIV 
essentially divided the cultivated set.
For a comparison to be made with the ground truth map 
(fig. 7*6) it is now necessary to have two different 
boundary frequencies in order to separate the segments into 
three groups. -A number of individual combinations for the 
two boundary frequencies was. tried and examples of the 
error matrices for three such combinations are given in 
table 7.2. These show the number of segments correctly 
classified and the numbers classified into each of the 
other two classes.
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There are two general observations that may be made on 
these results;
(a) uncultivated areas with up to two boundaries/segments 
are classified into group + with an accuracy of 80%. Group 
+ also contains significant amounts of higher boundary 
frequencies and so does not uniquely identify uncultivated 
areas.
(b) group X largely comprises the segments with the 
higher frequency boundary crossings i.e. more then 6-7 
boundaries/segments, the average accuracy being 70-75 
percent. However, group + and group ^  also contain 
approximately equal numbers of high frequency segments 
and such segments can not, therefore, be identified by 
any one group.
Consequently there does not appear to be two boundary 
frequencies which can accurately divide this image into 
the three required classes.
7.4.2. Figure 7.9
This unsupervised approach to texture analysis was applied 
to one further frame shown in figure 7*9 which contains no 
uncultivated areas but a large range of field sizes. The 
results (figure 7.9a) are based on the use of l6 harmonic 
components for each segment. The error matrices for a 
two class division of the segments are shown in table 
7.3 for boundary frequencies ranging from 6-11/segment. 
Again, this division has been made with the intention of 
dividing the segments containing large or small fields, and 
percentage accuracies for the two groups are shown in 
figure 7.10. These two curves are very similar to those 
for the previous example in figure 7.7 and again it is 
difficult to determine a boundary frequency for optimising 
the classification accuracies for large and small field
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areas. It was concluded on the basis of this limited 
investigation that the promising results suggested by 
the textural analysis of individual and specifically 
chosen segments representing uncultivated, small field 
and large field areas could not be extended in practice 
to cover the whole of an image using the method described 
above. This inability to obtain high classification 
accuracies may arise partly from the manner in which the 
original segments were chosen. More probably, however, 
it is due to the ability of the human eye to readily 
classify an area into the required three types using, 
subconsciously, textural and spectral information whereas 
on the basis of texture alone, the divisions into three 
classes are much more diffuse and not so readily succeptible 
to the type of analysis employed here.
It should also be noted that for the images in figure 7.1 
and 7.9 the best results were obtained using 8 and I6 
harmonics respectively to describe each segment. The 
differences between using 8 and I6 harmonics in both cases 
were nevertheless relatively small and it is not considered 
that any significance should be attached to this result.
In both cases also the results using four harmonics only 
were markedly inferior.
Although this investigation of textural analysis was 
essentially one of techniques, the division of an image 
into cultivated and uncultivated areas is clearly one which 
is of benefit in land-use mapping and evaluation. The 
division of cultivated land into large and small field areas 
also has an application in that in some parts of the world 
such information can be related to particular agricultural 
practices and to the presence of certain specific crop 
types.
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7.5 Two-Dimensional Fourier Analysis
The logical extension of one-dimensional Fourier analysis 
is to apply it to a two-dimensional data set. Digitally, 
two-dimensional analysis is a long process and, despite the 
Fast Fourier Transform (F F T) which has some data size and 
structure restrictions, optical methods have many attractions
Pincus (1969) applied optical diffraction analysis to two- 
dimensional displays. His applications fall into three 
major categories; (a) single inputs and their transforms;
(b) input suites and their respective transforms and; (c) 
inputs, transforms, and filtered reconstructions. These 
applications were a sample showing how the basic procedures 
of diffraction analysis can be applied in remote sensing 
studies. He confirmed that optical diffraction analysis 
does not add any information to that avaialble in the input.
Eppes et al. (1971) used the optical Fourier transform in 
investigating the degradation or enhancement of principle 
frequency components as a function of radar viewing angle. 
They concluded that it is possible to interpret the look 
direction effects in terms of the frequency components or 
power spectra of the image.
Nyberg et al. (1971) applied the method of using coherent 
optics for generating the Fourier transforms of pictorial 
information. Their investigation covered five samples of 
images of interest in the earth sciences, where they had 
recorded the spatial Fourier spectrum and measured some 
properties of this spectrum. The authors concluded that 
this method of image processing may be useful for 
investigating two-domensional structures and for measuring 
their properties.
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Fink et al. (1972) gave examples of the Fourier 
processing of aerial images and described some colour 
selective Fourier techniques. The authors obtained a 
quantitative description of image features simultaneously 
for the entire image area, in terms of direction, spacing 
and symmetry, by the two dimensional Fourier transform of 
an image. They concluded that the reduction in processing 
time and the reduction of data make this approach a 
promising candidate for automatic image-evaluation 
techniques.
Finally, Hornung et al. (1973) have used the Fast Fourier 
Transform (F F T) which reduces the computer operations
p
from N for the direct method, to N log^N for the F F T. 
This very efficient digital method allows one to make 
changes more rapidly than in the optical method for 
sampling and filtering processes in the transform space. 
These authors investigated the power spectra of various 
types of urban, industrial and rural areas and concluded 
that their work was in agreement with previous optical 
results.
The theory for the two-dimensional Fourier analysis is 
standard (e.g. Davis, 1973) and, by analogy with the one­
dimensional case, a function f(x,y) is given by the 
following expression
f (X.y)=t S  cos cos
n=^  m'l  A-] A2
+S t  COS sin gsixV
2
Sin 2 r ^ s i n 2 i 2 ^
n-d Ai À2
+ 2 f  sin2£]F>l COS ( 7-7)
ru1 rn=1 Xi A  2
n  4 0
where ^nm ^he Fourier coefficients; ‘
n,m are the numbers of harmonies in each direction;
 ^X 2&]^ e the fundamental wavelengths along the 
two mutually perpendicular coordinates x,y.
The power spectrum in turn is a two-dimensional array and 
the coefficient in this array is given by
= 4 m  + 4m, + 4 m  " 4 m
As part of this investigation it was required to determine 
to waht extent the original signal could be synthesized 
from the terms of the Fourier series. For this purpose an 
area of small fields in figure 7*9 and measuring 6 mm x 6 mm 
was scanned with a pixel size of 100 square, giving an 
array of 60 x 60 pixels. A two-dimensional Fourier 
analysis was then made of this array using 31 harmonics in 
both X and y directions. The Fourier series then consisted 
of four sets of coefficients, each being an array of 
31 X 31 elements.
It is clearly not desirable to use 4 x 31 x 31 = 3844 
elements every time classification is required anj so 
reconstitution of the original data was attempted using a 
smaller number of harmonic components. Various combinations 
were tried, e.g. 5 x 5  arrays, the first 7 diagonal terms, 
or the first 11 horizontal components only. The example 
in figure 7.11 shows the reconstituted or "expected" values 
of f(x,y) using a 5 x 5 array. This obviously bears some 
resemblance to the original field pattern but is 
insufficiently good to be acceptable. In practice it was 
found that good representation required the use of about the 
twentieth harmonics in both x and y directions.
If comparable calculations are being done for a large number
i 1
of areas involving similar orders of harmonics then the 
computing time becomes greatly excessive. For instance, 
it may perhaps be envisaged that with areas of natural 
terrain textural as well as tonal information could be 
used in the classification process.
It was therefore decided that the use of two-dimensional 
Fourier analysis, either alone or in conjunction with 
tonal information, was not a promising technique with 
the present state of the art and no further work was 
undertaken on this topic.
7.6 Conclusion
To perform textural analysis for the image as a whole 
the approach which was adopted here was to divide the 
photograph into fixed segments and to measure the textural 
parameters in question for each of these segments. As a 
means for extracting textural information this approach 
has the disadvantage that the segments are not preselected 
with any regard to the content of the photograph. If one 
of the segments overlaps two differently textured regions 
on the photograph, its textural parameters will correspond 
to neither of the types and may, misleadingly, correspond 
to a third type which is not actually present. As a result, 
important information relating to the boundaries between 
different types of regions is lost.
Despite the above results Fourier analysis may well have 
more advantages in data compression techniques than in 
classification techniques.
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Number 
of fields
Class
■f
Class
O
Accuracy N umb e r 
of fields
Class
+
ClassO Accuracy
0 - 1 39 9 81.3% 0 - 2 45 10 81.8%
2- 14 35 37 51.4% 3 -14 29 36 55.4%
Number 
of fields
Class+ ClassO Accuracy Number of fields Class4" Classo Accuracy
0 - 3 53 12 81.5% 0 - 4 56 18 79.7%
4 -14 21 34 61.8% 5 -14 18 28 6o.9%
Number 
of fields
Class
+
Classo Accuracy Number of fields Class4- Classo Accuracy
0 - 5 60 18 76.9% 0 - 6 56 14 80.0%
6 -14 14 28 66.7% 7 -14 14 32 69.&%
Number 
of fields
Class
4-
ClassO Accuracy Number of fields Class4- Classo Accuracy
0 - 7 62 2 4 72.1% 0 - 8 67 30 69.1%
8 -14 12 22 64.7% 9 -14 7 16 69.6%
Numb e r 
of fields
Class
+
Classo Accuracy
0 - 9 67 39 63.2%
10-14 7 7 50%
Table 7.1. The classification accuracies from 1one boundary/
segment up to nine boundaries/segment for fig.7.1.
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N umb e r 
of fields
Class
+
Classo ClassX
0 39 9 0
1 - 5 20 6 3
6 - 1 4 13 12 18
Number Class Class Class
of fields 4- o X
0 39 9 0
1 - 6 20 , 7 7
7 -14 13 11 14
Number Class Class Class
of fields + o X
0 - 2 45 9 2
3 - 6 14 7 5
7 -14 13 11 14
Table 7.2. Examples of some of the combinations tried 
to classify fig. 7.1 into three different 
areas according to the number of boundaires/ 
segment.
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Number Class Class Accuracy Number Class Class Accuracy 
of fields ^  of fields _|_ ^
4 -  6 9 0 100% 4 - 7  14 2 ' 87.5%
7 -16 64 47 42.3? 8 -16 59 45 43.3?
Number Class Class Accuracy Number Class Class Accuracy 
of fields — -of fields -|—
4 - 8  26 7 78.8% 4 - 9  40 16 71.4%
9 -16 47 40 46.0% 10-16 33 31 48.4%
Number Class Class Accuracy Number Class Class Accuracy 
of fields _j_ ^ _____________ of .fields ^  '
4 - 1 0  50 25 66.7? 4 -11 60 36 62.5?
11- 16 23 22 49.0% 12- 12 13 11 45.8%
Table 7.3. The classification accuracies from 6 - 1 1  boundaries 
segment for figure 7*9
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Figure 7.5. POLYDIV map for figure 7.1. classified into 
two grouns using 8 harmonics.
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ABSTRACT
A computer analysis has been made of three frames of 
false-colour infra-red aerial photography of an area in Nigeria. 
Each frame contains different vegetational and topographical 
features, but they all contain basically two soil types, viz; 
clay and sandy type soils. After digitization of the imagery 
the computer analysis consisted of a comparison of density 
slicing, an unsupervised cluster analysis and a supervised 
maximum likelihood decision process. The greatest degree of 
success was achieved with the supervised method which in one 
frame (23-047) was able to correctly distinguish 95% of the 
total area within the frame which had been visually identified 
as clay soil. In a second frame (26-021) comparably good 
agreement was achieved but in the third frame (19-086) the 
success rate was much lower. Although no definitive ground-truth 
data was available to unambiguously identify the terrain types it 
is considered that for engineering soil survey purposes, where 
primary distinction between clay and sandy soils is required, 
automated computer analysis of aerial photography is potentially 
capable of a high degree of accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION
Applications of remotely sensed imagery are now being made over 
a wide field. It is apparent that remote sensing methods can solve, 
or at least greatly simplify, problems which in the initial stages of 
the subject were not thought to be susceptible to its approaches, 
either because a problem was too specialized or because its scale 
was incompatible with the physical scale of the imagery. Recently, 
however, numerous publications have emphasized the diversity of 
disciplines which can benefit from remote sensing techniques. This 
benefit may be realized either by extracting from the imagery 
information which is not readily evident to the naked eye or, by 
automated methods, greatly reducing the extensive manual effort 
required to reduce to a useable form information which is evident to 
the eye.
Ill Bedford College a small group has been working on the use 
of serai-automated methods of terrain analysis as applied to aircraft, 
rocket and spacecraft imagery. In particular, interest is directed 
towards identifying agricultural areas and detecting areas of potential 
mineralization, the areas being located in Australia, Argentina, 
Venezuela and the United Kingdom.
Following discussions on matters of common interest with the 
staff of the Overseas Unit of the T.R.R.L., it appeared that some of 
the techniques developed at Bedford College might be applicable to 
certain problems with which T.R.R.L. is actively concerned.
Consequently the degree of overlap between the interests of both 
organizations was considered sufficient to merit the initiation of a 
pilot study. This would be restricted to the utilization of 
existing imagery and with access only to such ground-truth information 
as was available in already published documents.
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Purpose of the Investigation.
The purpose of the investigation was to determine, for a 
limited number of samples, whether image processing by digital 
methods of different degrees of complexity and sophistication 
could be applied to photographic imagery of an area of Nigeria.
The semi-automated output of computer-generated maps would display 
the principal soil and terrain cover types, thereby allowing 
such information to be used subsequently, and in this case 
hypothetically, for problems such as the identification of suitable 
highway locations and the determination of the availability of 
sites for potential constructional materials.
Selection of the Imagery.
Since the present investigation was undertaken as a pilot- 
study it was envisaged that only a small number of areas would be 
examined. These were selected in conjunction with the staff of 
T.RoR.L. and ultimately three frames were chosen to represent 
different combinations of terrain types, viz;
Film 19 - Frame 086,
Film 23 - Frame 04 7.
Film 26 - Frame 02l.
Panchromatic prints of these colour transparencies are sho\-m in Figures
1, 10 and 13.
The films themselves were Kodak False-Colour Infra-red Ektachrome 
positive transparencies of standard nine-inch aerial survey format and 
were obtained during a flying programme in Kovember-December 1968,
At that time aerial survey companies in the United Kingdom had acquired 
relatively little experience of handling and processing this type of 
emulsion with the result that in places some frames are unevenly
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developed. This gives rise to colour changes which are thus artefacts 
and not indicative of actual terrain changes, subtle or otherwise.
In some places these effects are very evident while, in others, 
reference to adjacent frames is necessary in order to disclose their 
presence. The three frames selected for analysis were, as far as 
could be determined, largely free from this type of defect.
False-colour infra-red film is very sensitive to any departure 
from the correct exposure. Consequently, the slight radial decrease 
outwards in illumination entirely produced by the camera lens, although 
unimportant for panchromatic film which has a much wider exposure 
tolerance, produces a gradual decrease in optical density from the 
centre outwards. Such an effect is of little significance when 
mapping or stereoplotting, but is of paramount importance when 
quantitative measurements of optical density are being made. If 
sufficiently prominent this effect can completely prevent the use of 
an automated approach. It is sometimes possible to apply various 
empirical corrections but, in the present circumstances, the effect 
was considered insufficiently pronounced to justify such additional 
complications. If extrapolation of the measurements to adjacent frames 
had been proposed then different considerations would certainly have 
applied. On any future occasion when quantitative measurements are 
contemplated it is important that appropriate provisions be made for this 
aspect and for the processing conditions.
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DIGITIZATION OF THE IMAGERY
When optical density measurements are being made of a colour 
transparency it is highly desirable that the original film should be 
used and not a copy since there is an inevitable loss of colour 
information in the copying process. There was a requirement also 
that the frames of interest should not be physically cut from the 
complete spool and this had, therefore, to be mounted in its entirety 
on the carriage of the micro-densitometer. Although this was achieved 
successfully, the dimensions of the image at 225 mm x 225 mm were greater 
than could be scanned by a single setting of the microdensitometer. 
Consequently, the image was divided into four equal rectangular areas 
measuring 110 mm x 95 ram, each area overlapping its neighbours by about 
6 mm. This procedure permitted the subsequent maps to be conveniently 
assembled together in order to assess the results of analysing the complete 
frame. (It might be noted that, with the above size and handling 
limitations, neither flying-spot scanners nor rotating-drum scanners 
could accommodate the spooled film which can only be accepted by a 
flat-bed machine.)
The microdensitometer was a Joyce-Loebl 3CS type and was operated 
with a scanning spot size of 1.25 mm x 1.25 mm. This resulted in each 
of the above rectangular areas containing an array of 88 x 76 pixels 
(picture elements). Each area was scanned three times using successively 
red, green and blue filters in order to extract the colour information. 
These areas and dimensions were identical for all three frames. The 
pixel size may superficially appear large but has been chosen so as to 
ensure that at any one instant the signal being received is integrated 
over an area sufficiently large as to be representative of that terrain 
type. Thus shadows, bushes, trees and other comparable features should 
cover a minor part of the instantaneous field of view.
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DATA REDUCTION AND PROCESSING
Initially the red optical density for the whole area being scanned 
is generated as a complete data block, followed by complete and separate 
data blocks for the green and blue bands. This series form of the 
colour data is then converted into parallel form so that the red, green 
and blue densities for each pixel are now adjacent to each other.
Some preprocessing of the data may be undertaken by proportioning 
it, i.e. if x^, x^ and are the red, green and blue densities 
respectively, then x^ and x^ may be proportioned by evaluating the functions
^r ^
 :----   and  ;-- -— ;----- and then proceeding with the normal
classification methods. Since the proportioned value of x^ is'a linear combina­
tion of that for x^ and x^ it is no longer an independent variable and 
consequently the three parameters x^, x^ and x^ originally required to specify 
the colour coordinates of a pixel have now been reduced to two. This 
proportioning of the data has been claimed to reduce the effects introduced 
by variation in the terrain slope at the point of reflection, relative to 
the sun-reflection point - camera geometry, and also those produced by 
variations in the cloud cover over the area which is being imaged. The 
results of classifying proportioned data are referred to in section 4.
The principal methods of classification fall into two groups, 
unsupervised and supervised. The general philosophies of these two 
different approaches to the problem and their respective merits have been 
widely described in the literature. It will suffice here to state only 
that the unsupervised method proceeds without any knowledge of the 
ground-truth information. Only after the various classes have been 
generated and require identification may it become necessary to acquire 
ground-truth on an a posteriori basis. An operator decision also has 
to be taken with this method as to how many classes it is required to 
produce.
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with the supervised method a number of relatively small areas 
within the image are designated as being representative of the classes 
into which the pixels are to be classified. Ideally the number of different 
classes and the location of the areas which will represent those classes 
are determined on the basis of a priori ground-truth. Both approaches 
have been used in the present investigation but no ground-truth was 
acquired before or after the flying programme. It is thus clear that 
in determining the optimum number of classes to be generated or the 
location of the training areas a subjective element was introduced which 
was much greater than is normally desirable.
The unsupervised method applied to the data is one called POLYDIV
and is a polythetic divisive technique. It operates by determining the
first principal component of the three-dimensional data set and then 
partitioning the data into two subsets such that the variance within each 
subset is minimised while that between the subsets is maximised.
Further partitioning of these and newly created'subsets then proceeds 
until the required number of classes have been generated.
In the supervised method employed here a basic Bayes decision
rule has been adopted. A data point x, which in the present context is
a three-dimensional vector whose components correspond to the intensities 
of the three colour components of a pixel in the false-colour film, 
is allocated to a terrain-type category w^, i.e. x c w^ provided that
p(w.| x ) % p ( w . | x )  ^ j, j f  i
■*- J
where pCw^jx) is the conditional probability of W£ for a given point x, 
and wj are all the other classes. This expression may be rewritten
p(x|w^)^p(x|wj) . ^ j ^
P(wi)
where p(x|wj^ ) is the conditional probability of x given w^ and p(w£) 
and p(wj) are the a priori probabilities of classes w£ and wj.
2In order to reduce the time involved in computing p(x[w^) it is 
convenient to assume that this function is continuous and may be 
represented by a trivariate normal distribution
p(x|w.) = --- 1 ; r exp] 1
I (2m)3|z|2 I  ^  ^ ^
Where and are the covariance matrix and the mean vector 
respectively for the ^th class. Maximization of p(xjw^) is equivalent 
to determining which w^ minimizes
(x-y)^ (x-y^) + In Z^
a procedure which is known as the quadratic decision rule. Thus since 
Zj, and y  ^have been determined from the data subsets which constitute 
the training areas for each class, the probability of the optimum class 
w^ can be rapidly calculated and this procedure has been followed here.
In order that the above assumption of a normal distribution 
of the pixel intensities should be justified the data sample should be 
reasonably large. This implies cither that the training areas should 
be large, which may not be physically possible, or that a very fine 
resolution is used, i.e. very small pixels. As has been noted above, 
however, there is another constraint on the latter condition and, 
consequently, the data used for the training sets must represent a compromise 
The accuracy of the final classification will then depend upon the extent 
to which the parameters derived from the training area data subsets are 
representative of the required classes.
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RESULTS 
Frame 23-047.
This frame contains essentially two principal colour groups.
One is a red/reddish-purple group which corresponds to clay areas with a 
variable amount of grass and other vegetative cover. This vegetation 
has good infra-red reflectance characteristics and gives rise to the 
red colouration in this type of film. The other principal group 
corresponds to upland areas, consisting of sand and other materials, 
and is distinguished by a range of bluish colours of different intensities.
In Fig. 2a an attempt has been made to distinguish between the 
clay and sandy areas for the purpose of comparison with the maps to be 
described below. The red intensity over the clay areas is not constant 
but varies continuously. This variation is partly due to changes in 
the reflectance properties of grass cover but, more probably, due to 
changes in the average surface density of the shrub and tree cover.
This latter variation may be readily detected through the changes in the 
density of the white spots in Fig. 1.
The simplest form of image processing is that of density slicing 
in which a selected range of optical densities is displayed. This range 
may be extracted from either the red, green or blue spectral bands, 
considered separately, or may be a composite slice involving the 
simultaneous selection of slices from each of the three bands. The 
method is normally implemented with a real-time display system under 
continuously variable operator control, but the size and nature of the 
image in the present work precluded the use of any of the available 
system. Consequently a series of density slices was generated on 
microfilm for each quadrant on an ad hoc basis, and for each of the red, 
green and blue bands.
No single density slice in any spectral band was found to
accurately and uniquely delineate the clay areas, but the optimum 
result appeared to be the slice shown in Fig. 3 for the first quadrant 
and in the red band. Here the clay area is largely delineated by 
this slice but a small amount of the blue (sandy) area is also included. 
Such a result for this and for the other three quadrants is considered 
to be insufficiently accurate for the present purpose. To a large 
extent the failure of this method arises from the variation in the 
optical density of the image of the clay areas and referred to above, 
a problem which also occurs in the classification method described 
below.
A characteristic of the majority of clustering algorithms used 
in unsupervised learning methods is that they can only process an image 
containing a relatively small number of pixels. POLYDIV is better 
than most in this respect but even so it could only be applied to one 
quadrant at a time due to this pixel limitation. With extensive 
modification it could have been applied to the whole of the image but 
this action was not considered justified at this stage.
The classification of an individual quadrant is nevertheless 
meaningful since quadrant 1, in particular, contains areas representative 
of the salient terrain-types found in all four quadrants.
The principal decision that is required with the unsupervised 
methods is the number of groups to be contained in the classified 
map. In general this is a subjective decision by the operator and, as 
a first step, the same number of groups as is used in the supervised 
method was adopted. In the present case this was six, but the POLYDIV 
map for six groups (Fig 4) did not resolve the principal terrain-types 
either side of a sharply delineated boundary. This is seen in 
Fig. 4 where the single group occupying a large part of the right hand 
side of the quadrant and extending across into the top left centre is 
clearly unacceptable. To obtain this resolution required the generation
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of ten groups (Fig, 5), by which stage certain other relatively 
homogenous areas had already been split into subgroups. As with the 
density slicing method the wide variation in image colour of the clay 
area again appears to be the principal cause of the difficulties 
encountered by POLYDIV in classifying this area.
Wien POLYDIV was applied to the second quadrant it was found 
necessary to proceed to eight groups before the large dark area (Fig. 1) 
in the centre of this quadrant was separated out. By this stage, 
again, other areas had been split into subgroups and Fig. 6 shows the 
POLYDIV map for eight groups. Similar effects were observed with 
quadrants three and four except that, in these cases, the boundaries 
between the clay and sandy areas tend to be less discreet than those 
in quadrants one and two as will be seen from Fig. 1. Examination of 
the histograms of the spectral intensities in each waveband for the 
individual groups in these POLYDIV maps suggests that, within the 
principal clay and sandy areas, POLYDIV tends to produce sub-groups 
which have a relatively tight spectral distribution rather than initially 
splitting the image into clay and sandy groups with each having a broad 
spectral distribution.
Thus, although the principal advantage of unsupervised methods is 
that they can operate without any initial ground-truth data, the results 
in the present analysis using POLYDIV are complex and unsatisfactory for 
the purposes of the present study. \*Jhat should not be overlooked in 
this negative conclusion is that, given adequate ground-truth data, some 
of the groups generated by the POLYDIV classification could well prove 
to be identifiable as specific terrain types of relevance to highway 
location or to the location of constructional materials. The above 
conclusion is thus a reflection more of the inadequacy of the ground- 
truth data than of any intrinsic failing of the analytical methods.
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Greater success was, however, achieved with the maximum 
likelihood supervised learning method outlined above. With this 
approach, if every pixel in the image is to be classified into one of 
n classes, then it is necessary to designate n training areas each of 
which is representative of one of the n classes. From each of these 
areas, which may in practice be composed of two or more separate 
sub-areas, the statistical distributions of the spectral intensities 
in the three wavebands are used to calculate the mean vector (y^ ) and 
the covaniarce matrix (Z^ ) for the i th class. These two parameters 
are then used to calculate the conditional probabilities p(x/w^) 
referred to previously for all the remaining pixels in the image and 
which constitute the test areas.
Apart from the basic division of the image into upland sandy-type 
areas with a bluish colouration and intervening clay areas with a reddish 
colouration, there was no additional information available from which to 
determine the required number of classes into which the image should be 
classified.
There was, therefore, no alternative but to adopt a subjective 
approach based on the number of different colour intensities and on a 
visual assessment of the different terrain types and land-uses contained 
within the image. This resulted in a decision to attempt a six 
category classification defined as follows:
L - Light, very light off-white colour 
LB - Light Blue 
MB - Mid-Blue 
DB - Dark Blue 
R - Red 
DR - Dark Red/Purple
This choice of categories also incorporates, subconsciously, an
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element of textural information since the brain assimilates both 
spectral and spatial information. The machine classification, however, 
is based on spectral information alone and hence the pixel size was 
adjusted so that as far as possible the signal would be integrated over 
an area significantly larger than a single bush or tree and so be 
independent of localized spatial variations.
Of these six groups, groups R and DR are both part of the clay 
area, groups LB, MB and DB all appear to be part of the upland sandy 
areas, and group L appears to be contained within the upland areas.
The locations of the training areas necessary to establish the characteristic 
spectral signature for each group are given in Fig. 2b. Although they 
are all contained within quadrant 1, it was not considered that there were 
any additional groups in the remaining quadrants for which appropriate 
training areas could be designated.
The final classification map for the entire image with every 
pixel being classified into one of the above six groups is shown in 
Fig. 7. To improve the ease of comparison with Fig. 1 each of these 
groups is shown separately in Figj. 8 a to f. Although the training 
set areas for groups R and DR are significantly different in colour, 
the surrounding areas gradually merge into each other with no sharp 
visual boundary. This transition is thought to arise primarily from 
a change in the surface density of the tree and shrub cover rather than 
from an intrinsic change in soil type, which is clay for both areas.
The two groups R and DR have thus also been combined to form a single 
group which is shown in Fig. 8g. Comparison may now be made with the 
visual interpretation of Fig. 2a into upland sandy and intervening 
clay areas. The agreement is seen to be good and numerical measurement 
of the two maps indicates that the machine generated map of groups R and DR 
contains 95% of the area visually identified as a clay area. This is a 
relative figure since, clearly, it has not been possible to directly confirm
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either the visual or machine assessments. It should also be noted 
that the boundaries in Fig. 2a are taken from the colour film whereas 
the monochrome rendition in Fig. 1 does, in certain parts of the image, 
indicate erroneous boundaries.
Group L, which in Fig. 8a represents very light-coloured areas 
in the image (and correspondingly dark areas in Fig. 1) is derived 
from the training area outlined in Fig. 2b and displays no evidence of 
recent cultivation. In an infra-red colour film such a pale tone 
would probably correspond to dry and dusty bare soil. By analogy all 
the areas classified as group L in the upper left part of the image 
(Fig. 8a) would be expected to be similar. Detailed inspection of the 
image shows that is so and that they are current or former cultivated 
areas with little or no vegetative cover. This result would suggest 
that such terrain can, in the present context, be distinguished with a 
high degree of accuracy.
The three remaining groups, LB, MB and DB, are all of a bluish 
colour and merge continuously into each other, so that it is not possible 
to provide quantitative figures for the agreement between the machine and 
visual assessments. This is unfortunate since there is some visual 
evidence that the MB group may possibly be a discrete terrain-type, but 
this could not be verified.
To provide some indication of the spectral similarity of the 
groups. Figs. 9a-f show the spectral intensity distributions for the 
red, green and blue wavebands for each of the six training sets. The 
abscissa in all cases ranges from 0 (transparent) to 1000 (opaque) and 
represents the maximum variation in the dynamic range of the optical 
density. As a general comment on the eighteen individual distributions 
it will be noticed that there is a relatively narrow spread of values 
on either side of the central maximum. In conjunction with this
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observation it should be noted that the micro-densitometer settings 
were optimised so as to provide the maximum dynamic range for the 
variation in optical density. This small spread in values for the 
training areas implies that they are each homogenous in terms of optical 
density, which should lead to high classification accuracies. As 
visual inspection of even the monochrome print in Fig. 1 will reveal, 
however, the image as a whole contains very few areas which could be 
described as homogeneous, and even fewer when the original colour image 
is considered. Notwithstanding this factor the overall classification 
accuracy is encouragingly good.
Figs. 9e and 9f relate to the DR and R training sets respectively. 
The former is darker than the latter and hence the three histograms are 
all displaced to the right by an approximately equal amount. This 
displacement is a significant amount and hence the pixels tend to be 
classified as large blocks into one of the two groups with relatively 
little random allocation.
The bluish groups LB, DB and MB are shown in Figs. 9b, 9c and 9d 
respectively. Of the three distributions,LB (Fig. 9b) is significantly 
different from the other two and, as will be seen from Fig. 8b, only a 
small amount of the image falls within this category. From the visible 
evidence this class may well represent a discrete terrain-type. The 
DB (Fig. 9c) and MB (Fig. 9d) distributions are very similar with the 
result that in some parts of the image the two classes are clearly 
intermingled, this being an artefact arising from the original choice of 
training areas.
Taken together Figs. 9b to 9f have an unusually high degree of 
similarity and stress the fact that the range of colours and intensities 
in the original colour image is very much less than that normally 
encountered when such film is being used for image classification 
purposes.
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•Frame 26-021
Unlike frame 23-047, the areas in frames 26-021 and 19-086 
possess pronounced elongated structures, the latter in particular. A 
monochrome print of frame 26-021 is shovm in Fig. 10, dark grey tones 
in this print corresponding to light areas in the original colour film 
and vice versa.
The results of applying POLYDIV and, to a lesser degree, density
slicing to this image were reasonable, but insufficient for the required
accuracy and will not be further discussed. Again the most 
satisfactory results were obtained with the supervised method.
As with the previous image this image appears to contain two
basic terrain types. An upland sandy area, which is a very light pink,
and almost all of which either is or has been cultivated. It is 
noticeable also that both the cultivated and uncultivated parts of this 
terrain type have virtually the same colour, making discrimination 
between them difficult, and implying that these areas were covered with very 
sparse vegetation at the time at which the imagery was acquired. The 
upland areas here are quite different in colour from that in frame 23-047, 
but to what extent this is due to changes in illumination and processing 
conditions or to genuine terrain differences is not clear.
The intervening clay type areas range from red to purple and have 
a variable degree of tree cover although parts of them are devoid of 
trees. Unlike frame 23-047 significant portions of this clay area have 
been cultivated and are readily distinguishable by virtue of their range 
of blue intensities. The varying stages of cultivation and the different 
crop-types give rise to a highly variegated and complex pattern, thereby 
complicating the process of choosing training set areas.
As for frame 23-047 the number of discrete classes for the 
maximum likelihood classification method was determined from a consideration 
of the number of different colours in the image and a visual assessment of
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the number of terrain types present. This resulted again, and quite 
independently, in the selection of six classes which were designated 
as follows:
L Light pink, sandy area.
VL Very light pink, sandy area.
DR Dark red, dense shrub cover on clay areas.
DP Dark purple, dense shrub cover on clay areas.
LP Light purple, uncultivated clay areas.
DB Dark blue, cultivated clay areas.
The locations of the training areas for each class are shown in 
Fig. 11. The resulting computer classified map with six classes is 
given in Fig. 12 and, despite the relatively unsophisticated manner in 
which the number of classes and distribution of training areas was 
achieved, there is a clear correspondence between Figs. 10 and 12, the 
shadings used to delineate each class being those in the above list.
With no definitive ground-truth information being available it is not
possible to construct an error matrix displaying the degree of classification 
and misclassification for each pixel. Approximate measurements based 
on a comparison of the areas classified in Fig. 12 with those derived 
from a visual classification did, however, yield accuracies ranging from 
60% to 85% for the computer classification.
Frame 19-086.
Despite possessing a very pronounced linear structure this frame 
posed the greatest difficulty in terms of image classification This 
linear structure contains two main terrain types, again summarily
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described as upland sandy areas sharply dissected by intervening 
"valleys". Unlike the previous two frames, however, there is little 
or no difference in colour between the undisturbed upland and valley 
surfaces. Within the valleys there are some drainage networks, on 
the immediate edges of which vegetation with a strong red colour
can be discerned under close examination. The absence of similarly
coloured vegetation over the remaining surface of the valleys implies 
a lower moisture content than in the equivalent clay areas in the
preceding two frames. This in turn suggests a lower clay content and
the possibility that the soil types in the upland valley areas are not 
as dissimilar as in the previous examples. Despite the similarity 
in colour of these two terrain surfaces, the vegetative cover is clearly 
different with extensive tree cover on the uplands and little or no 
tree cover in the valleys. Whatever the base vegetation is, it does, 
nevertheless, result in effectively the same colour in the infra-red 
film.
It will be noted from the monochrome print of this frame (Fig. 13) 
that there is little variation in grey tone across the image, except 
along the edges of the valleys where there is invariably some type of 
exposed material which has high reflectance characteristics in all 
three wavebands and, consequently, appears as a near-white colour in 
the infra-red film. This narrow strip of material is devoid of 
vegetation but still has very nearly the same colour as the cultivated 
parts of the upland area. Cultivated areas in the valleys also have 
the same colour but are very small in area. The dominant visual effect 
in the image is, in fact, the delineation of the valley and upland 
terrain by this thin white band along the boundary between them.
It proved exceedingly difficult with this frame to obtain 
satisfactory results with the supervised approach let alone the density
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slicing or unsupervised approaches. It was indeed suspected that 
the overall pink colour of the frame implied a departure from the
optimum exposure or processing condition and a resulting erroneous
bias towards the red emulsion layer. Reference has been made 
previously to the problem of the number of classes to be mapped and 
the criteria necessary to choose them, but the problem was accentuated 
here due to the similarity in colour of the two principal terrain types 
and the absence of any other significant and pronounced classes. It 
was decided, therefore, to choose a three-group classification as 
follows
RB Reddish-blue, uncultivated upland.
RP Reddish-purple, uncultivated upland.
W Pale pink or near white, cultivated upland.
The locations of the training set areas for these three classes
are shoivn in Fig. 14, It should be added also that the upland areas,
excluding the cultivated portions, are homogeneous and so present no 
difficulty in terms of training areas, whereas the valleys are 
heterogeneous with a mottled appearance although still having an overall 
colour similar to that of the uplands.
Fig. 15 shows the three-class map with the shading for each 
class as defined above. The RP class (dotted shading) is concentrated 
in the lower left and in the centre and lower right parts of the figure 
with bands of the other two classes cutting diagonally across. The 
remaining uncultivated upland area is classified as RB (diagonal shading) 
so that although there are two upland classes they are discretely 
rather than randomly distributed. It would not at this stage, however, 
be safe to assume that this represented a meaningful division into two
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distinct upland classes.
Both the upland and valley cultivated areas are classified almost 
entirely as W (square shading). The remaining W areas correspond to 
the boundary regions between the valleys and uplands. In some cases 
this boundary provides a delineation between the valleys and uplands 
which otherwise would be indistinguishable on the classification map.
Attempts to generate a five-category map with two additional 
classes proved unsuccessful, e.g. a training area for a separate "valley" 
class had histograms with the same mean values as those of class RB but 
much broader and irregular distributions. The resulting map served 
only to confuse the classification of upland areas.
For this reason a three class map is presented as the optimum 
result of classification. The small number of classes should be 
considered in relation to two important factors; the very limited range 
of colours in the image and the equally small variation in optical 
density over the image.
Reference was made in section 3 to the use of a technique whereby 
the data is proportioned in order to reduce variation in intensity 
produced by changes in the terrain slope or orientation or by system 
artefacts. This form of data preprocessing was used with both the 
unsupervised and supervised methods on all three frames. In all cases 
the classification maps were inferior to those produced without 
proportioning of the data and in some cases totally erroneous results 
occurred for reasons which were not understood. Because of these possibly 
misleading implications the results of using proportioned data are not 
presented.
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5. CONCLUSIONS.
For the equal interval and equal population density slicing 
methods the selection of one class of terrain met with reasonable 
success. It does not unfortunately follow, however, that the density 
"window" suitable for one frame is applicable to the adjacent frame, 
let alone ten or twenty frames away.
The unsupervised method also achieved reasonable success but, 
lacking ground-truth data, it was not possible to say whether some 
of the groups generated by this method were meaningful or not. The 
problem here is basically that of extending the characteristics of 
any class extracted at this stage to more distant frames.
The greatest degree of success was achieved with the maximum 
likelihood method where the number of classes was chosen separately 
and in a manner appropriate to the content of each of the three images. 
The resulting classification maps exhibit good visual agreement with 
the original image. This is particularly evident in the separate 
classes shown in figs. 8a-f. For frame 23-047 only was it possible 
to place some quantitative value on the accuracy of the classification 
when the figures were sufficiently high to offer some promise that 
semi-automated image analysis is a potentially useful technique.
In all three frames the two principal terrain types, with 
associated cultural and agricultural modifications, may actually 
contain many more distinguishable classes. As will have been evident 
from the main body of the report, the virtual absence of definitive 
ground-truth information precluded the identification of the subsidiary 
terrain types, both for defining the number of classes and for 
identifying those classes generated by the unsupervised method:
Having regard to this qualification, the main objective of the 
present study, namely that of determining the extent to which image
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analysis can assist in terrain classification, has been achieved.
This conclusion is strengthened when the problem of locating highways 
is concerned. Here it is necessary to discriminate primarily 
between clay and non-clay type soils and, in this context,very 
successful results have been obtained with frames 23-047 and 26-086 
and, to a lesser extent, with frame 19-086. There is thus strong 
evidence that for a specific project or for a particular terrain 
class such methods can yield a significant reduction in the manpower 
requirements involved in mapping and in the visual interpretation 
of imagery.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1. Monochrome print of false-colour infra-red colour film frame 
23-047 (same scale as original).
2. (a) Visual interpretation of Fig. 1 into upland sandy areas 
and intervening clay areas (shaded).
(b) Division of image into quadrants 1-4 for scanning 
purposes, and location of training areas for L, LB, MB, DB,
R and DR classes.
3. Density slice of red waveband for quadrant 1 of Fig. 1.
4. POLYDIV classification map of quadrant 1 into 6 groups.
5. POLYDIV classification map of quadrant 1 into 10 groups.
6. POLYDIV classification map of quadrant 2 into 8 groups.
7. Maximum likelihood classification map of frame 23-047 with
6 classes.
8. Classification maps showing individual classes of Fig. 7.
(a) Class L.
(b) Class LB.
(c) Class MB.
(d) Class DB.
(e) Class R.
(f) Class DR.
(g) Classes R and
9. Histograms of the spectral intensity distribution of the training
sets for the 6 classes:
(a) L: (b) LB: (c) MB: (d) DB: (e) R: (f) DR.
Parameters 1, 2 and 3 refer to the red, green and blue 
wavebands respectively.
10. Monochrome print of frame 26-021 (same scale as original).
11. Division of frame 26-021 into quadrants 1-4 and location of 
training sets for L, VL, DR, DP, LP and DB classes.
12. Maximum likelihood classification map of frame 26-021 with 6 classes.
13. Monochrome print of frame 19-086 (same scale as original).
14. Location of training sets in frame 19-086 for RB, RP and W classes.
15. Maximum likelihood classification map of frame 19-086 with 3 classes
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P n u V T H E T l C  d i v i s i o n  C U U S I E R  A N A L Y S I S  P R O G R A H . . r .  -
C 
C 
C
c d a t a  In p u t  on' f i l e  a t t a c h e d  a s  *'u a t a *' 
C FORMAT PG-H T I T L E "
C f o r m a t  3CI/4,^X) ,L1 ,2X,I?
ADJUSTED, FO R h a TCODE ..
FOR l-CIM. DATA SET Y DIM, jO 1 " 
MAIN DATAfN USING-fOHMAT
• ••• -■- J UL"{?9 ■■ ■■ 3 
* PCLYDIV 2 
J ■ ' - APOLVO IV 3
•• / : .. P 0 L Y UI V VI
r*r T —  r.TTf -• a P 0 U Y p J V -• • Ç 
„..c. ... . . -.i t^ PDLYOTV 6
r'x DIM, Y O Î m V'-NO,- OF PARAMS/ WHETHER LINÊPRINT&R *POLVOIV 8
-—  OR WHATEVER -:v-— --r --- - ifPDL YDI V 1 1
12
Ci TA ON INPUT FILE (ONE CARD) -/ 7/7:^ "7^7:: ''"7: —  7c -
FORMAT 12 : - N O , Op GROUPS REQUIRED '
4- IN GDIS 3 10 D «NQPRlNTf IF MAP PRINTING TO BE S U P P R E S S E D - — .
MAPS- w r i t t e n  TO FILE 'MAPS' - —  -
A  A  ft * A  ti *  * * *  *  * * * * *
* * * * * * * : * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * *-* * * * *-
INTFbER D A T A (3,8)
DIMENSION 17(10) -
INTEGER X D I M , y d IM - - -■ • -
c o m ^ o n / t n i n f o /f h t c o d e ,f m t  fH)
INTEGER FMTCGDE/FMT 
l o g i c a l  TRA‘vSP,lP ,PR*^a PS
COFMON/i/n(p2Mpn)
LEVEL 2,0 -
k'Fr.lND 3 . .  .
CALL O a U ( T O O A y ) 
nKr/N.'A,3
P R I M  10b, rOUAY/PK
READ (3,105) IZ $ PRINT 1M9.I?
READ (3, 17^) XOP- , YDI k , I A,l P,F VTCOD-E 
k EAI- 1 12,NGG, IrySTRUC 
1RAMSP=. f a l s e ,
PHhAPS=,TRUE,
IF(INST PUP .NE. 7HnOpRINT) GOTO 4 
P P M A P S =.FALSE.
PRlL'l 102 $ GOTO 5
IF(X0IM .I.E. 68 .OR, YDIM .FQ'. 1) GOTO S 
ir ( (DIM:,LE. 68) GOTO 9 •
★ * * - *  * # * - *  * * * * * * - * > - ★ -
* * * - * * * * * * A * * *- * - A * *
★ - - - *  *  *  *  *
C - AP TOO 6IG TO PRINT
PRINT 107 T PRMAPS=.FALSE. S GOTO 5
9 PRIWT J?l T TRAr-'Sp-. TRUE,
C «RITE HEADER LINES TO TApCy - -- •
S -.RÎTEC/,! li!) 17, TODAY
.1 NOG 1 x|-,GG““ L - - - - • — •
W R I T E (7 , H i )  XDIM,YDIM,TNGGl,LP 
p r i n t  1 13,XDIM, Yl;if;,„GO
 * POL Y or.
-*?0LYDIV 13 
*P0LYDIV 14
- -------*200YDIV 15
------ — *POLYDIV 16
- : r . . . - = T - - - . . T  WPOLVDIV 17
V  '*•-/*-■* ; -* POLYOTV 18 
* * *  POLY DIV 19 
-Ik *-POLYDIv 20 
- -- PQLYOI V 22
-- - - • • - POLVDIV 23
-t:j- --POLYDIV 24
—  - ■— PO l Yq TV 25
.,--- ---------- POL YD I V 26
•" PO l V c IV 27
PDLYDIV 23 
■ -- *** 76P0PÛLYQIV 29
* * * - 7 6DPP0LY u IV 30 
POLVDIV 31 
POLYOTV 32 
POL y d  IV 33 
POLVDTV 34 
PCLYDIV 35 
POuYuIV 36 
POLYDIV 37 
PCLYDIV 38 
POL YD IV 39 
PCLYDIV 4P 
POL YD TV 4 1
- • -T- P O L Y d JV 42
PCLYDIV 43 
POL y d  7 V 44 
POLYOIV 45 
.:• FOLYDÎV 46
PGLYdIV u7 
- • POUYDIV 4P
PCLYDIV 49
 POL y d  TV 5P
POLYOIV 51 
PCLYDIV 52 
POL-Yf'IV 53 
FO L Y d IV 54 
 ^ - PCLYDIV 55
PCLYDIV 56 
POLYOIV 57 
PCuYUIv 58
2 7 5
65
70
75
0 5
9 5
105
“ I  I  = X D I M * t D I M  : - -  -  ...... y  ; 7  . 7  . ^ -- POL.:
• -• NGG-NGG + HGG ■ r - ./ 't: ' ""'-y:'-" PC<»;c * *■ * * K *  * * * * *-*■•*•••**•**•-** * *-* * * * * * * * *• * * * pr_
C IF NGG OrcOUPS KEdUIRED THEN BF.P IAL-NO * OF -L AST GROUP FQRMF.p hlLU- PE-2*NGG« I *PCU , 
C AnO THIS 15 WhAT - THE-TEST îbMADE-AGAINST --.-..x./■ . . ■ .7,
C * * * * * * * .* * * * -Ik -* * sr * ' '
C FROM F O r Ma TGUÜF  EK' cODE IN’PUT FORMAT FOR PAJA l N - A R R A Y  F M Î -  
C *  *  *  A *  A A " *  * *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * • #  *■--» A « *  ■•* *  *  » * * « - * -  * -  * ■ * • ■ » •  *
I f ( F M T C O D r  ‘. G F ;  0 . A N D ,  FPTCODE . I . E .  2 )  GOTO 4 0  • .........  ..................
.-• pp%\T" J 5  ^FMTCOOF " S T O P  r'~ :r:— . - - r — — . - r - - - - r  -
3 5  F O R M A T { / f  * * *  e r r o r  ;  ^F Û R H 2 T C 0 D È  ‘ , I  2 ; » NOT KNOWN * )  '
■'40 ' PRINT 4 I, FH TC ODE — - - - - —■ — - - ■ ~ • • ---— *-■ - -■
• 4 1 FORMAT ( ' " FORMATCODE I S  * ,  1 2 )  --— * *:*.    ------- ; ---; — —<— r.  i ' - - ' "  ■;
I F ( F M T c 0 D F  ,K'F« 0 ) G 0 T o  6 0  -— . ■-. - -
[ * * * * * * *  SET HP F o r m a t  w h e n  i n  c o r d e n s c o  f o r m  - ' • ' -  •
j R p U c ô P ' / CI A * 3  + 1 )  -  - ■  - - r " - - - - :  :  r . . - -  '  " r r
E NC 0 0  E ( 5 5 / 5 0  / F H T ) I  RPL , I  A ' - -   .
f o r m a t  ( *  ( ' , 1 2 ,  ' ( '  , 1 2 ,  ' F 3 , 0 , I X ) }  * )  — -  -----— —  ■ -  - - —  - —  -   f  - —50
60
61
I F  ( F H 1 C 0 D E  , E U .  1 )  L N C 0 D E ( 6 , 6 1 * F m t ) I A  
F 0 R ‘- a T ( ' ( ' , I 2 , ' F 7 ’. 2 ) i )
I F CF MT COOE  , K E ,  2 )  GOTO 9 5  -
9 5
9 6 
C * 
C T
* * * * * *
i n d e x i n g  p o i n t e r s
* * *
N'TO AR
* * * * * * *
Î  I 3 = I 2 + I A  $ 1 4 = 1 3  
10 + I A
* * *
RAY 0
* * *
+ I A * I A  
J 112 =
* * *
WHI CH
* * *
3 1 5  = 
I  1 1 + I A
* * *
I S  USED
* * *
1 4
READC3 , 114) FMI  
C O NT I NU E  
P R l N f  9 6 , F m T 
F O R ' A T ( '  FURYAT ' , E A 10 ) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * *
HE I 'v Y A R I A u LES a r e  AL
m a i n  d a t a  s t o r a g e  s p a c e
f * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
111= 11+11
11 = 1 + Ü M A  Î  I 2 = I 1+ I I + 1T 
16= 15+ 11+11 1 17= 16+11
19 = 1 7 + 1  A 5> I 9  = j 6 + I A  $ 1 ! 0 = 1 9 + 1A i  1 1 1  = 1 
I l 3 = I l ? . +  I A  $ I  I 4  = I 1 3  + I A  4 I 1 5 = I 1 4  + I A  
I  16 = 1 1 5 + lA. $ 1 1 7  = I  16  + NGG $ 1 1 8 = 11 7 + NGG 
1 1 9  = 1 1 6  + ,n GG S I 2 f c = I 1 9  + l a -V - - - : 
2 2 1 = 1 2 0  $ I F ( T K A N S P )  1 2 1 = I 2 1 + V 0 I M
I  22= I  2 I  +NG6 - .....................  - -:.r -
199=122 - •
IGUAiN As ( 1 99/1000 ) +1 - ■ —  “x"-'.: — -  -
P R I N T  106 , IGUANA -
I F ( I 9 9 % G T ,  8 2 0 0 0 )  GOTO j ? ■ ^ 2 . ^  ' '
CALL P O L D T v ( X O l M- , Y L ‘ l H , n  , 1 A . D > D ( I 1  ) , D ( 2  2 )  , D C I 3 )  , i n , l X I 5 )  , D ( 1 6 ) , 
1 N G G , 0 ( 1 7 ) , D n f i ) , D ( I 9 ) , D ( I l y 5 / 0 ( i n ) , D  ( 1 1 2 ) , 0 ( 1 1 3 ) , . D f I 1 4 ) , D ( I l 5 ) /
? r > ( I 1 6 ) * D { 1 1 7 )  i D v I l E )  , 0 ( 1 1 9 ) ,  T H A N S P , P H H a P S / D C 1 2 0 )  , 0 ( 1 2 1  ) ) -  -  ........
PRINT }G3
REh I h O 3 I "  RE'"' I  NO 7 : v - .
* * * *
AS THE
FC-, 
PCt -  
POL" 
- POL
• POL’
-  POL 
POL'  
POL-  
P OL’
■ POL’
-  POL'
-  -  POL'
POL ’
- P O L ’ 
POL'  
POL'  
P O L ’
-  P0L1 
POL'  
POL'- 
POL'
A POLl  
* P O L '  
*PCL)
*  POL)  
P O D  
POL)  
P OL)  
P OL)  
P OL )  
P OL )  
P OL )  
P OL )  
POL )  
P O L )  
P O D  
POLY
-POLY
POLY
POLY
POLY
POLY
POLY
POLY
POLM
POLY
376
r p n c R A M  r > o t v D I V  7 6 / 7 6  -  0 PT = 2 ' . ; : :  ^ , . . .  : r T N  AÛ2 + 176  ■ î î 3 / C e / 7 6  "  1 9 , 3 1 ,
1 0 #  FCRMATC*  PROBLEM TOO L A P C E * )  '  " ' : :r.v v Jr-.- p Q { _ I  V
101  FORMA!  ( ' X  D I M E N S I O N  OF-  DA T A: J  0 0  ; L A R G E -  F 0 R P A G E O 6 0 P 0 I N T S  ). i  /  j - - -  - — 3 s z -— . P 0  L Y D I Y 
1» OUTPUT m a p  TRANSPOSe O"  : ” 'X" DOHV,  Y ' A C R O S S » )  POLYDI ' V
1 0 2  ( -ORMAT ( » P R I N T I N G  S Up p RE S SE Of  )  f / -  — j z- f rgrcr '  P O L Y D I  V
1 0 3  F 0 A T ( / / / /  /  ) - ■ ■ . .L . . . . . . — .-.ht..* : r.r-. _ P O L Y D I Y
- ■ - 134  FORMAT ( 3 ( M , 2 X ) , L l , 2 % , i 2 ) y - i X z ; w :-;?  ^  f ^ - T  f  Û L Y O I V
1 2 5  1P6  FORMAT ( / I X ;  « I N T E R N A L  STORE COUNT I * # I 4 ,  ! K ' ) - %=: U S E S ' P O L Y ü l  V
1 0 7  FORMAT ( I MAP TOO B I G TO p R j  Mt  ' P O L V D I V
1 0 8  F O R« a T ( / / / / / I  I P O L Y T H E T I C  . D I V I S I O N  C L U S T E H - a N A L Y S I S  » - , A l B / - : ™ , " . - : - - :-■- P O L Y 0 Î V
• 1 » « POL Y DI  V HK.  I ; A 4 / )  - - . r . _ - d  . - - . j  . - - . v-  •,, -  -  P O L Y U I V
) 0 9  f o r m a t  ( ' T I T L E  OF DATA î  » • - * ,  1 O A Ô / ) — - -  - -  ‘ POL YD I  V.'
1 3 3  1 1 0  FOR*^AT(  I t î A à / ' C L A S S I F I E D  BY P O L Y O I V  i ' ; A 1 0 )  —  . ÿ ;  : : - ■ - p n i Y U T V
- I l l  F 0 H M A T ( 3 I / i ; ' F ' , L 1 , » T ' )  '     . - -  -- P OL Y OI V "
1 1 2  f o r m a t  ( 1 2 / a 7 )  • -  •-■ ■■ -  -  -  ■-■ - * -  - POl Y D I V
1 1 3  FORMAT ( * d i m e n s i o n s  OF DATA ~ f ly ' , 1 4 /  ' S P L I T  TO ' , 1 2 / '  GRO - - - — - - - P O L V D I V '
1 3 5  1 1 4  FORMAT ( B A !  0 )  - . . . .  . -r. P O L Y D I V I
[  \ [y - ‘ ~ P 0 L V 0 1V !
APPENDIX B
sf at»Â«
- '--. I  -
■^' . -  /  -G. #; * k " "
2 7 7
ÎMÂra
4i-
■ ' Lt
2 7 8
IP
15
2P
2 5
33
35
5 3
55
I M P L I C I T  i n t e g e r  ( A - Z )
c o m m o n / I N / V À L ( 5 P ) , I N F M T ( 2 5 / P A R A H S ; I N C P L » I N R P L / P R I V A T E ( 6 0 )  
I NTEGER T I T L E ( 0 5 , O U T b U F F ( 8 0 )
I NTEGER 101 { I B # O ) / I f ) 2 ( l 0 0 n )  
l o g i c a l  L F D I S T  / CENTRE  
REAL V,  VA! / VALUE
REAL H i N ( 5 O ) , M A X C 5 0 ) / R A N G E C 5 B )  -
PRUGRAm t P OP  ( I N D A T , 0 UTNa P , T A P E 1 « I N 0 A T , T A P E 2 5 0 U T M A P / X N P U T / 0 U T P U T )  EPOPi
EPOP|
C * * *  * - * * *  * * * *  A EPOPi
c • " • ■ - '   -... - •-- - - *Epop;
c ^ - : ^ P O p '
C . -  . : :'»»* j --''Æ ' «EPOP
C * *  * * *  - . /kEPOP
c - ***** . * .J:.:— *** : r.--".yy: - .trv-T-- r-v3*..*EP0P
C - EQUAL POPULATI ON D E N S I T Y  S L I C I N G  PROGRAM .  * g P Q P
C TAKES NO,  OF S L I C E S  ( U )  FORMAT ON F I L E  I N p U T /  AND A DATA S E T /  PRODUCI NG A * EPOP
C SET OF STANDARD FORMAT MAPS "  ONE FOR EACH PARAHTTEP , •■ * £ P O P
C * EP OP
C * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  EPQP
EPOP  
EPOP 
EPOP,  
EPOP 
EPOP 
EPOP 
EPOP 
7O0EPOP  
EPQP 
EPOP 
EPOP 
EPOP 
EPOP 
EPOP 
EPOP 
EPOP 
8 0 3 E P C P  
9O0EPOP  
EPOP 
EPOP 
1 1 2 P E P 0 P  
I POOEPOP  
EPQP 
1 3 0 3 E P OP  
1 4 0DEPDP  
1 5 0 0 E P 0 P  
EPOP  
EPOP 
1 8 B 7 E P 0 P  
EPOP 
EPOP 
2 2 0 3 E P O P  
2 3 0 3 E P O P  
2 4 O0 EPOP  
2SO0EPOP  
2 6 # 0 E P O P  
2 7 H 0 t P 0 P  
2 8 0 B E P 0 P  
EPOP 
• E P O P -  
EPOP 
EPOP
* * * * * *  ALLOrt  FOR s p e l l i n g  MI ST AKE 11 I i
I NTEGER LEVEL
EQUI VALENCE ( L E V E L / L E V E L S )
IPSIZE=lCn0
KErl^ f' 1 I
P R I N T  1 I
f o r m a t C / 2 P X / ' * * *  EPOP * * *  EQUAL P OP UL AT I ON LEVEL S L I C E  P R O G R A M  * * * ' / )
1 '/)
10
lot'
MAXPARS=5F  
C E N T R E : , F A L S E ,
READ I F / L E V E L S  
format(145
I F C L E V E L S  , G E .  2 )  GOTO 1 F 9 0
P R I N T  1 1 / L E V E L S  S P R I NT  1 3 3 2  $ CALL ABORT
FORMAT( '  * * *  ERROR * * *  I MP O S S I B L E  NO,  OF L E V E L S ’ )
J09C P R I N T  I t / L E V E L S  -  - V
11 F ORMAT( ’ l e v e l s  r e q u i r e d * I / 1 4 )
r e a d  ( 1 / 1 5 )  T I T L E / X D I K / Y P I M / P A R A M S / L P O I S T / F H T C Q O E  ... . .  v - • -
15 F 0 R M A T ( 8 A ) M / 3 ( I / I / 2 X ) / L 1 / 2 X / I 2 )
P R I N T -  1 6 ,  t l T L E / X D l N / Y D l M , P . \ R A M S  - -
16 F O H M A Î C / '  T I T L E  OF DATA S E T J - ' / 1 X , OA1 3 / '  D I ME N S I O N S  ' / I 4 , ‘ *  » / l 4 / |
1 '  PARAMETERS l ' / I « )  - . I
S r Z E  = XDJM»^YDIH   ■■ ■'
CALL CHECK( P A R A I S  ; i E ^  5 0 / ’ SORRY -  NOT MORE THAN 5 #  P A RAMET ERS ’ )
279
\
'i
■- . —
CALL D A T A F M T ( F H T C 0 D E , P A R A M S , I K F H T , I N C P L / Î H R P L ) EPI
EP(
6 3 C OUTPUT HAP HEADER * * * * * * *  . .............._  ... - .... . . .  ................................ . . . . £P<
CAUL P A T E ( T P P A y ) . . . . . .  ...................-  ' 1 6 3 3 0 E P I
M R I  T E ( 2 , 0 0 )  T I T L E   ^ : .^:T.i. _• . -.... .... f-Pi
SB F O P M A K O A i a )  • • ■ ■ ..............-  - ■ • • EPI
t P i
' 6 5 C * * * * *  L F I N O  r a n g e s  ( FOR c o d e  0 , P RES E T ) EPI
I F ( F H T C O ü E - ï NE ,  0 )  GOTO 9 2  - i . EPI
DO 91 1 P A R = 1 , P a RAHS ..........................  ................... EPI
M I N ( I P A R ) K 0 , 0  $ K A X ( I P m R ) p 9 9 9 , 0  c EPI
91 CONTI NUE ..............  .................................. ... " EPI
7 0 EPI
EPi
9 2 CALL I N I  T I N  ( 1 ) . - . . .  . EPI
. CALL I NDATA ' '  - ......................... EPI
DO 93  I P = 1 / P A R A M 5  . . . . . EPI
75 K I N ( I P ) = V A L ( I P )  i  H A X ( l P ) s h I N ( I P ) EPI
93 CONTI NUE - ..... : . . - : EPI
EPI
DC 96  I P T = 2 , S I Z E EPI
CALL I NDATA EPI
00 no 95  I P = 1  / P A R a HS EPI
I F ( V a L C I P )  . L T .  h l N ( l P ) ) M 1 N ( I P ) = V A L ( I P )  ........................ EPI
I F ( V a L ( I P )  , G T ,  M A X ( I P ) ) M A X ( I P ) = V A L ( I P ) EPI
95 CONTI NUE EPi
98 c o n t i n u e EPi
65 99 CONTI NUE EPI
EPI
EP i
EP
C * * * * * *  S T A R T I N G PRODUCI NG MAPS -  2 STAGESEP.
9? c PARI  I S  AT STAGE 1 -  PAR2 AT STAGE 2 EP
c * * * * *  1ST An d  LAST RUN R E S P E C T I V E L Y  < > EP
PAR1=1 5 Pa R 2 = 0 < > EP'
100 COf , T l NUE < > EP*
< > E P i
95 CALL I M T  I N  ( 1 ) < > EPI
I F C P A R l  , L E .  PAR AM 51 RAN’tE  ( PAR 1 ) =KAX ( P a R I  ) " M p j  ( P A R l  ) < EPI
c * * *  w h i t e  h a p  t i t l e < > EPI
. I F  ( PAR2 , E Q .  P)  GOTO 1 4 0 < > EPi
I F  (PAPAN'S , N E .  n  GOTO 1 1 0 > EPI
I BC k R I T C ( 2 , 1 0 1 ) L E V E L S / T OOA Y  5 GOTO J 3 0 > EPI
101 p n R M A T ( J 3 / '  GROUPS "  e q u a l  POPUL ATI ON LEVEL S L I C E  ' , A 1 0 ) > EPI
u e A' Ri TuCa ,  1 i d l e V E L S / P A R 2 ,  TODAY > EP'
111 FORMAT ( 1 3 /  ' GROUPS -  EPOP LEVEL S L I C E  PARAMETER M 2 / *  * * ' / A i P ) > E P ‘
130 CONTI NUE > EPi
1 0 5 I F C P A R 2  , E 0 .  1)  W R I T E ( 2 / 1 3 5 )  X D I H , Y D I M , P A R A M S / L P D I S T > EPi
1 3 5 r O R H A T ( 3 I 4 ; ' F « , L 1 / « F ' ) > EPi
> EPI
140 CONTI NUE < > EP i
C * * * * *  SET UP D I S T R I b U T I O N  AR.PAY FOR p a r i EPI
1 JO .c AND o u t p u t  g r o u p s  FO.R PAH2 < > EP'
DO 1 4 5  T 5 1 / I D S I Z E < > EPi
M 5 . I O 1 ( I ) = 0  —  -  r "  y  "= < > EP i
< > EPI
DO 1 9 3  J = I / YDI M . - . . . . - \  : -'^ -r rh _ < > . . EPI
280
PROGRAM [POP 7 4 / 7 . T  OPTs a FTN 4 , 2 +  REL 1 6 / 0 7 / 7 6  1 6 , 1 9 , 1
115
120
125
UO
135
143
145
150
155
163
1 5 0
160
180
193
2 3 5  
2 10 
2 2 3
233
2u0
2 5 3
0 UT CQL= 3
0 0  180  l a l / X O l M  . . . - .
CALL I N  OATA
I F C P A R l  , G T ,  Oa RAMS)  GUTU 153
VAL ' J d = CV AL ( PAP l  Î ï -Mî MCPa RI  ) ) * ( T D S l Z F . - n / R A N G F ( P A R l 3  + l . 0  
I N 0 E X  = VALI,'L S I D l  ( I N D K X ) a T O H l N n £ X ) +  l
I F C P A R 2  ,L T,--n g o t o  180
U U T C Ü L = O V T c n L + l  S I F COUTCOL , L E ,  0 0 )  GOTO 1 6 3  . 
r i Rl TE ( 2 ,  1 3 ü 3 ) 0 U T ü U F F  % OUTCOL = i
VALU£ = CVAL CP AR 2 ) * « MI N( P a R2 )  ) * C I D 3 l Z E - n / R A N G E  ( P A R 2 ) t l  , e  
0 U T B u F F ( 0 U T C ü L ) : I 0 2 ( l N T ( V A L U L ) )
CONTI NUE
I F  CPAR2 , G T .  a )  W R I T E ( 2 / 1 3 3 0 ) ( O U T O U F F ( T ) , 1 = 1 / OUTCOL)  
CONTI NUE
< > 
< > 
< > 
< > 
<
< - 
< ? 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
< > 
> 
< > 
< > 
< >
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPQP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
TO 1 0 2
L ! M l T = ( 3 T E P * S I Z e ) / L E V E L
I F CP ARl -  , G T ,  Pa Ra MS)  GOTO 2 6 3
* * * *  T I U Y  STAGE 1 
CONVERT 101 TO I N D I R E C T  ADDRESS An O COPY EPOP
EPOP 
EPOP
CUMPTSsa $ S T E P a l  
PR I N T  2 2 15 , PARI
FORm a T C / / »  * *  p a r a m e t e r  M 2 , '  * * » / )
P R I N T  2 1 3 ,  ' M I N '  , M I N ( P A R I )
FORMAT!  I X ,  A3 ,  ' I MUM VALUE M 2 X , G 1 2 , 6 )
DO 2 5 3  l a l / I D S l Z E
I F (  (LI MI T-»CI JI - !PTS)  .G E ‘. ( 1 0 I ( I ) / H  ) ) GOTO 2 4 3  
y a f l l N C P A R l  ) f FLOAT ( I " l  ) * R a n g E ( P a R1 ) / ( I D 5 I Z F . - 1 )
S T E P s S T E P+ 1  $ P R I N T  2 3 3 , S T E P , V
FORMATC'  LEVEL ' , 1 2 ,  ' BEGI NS AT VALUE I , G 1 2 ; 6 )  ' = ^
L I M I T = < S T E P * 3 I Z E ) / L E V E L  - 3 -  GOTO 2 2 9  . . . . . .  - - r . y  -  -  -  -
CUMPT3 = CUMPTS + i r ) l  ( I )  '  3 I 0 2 ( l ) a S f c P  - -  . .
CONTINUE.. —
200 _iF(PA-R2-r,iTf 1 ).: G£iq
I F C P A R 2  i L E .  PARAMS)  GOTO.  1 0 0 :  
REWI ND I  3 r e w i n d  2 3 ' STOP
>
>
> -
EPOP
[ P OP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
E.OQP^
EPQP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP
EPOP ■
EPOP
EPOP
[ POP
1 3 3 0  ' f o r m a t ( S ü R l )
EPOP
I • U 2 0 3 E P O P  
EPOP
165
APPETÎDIX C T
■!î-
;rF: : .
■ ’ÎÜC
3 0  1
-;. r,;.
: '  '-V u.?': / ' H T :  A _  .
■ ■‘ ; ■ :'.t
. . . . . . ; 5  IX'
' kiLh^ .
i
’■j - iS
► T» + . i( r. -n ^  >. H « .--»,
ï ■ ■ -
p : - r î * -y- a > . JT ■* 4 %
k j ;  ?■•'-. >.'■ i • ? f- \ ,  731 • -wciL
î—  .
#(* ' .%'. '-fTA : ^ XCM-%y - :
- ? : - ': , 'Z'-
J f )) If
  : .  .    ....
\  V  - ,
2 8 2
c S0 UP2 S0 UP2 S0UP2 S0 UP2 S0UP2 50 ÜP2  S0UP2 SOUPH 50 UP2  S0UP2 b 0 ü P 2  
5 C
C SUPERVI SED C L A S S I F I C A T I O N  PROGRAM
C
C TAKES A T R A I N I N G  SET OF DATA,  WI TH CORRESPONDI NG MAP SET ,  AND CALCULATES  
10 ■ C MEAN VECTORS,  AND COVARI ANCE MATRI CES USI NG THE MAP REQUESTED TO DETERMI NE
C GROUPI NGS.  THEN ASSI GNS GROUPI NG TO THE C L A S S I F Y I N G  SET OF DATA,  PRODUCI NG 
C A MAP,
;
C * «  I N P U T  TO PROGRAn i  
. 1 5  C F I L E  TRAPS -  T R A I N I N G  MAPS SET
. C F I L E  TDATA -  T R A I N I N G  DATA SET \
C F I L E  CDATA -  DATA SET TO BE C L A S S I F I E D  ( C L A S S I F Y I N G  SET)
: ■ ' ' " ' C I NPUT F I L E  -  •
_ . .  • C i n s t r u c t i o n  t o  SELECT T R A I N I N G  MAP,  MAY BE OMI TTED I F  NO,  OF MAPS SET
' 20  ■ C" --- TO I  ON T R A I N I N G  MAP HEADER
C - ........_.,,..:MAPXXX - COLS 1 TO 6 USES THE XXXTH MAP
C ■ LEVXXX COLS 1 TO 6 USES MAP WI TH XXX L E V E L S ,  MAPS BEI NG ' I N  ORDER'
C CUTOFF I N S T R U C T I O N ,  MAY BE OMI TTED I F  NQ ' D U S T B I N '  CATEGORY REQUI RED
. . C CUTXXXXXX XXXXXX I S  VALUE I N  F & . 0  FORMAT
25  C SKI M I N S T R U C T I O N !  FOR l - GRQUP MAP FOR S K I M,  FORCES MEANS TO ZERO
T --  ' c '  S K i . L  c o l s  i t o  3
 ............. . . C _ REPEAT . J N S T R U C T I Q N I  ANOTHER SET OF I NS T R U C F I ON S  FOLLOWX
- -  C ' / - R E P , . ,  COLS 1 TO 3
V 30  " ■ - C REFERENCE i ' '
C E5R0 C R - 2 9 5 ,  SEPTEMBER 1 9 7 3  
; C ‘ DATA PREPROCESSI NG SYSTEMS FOR EARTH RESOURCES S U R V E Y S ' ,  VOL,  1 CHAP,  10
. .... .. . ..
  C OMMON/ BRI AN/  X D I M , YD I M , NOMA P S , T R S I Z E , L E V E L , MAPNUM, T R T I T L E ( 6 ) ,
• ■ 1 C H E C K ( 6 ) , T R A N 3 P , I N O R D E R , C X D I M , C Y D I H , C U T O F F , D U S T B I N , C O R P S , S K I M , R E P E A T
'.................................. -  2 A T ,  PARAMS
i. 40  I NTEGER X D I M , Y D I M , N 0 M A P S , T R S I Z E , L E V E L , M A P N U M , C X D 1 M , C Y C I M , C O R P S
. . . .  . i n t e g e r  PARAMS
-  - I NTEGER T R T I T L E , C H E C K
I NTEGER T I T L E C 6 ) , T S I ( 3 )  
r'. . • LOGI CAL TRANSP,  I NORDER,  CL PDI  ST,  DUSTBI N , S K I M, RE P E A T
45..........................................C 0 M M 0 N / F M T I N F 0 / F M T C 0 D E ( 2 ) , F M T T ( S ) , F M T C ( 6 ) , C 0 l S P L , N 0 8 P L
: . I NTEGER F M T T , F m T C , C OL S P L , NOSPL
I NTEGER FMTCODE.. . . . . . .
COMMON I P 1 0 , I P l l , D ( l b 0 0 0 )
50  I NTEGER DATE
' 2 , 1  i 
CALL D A T E ( T O D A y )
P R I N T  5 , m a r k , TODAY
55  5 . F O R M A T C / / / / / / / , 3 0 X , ' * * *  SUPERVI SED C L A S S I F I C A T I O N  * * *  SOyP MR,  '
I , A I E , 5 X , A I D / )
REWI ND.  1 S REWI ND 2 S REWI ND 3
p r o g r a m  SOUP 7 3 / 7 4  0 P T » 2  FTN 4 , 2 +  REL 0 4 / 0 5 / 7 6
S K I M b , F A L S E .  i R E P E A T S , f a l s e ,
C HEADER I NPUT AND CHECKI NG *
R E A D C l , ! )  T R T I T L E
1 F O R M A T ( 8 A 1 0 )
65  P R I N T  4 , T R T I T L E
4 FORMATC' T R A I N I N G  SET T I T L E  t - ' / 4 X , 8 A 1 0 )
R E A D C 2 , 1 )  c h e c k  
DO 2 1 = 1 , 8
I F  ( T R T I T L E ( I )  , E 0 ,  C H E C K ( D )  GOTO 2 
70 P R I N T  3 , CHECK S CALL ABORT
3 FORMATCI  e r r o r  : T I T L E S  ON T R A I N I N G  SET DATA AND MAPS DO HOT A GR E E' )
I G R E E ' / '  T I T L E  ON DATA I S  i - ' / 4 X , 6 A 1 0 )
2 CONTI NUE
C I N P U T  p a r a m e t e r s  - »
R E A D C l , 1 0 )  C H E CK ( 1 ) , T S I , X D I M , Y D I M , N O M A P S , T R A N S P , I N O R D E R  j
10 F 0 R M A T C A 3 , 1 4 X , 3 A 1 0 / 3 I 4 , L 1 , 1 X , L 1 )  ,
60 I F C . N O T .  I N  ORDER)  DECODE ( 3 , 2 4 , CHECK) LEVEL
11 R E A 0 C 2 , 1 3 ) C H E C K ( 1 ) , C H E C K ( 2 ) , P A R A M S , F M T C O D E C l )
13 f o r m a t C 3 C I 4 , 2 X ) , 3 X ,  125 !
I FCPARAMS , E Q .  3 )  GOTO 14 t‘
 65 p r i n t  9 S STOP
2 8 3
9 F O R M A T C  * * +  ERROR J NOT 3 - O I M  D A T A ' )
C "  * * * * * * *  SET UP F MT T ,  COLSPL
14 I F ( F M T C 0 D E ( 1 ) , E Q ,  0 )  GOTO 1 4 1 0
90 I F C F M T c b D E ( l )  . E G ,  1)  GOTO 1 4 2 0
PR I N T  1 4 0 1 , F M T C O D E ( 1 )  5 CALL ABORT
1 4 0 1  F O RMA T C * * *  ERROR I T R A I N I N G  DATA FORMATCODE ' , 1 2 , '  NOT KNOWN' )
1 4 1 0  C O L S P L 5 0 0 / ( 3 * P A R A M S  + 1)
95  n o s p l = c o l s p l * p a Ra m s
E N C 0 D E C 1 3 , 1 4 1 5 , FMTT)  C O L S P L , PARAMS ' . i
-  . 1 4 1 5  F 0 R M A T C ' C , I 2 , ' C , I 2 , ' I 3 , 1 X ) 5 ' )
GOTO 1 4 9 0  ■ ■ . ■ . -
1 4 2 0  F M T T C D a '  ( 1 1 F 7 . 2 )  '
100 GOTO 1 4 9 0
, 1 4 9 0  CONTI NUE.  .
. . .  -  - I F C T R A NS P )  GOTO 30
I P ( X 0 I M  ,E Q ’, C H E C K c n  . A N D ,  YDI M , E Q ,  C^ECK ( 2 )  ) 3 1 , 3 2
105 30  I F C Y O I M  , E Q .  C H E C K ( I )  . A N D ,  XDI M , £ 0 .  CHECK( 2 ) ) 3 1 , 3 2
32  P RI NT  33  5 CALL ABORT
33 F O R M A T C  * * *  ERROR I DI SCREPANCY I N  D I ME NS I ONS  ON DATA F I L E ' )
31 CONTI NUE  ^ :
110 - C *  *  *  *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C I NP UT I N S T R U CT I ON S  * *  I F  ONLY ONE MAP,  I N S T R U CT I ON  NOT READ
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * " * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^
I F  (NOMAPS , E 3 .  1)  1 5 0 1 , 1 5 0 2  
- 1 5 0 1  MAPNUMsl  S I F  ( I N ORDER ) LE V E L = 2  $ GOTO 27 i
PROGRAM S O U P '  7 3 / 7 4  QPT b 2 FTN 4 , 2 +  REL 0 4 / 0 5 / 7 4
1 15 - ... 1 5 0 2  CONTI NUE
READ 1 5 , I N S T R U C , I  • I
. . 15 F 0 R M A T ( A ' 3 , I ? )  ...................
I F C I N 3 T R U C  , E 0 .  3 HL EV )  1 6 , 1 7  - i
. . 16 I F C . N O T .  I N  QRd E R ) 1 8 , 1 9  ;
120 18 P R I N T  20  S CALL ABORT . i
. 2 0  FORMATC'  * * *  ERROR i LEV I N S T R U C T I ON  I L L E GAL  I F  MAPS NOT I N  O R D E R' )  i
1 )  )
19 L E V E L H I   ^ •
P R I N T  1 9 0 1 , l e v e l  - .5
125 1 9 01  F O R M A T C  * I N S T r UCTI ON I LEVEL ' , 1 3 )  :
MAPNUHb L E V E L - I  •
I F C L E V E L  , G E .  2 )  GOTO 21
P R I N T  26  • S CALL ABORT
2 6  F O R M A T C  * * *  ERROR : I MP OS S I B L E  LEVEL R E Q U E S T ' ) i
130
135
17 I F  CI NSTRUC , E Q ,  3HMAP)  2 2 , 2 3
22  HAPNUMb I  S i p  C i n  ORDER ) LEVELs MAPNUH+ 1
2 4  F Ü R MA T C I 3 )
GOTO 21
23  : F ( E 0 F ( 5 ) )  2 3 0 1 , 2 3 0 2  • :
2 3 0 Ï  . . . P R I N T  2 5 0 1  $ CALL ABORT .
• "  2 3 0 2  P R I N T  2 5 , I NSTRUC S CALL ABORT %
 - 25  FORMATC'  * * * ' , *  ERROR I I N S T R U C T I O N  ' * , A3 , * '  NOT R E C O GN I S E D * )  . i
140 V  2 5 0 1  - F ORMAT C'  * * *  ERROR * * *  EOF ON I NP UT F I L E  -  NO I N S T R U C T I O N ' )
■ ■ • ■ ' ^21 ' ^ '  I F  (MAPNUM ,L E ]. NOMAPS)  GOTO 27  ~
I F  (NOMAPS , E Q ,  0 )  GOTO 27  .
' 2 9  • P R I N T  2Q $ CALL ABORT '
145 23  F O R MA T C  * * *  ERROR ; I N S U F F I C I E N T  MAPS I N  F I L E ' )  , . , .
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * *
284
c I NP U T  CUTOFF I N S T R U C T I O N  ' T  " *
150  27  D U S T B I N S , F A L S E ,
CGRPS=LEYEL  
2 5 0 1  READ 3 5 0 0 , I NS T R U C , CU T OF A  
3 5 0 0  F Q R M A T ( A 3 , A 6 )
I F C I N S T R U C  , E 0 .  3HMAR . O R .  I NSTRUC '.E O , 3 H L EV )  GOTO 3 5 3 1  .....  ' {
155 . .  I F C E 0 F C 5 ) )  3 5 9 9 , 3 5 1 3  _ :
3 5 1 0 - - I F C I N S T R U C  . N E .  3HCUT)  GOTO 3 5 3 0  - 1
DECODE ( 6 , 3 5 1 6 ,  CUTOFA) CUTOFF . - ' %  !
3 5 1 6  F O R M A T C F 6 . 0 )  .............................. 1
160  P R I N T  3 5 1 7 , CUTOFF 5 CGRPS = CGRPS + 1 $ D U S T B I N s . T R U E ,  ■ (
3 5 1 7  FORMATCI  WCUTOFF SET AT ' , F 9 . 2 Î  {
. I
C LOOK FOR SKI M I N S T R U C T I ON  ( SET  MEANS TO ZERO FOR SKI MMI NG PURPOSES * i
165 C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * !
3 5 2 0  READ 3 5 0 0 , I NSTRUC .. :
1 F ( E Q F C 5 ) )  3 5 9 9 , 3 5 3 0  
3 5 3 0  I F d N S T R U C  ‘,N E ,  3 H S KI  ) GOTO 3 5 5 5
P R I N T  3 5 3 5
170  3 5 3 5  F O R MA T C / '  * S K I M  I N S T R U C T I ON  -  SET MEANS TO ZERO»)  i
I F C L E V E L  , E Q ,  1 . A N D ,  NOMAPS , E Q ,  1 )  GOTO 3 5 4 3
p r o g r a m  S OU P'  7 3 / 7 4  0 P T = 2  FTN 4 . 2 +  REL ' 0 4 / 0 5 / 7 6
■ - P R I N T  3 5 3 6  S CALL ABORT
- 3 5 3 6  F O R M A T C  A * *  ERROR I SKI M I N S T R U C T I ON  CAN ONLY BE USED ON l - M A P ,  I
l - Q RO UP  MAP SET I )
175  . 3 5 4 0  _ S K I M n , T R U E ,
C LOOK FOR REPEAT I N S T R U C T I ON  +
C t * * *  A. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
100
3 5 5 0  READ 3 5 0 0 , I NSTRUC
I F ( E 0 F ( 5 ) )  3 5 9 9 , 3 5 5 5  
3 5 5 5  I F C I N S T R U C  , N E ,  3HREP)  GOTO 23
R E P E A T S , T R U E ,
165 P R I N T  3 5 6 1
3 5 6 1  F O R M A T C  SSSSS REPEAT I N S T R U C T I O N  ACCCPTED BUT NOT I MP L EMENT ED» )
3 5 9 9  C O N TIN UE
. C GOBBLE, UP TO RI GHT MAP *
C + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
MA P L £ N 0 r Y D I M * ( C X O I M + 7 9 ) / 6 0 )
I C O U N T b I
195 40  I F C I C O U N T  , E Q .  MAPNUM) GOTO 41
0 0  4 2  l a l , M A P L E N G  
.. .  . 4 2  R E A 0 C l , 4 3 )
4 3  FORMAT( ' i X )
R E A D ( 1 , 4 4 )  EOM 
290 44  F0 RMATCA4 )
. - I F  (EOM ,E Q ’, 4 H - - * -  . A ND,  NOMAPS , E Q ,  3 )  GOTO 2 9
I F  ( . N O T .  I N  ORDER)  R E A D C 1 , 2 4 )  LEVEL , - . •
r . - I C O U N T s î C O U N T + l  • ;
GOTO 4 9  - . -
205  ... ' 41  CONTI NUE
- - - - I F C I N S T R U C  '.E O . 3HMAP)  P R I N T  « 1 0 1 , MAPNUM, LEVEL
4 1 0 1  - F O R M A T C  . - ^ I NS TRUCT I ON i MAP » , 1 3 ,  ' LEVEL I S  » , I 3 )  . -  .- : . .
2 8 5
12
!15
!2S
C * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C READ I N  HEADER OF C L A S S I F Y I N G  SET ( I . E .  SET TO BE C L A S S I F I E D  i
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
. READ ( 3 / 6 0 ) T I T L E , C X D I M , C Y D I M , C H E C K ( i ) , C L P D I S r , F M T C O D E C 3 )
6 0  - F O R M A T  ( 8 A 1 0 / 3  ( 1 4 , 2 X ) , L 1 , 2 X ,  1 2 )
C * * * * * *  SERT UP FMT ETC ' :
I F ( F M T C 0 D E ( 2 )  , E Q .  0 )  GOTO 6 0 1 0
I F C F H T C b ü E C 2 ) ’. E Q .  I )  GOTO 6 0 2 0  • 4 ' . r / . .
P R I N T  6 0 0 1 , F M T C O D E ( 2 )  5 CALL ABORT
6 0 0 1  FORMATCI  * * *  ERROR i C L A S S I F Y I N G  DATA FORMATCODE « , 1 2 , «  NOT KNOWN'
6 0 1 0  C O L 5 P L n 5 0 / C 3 * P A R A M 5 + n  
N 0 S P L » Cb L S P L * P A RA M3  
129 E N C 0 D E C 1 3 , 1 4 1 5 , F H TC )c '0 L3 PL ,P AR AM S
GOTO 6 0 9 0  
6 0 2 0  F M T C C D s ' C 1 1 F 7 . 2 )  »
G O T O - 6 0 9 0
p r o g r a m  SOUP 7 3 / 7 4  OP T* 2 FTN 4 , 2 +  REL 0 4 / 0 3 / 7 6
>33
135
245
6 0 9 0  CONTI NUE . . .  ..
I F C C H E C K C l )  . E O ,  PARAMS)  GOTO 61 
P R I N T  6 2 , P ARAMS, CHEÇKC1)  S CALL ABORT 
62  FORMAT( '  * * *  ERROR t TDATA ' , 1 4 , '  PARAMETERS,  CDATA HAS ' , 1 4 )
61 CONTI NUE
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C OUTPUT C L A S S I F I Y I N G  SET HEADER
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
CALL DATECTOOAY)
W R I T E ( 4 , 7 0 ) T I T L E  
F ORHAT C3 A1 0 )
B I N 0 N = 2 H N 0
I F C D U 3 T B I N ) S I N 0 N s 2 H  +
I F ( O U S T B I N )  GOTO 7 0 1 0  
I T B I N = 6 H N 0  B I N  S I T C U T » D A T E C 0 )
70
$ GOTO 7 0 3 0
260
7 0 1 0
7 0 2 0
7 0 3 0
72
73
7 5  ■■
76  .  
7 8  -
79--,
.71 -
I T B I N R 6 H C U T 0 F F
F 0 R M A T ( F 9 , 3 , 1 X )
S ENCODE( 1 0 , 7 0 2 0 , I T C U T ) C U T O F F
7 2 , 7 !
A 1 0 ,  ' FROM T S I  » » ' , 3 A 1 0 )
I F ( T R T I T L E ( 8 )  . E O .  1 0 H * *  T . S E T 3  )
. W R I T E ( 4 , 7 3 )  C G R P S , I T 0 I N , I T C U T , T S I  
F 0 R M A T C I 3 , * GR0UPS«3QUPED I | A 6 ,
GOTO 78
■ W R I T E ( 4 , 7 6 )  C G R P S , I T B I N , I T C U T , C T R T I T L E C l ) , I s l , 4 )
F 0 R M A T C I 3 , ' GROUPS^SQUPED ' , A 6 ,  A 1 0 , ' F R O M  ' , 4 A 1 0 )
W R I T E ( 4 , 7 9 )  . C X D X H , C Y D I M , C L P 0 I 3 T  
. F 0 R M A T ( ? . I 4 ,  ' I F ' , L I ,  ' F ' )
P R I N T  7 1 , T I T L E , C X D I M . C Y D I M
FORMATCI  C L A S S I F Y I N G  SET T I T L E  I » ' / 4 X , 8A 1 0 / '  0 I M E N S I O N S i « »/ 4 X , 1 4 ,  ' * ' , 1 4 / )  
1 * 1 , 1 4 / )
270-
C .  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * , * * * * * *  
CALCULATE p o i n t e r s  I NTO ARRAY D FOR VARI ABLE ARRAY SPACE - 
G - I . E .  DO YOUR OWN BLOODY STORAGE ALLOCATI ON
C G R O U P ( X D I M , Y D I M ) , m e a n ( P A R A M S , L E V E L ) , COVAR( PARAMS  + I , P A R A M S , L E V E L ) , GPS I Z E ( L E V E L  
-C g o V Î N V ( P A R A M S , P A R A n o , L E V E L ) , u O G O E T ( L E V E L  3 . O U T B U F f ( C X O I H 3 , O U T S i Z L C C G » r ' 6 ) , •
C DEV I A T E ( P A R A M S ) , V AL UE ( P ARAMS ) , WORK( PARAMS)
■ C *  *  . *  *  *  * _ * _ *  A  *  *  *  *  . *  Û *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  A  X  *  *  *  *  *  *  .V *  *  *
ï P l R l  ? . I P 2 3 I P 1 + X D I M * Y D I M  S I P 3 5 l P 2 + P A R A M S * L £ V E L
2 8 6
75
?0
52
' 5 1  
-  . 5 0
I P 4 B l P 3 + ( P A R A H S + n * P A R A M S * L E V E L  
I P 6  = I P 5  + PARAMS* PARAMS* LEVEI .  $
I P 9 K 1 P 8 + C G R P S  Î  
I P 9 9 5 Ï P 1 1 + P A H A M S  
ï P 9 9 9 k î P 9 9 / 1 é) 0 0 + 1  
P R I N T  5 2 , I P 9 9 9  
F O R M A T C  v a r i a b l e  
I F C Ï P 9 9 . L T , 1 5 0 0 0 )  
P R I N T  51
F ORMAT ( I * * ★  ERROR
S ! P 5 = i P 4 + L E V E L  
I P 7 = I P 6 + L E V E L  $
I P 1 0 C I P 9  + PARAMS S I P H 5 I P 1 0  + PARAMS
I ' , 1 4 , ' X ' )
l P 0 a J . P 7  + CXDl M
ARRAY STORAGE 
GO TO 50
S CALL ABORT
   _____  I STORGAGE OV E R F L OW )
. CALL S U P E R C X D I M , Y D I M , P A R A M 5 , P A R A M S + 1 , L E V E L , C X D I M , D ( I f M ) , D C I P 2 ) , D ( I  
1 P 3 )  , D C I P 4 )  , 0 C I P 5 )  , 0 ( I P 6 ) , D ( I P 7 )  , D C 1 P Ô )  , D C P 9 )  , D ( I P I P ) , D ( I P 1  D )
END
SUBROUTI NE SUPER 7 3 / 7 4  0 P T b 2 FTN 4 , 2 +  REL 0 4 / 0 5 / 7 6
